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INTRODUCTION
The Thirteenth Annual Clinic on Library Applications of Data
Processing was held at the Illini Union on the campus of the University of
Illinois, April 25-28, 1976. The 1976 clinic had as its theme the economics of
library automation, a topic of increasing importance to librarians as they
cope with inflation and other financial problems. In planning the clinic we
attempted to cover many different aspects of a complex and difficult area.
Some of the papers deal with fairly specific library processes, such as
circulation or book catalog production, while others deal with more general
techniques for determining costs and benefits. The paper by Veneziano and
Aagaard is a particularly lucid study of the economics of independent, rather
than cooperative, development. They use their own library as an example, but
the implications of their work extend far beyond Northwestern University
Library. In his paper, Gorman argues persuasively that an activity as
mundane as data entry can and should involve sophisticated analysis and
planning. In a somewhat speculative vein. Folk takes us into the near future
when scholarly journals will exist only as on-line computer files, thus saving
the librarians from checking in and shelving low-demand materials. In none
of the papers are there formulas for magically reducing the expense of
automation. There are, however, serious and intelligent suggestions for
dealing with the inescapable problems of cost and value.
J. L. DIVILBISS
Editor

FREDERICK G. KILGOUR
Executive Director
Ohio College Library Center
Economics of Library
Computerization
In talking about the economics of library computerization I
will answer the question: What is meant by the economics of library
computerization? The economics that I am concerned with is scientific
economics, the study of how men in society elect to use limited resources
for the production of goods and services. The three fundamental economic
questions in any society are: What is to be produced? How is it to be pro-
duced? For whom is it to be produced? The same questions apply to librar-
ianship and to library computerization.
The major publication on library economics is Economics ofAcademic
Libraries by William J. Baumol and Matityahu Marcus, 1 with which I
presume most of you here are familiar. The word academic appears in the title
because the authors' data came from academic libraries; however, their
findings are valid for public libraries, school libraries, and special libraries.
Per unit costs in academic libraries were rising at a rate of about 6.3 percent
per year for the two decades following 1950. This increase can be compared to
a 0.9 percent per year rise in the wholesale price index. From this comparison
it is obvious that libraries are headed for serious trouble. Baumol and Marcus
concluded, very rightly, that some profound modification in the manner in
which libraries operate is going to have to occur in the relatively near future.
A 6.3 percent annual rate of increase means that in twenty-five years, per unit
costs of service will increase by 460 percent. This is the kind of increase that
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society apparently will not support and, as you know, we are already
experiencing diminishing financial support in librarianship. Major changes
must occur in what is produced or how it is produced and for whom
possibly in all three. My remarks will be concerned with how computerization
can, and does, have a profound impact on these three fundamental questions.
Baumol and Marcus make the interesting point that the cost of
computerization had been declining at a rate of 55 percent per year, going in
the opposite direction from costs in libraries, and far more precipitously. The
reason that costs go up so rapidly in libraries is that libraries are highly labor-
intensive. Library salaries are forced up by salary increases in other sectors of
the economy, but in the case of libraries these salary increases are not
accompanied by increased productivity. This situation is not unique to
librarianship; it is also true of education, hospitals, artistic performances,
restaurants and many other labor-intensive activities. When Baumol and
Marcus analyzed the economic variables within library operations and
correlated them, it was abundantly clear that libraries are labor-intensive
service institutions, and it is this factor that leads to the disproportionate rate
of rise of per unit costs. It is unit costs that must be considered if useful
comparisons are to be made.
Another important conclusion made by Baumol and Marcus was that
increased costs were not due to inefficiencies in library operation, nor were
they caused by mismanagement as is sometimes alleged. Actually, efficiencies
in libraries seem to be extraordinarily high. Librarians have been able to
achieve something of great significance in that they employ techniques of
mass production for products which are all different. Mass production is
clearly efficient when large numbers of identical items are produced, but this
isn't the case for individual books coming out of the processing line.
Nevertheless, librarians have adapted the technique of mass production to the
processing of totally unlike individual products, one of the major advances to
have occurred in libraries in the last forty to fifty years.
Even though libraries operate efficiently, studies of libraries show that
libraries are in failure. Studies in both academic libraries and public libraries
have shown that approximately 50-60 percent of the time, a user does not get
the information he wants. 2 This failure rate is too high; it turns people away
from libraries, and it has turned me away from libraries; I no longer have the
time to experience a 50 percent failure rate. I used to publish a fair amount of
material in the history of science and the history of technology, but I no longer
do so because it takes too much time to get the data. There are just too many
interesting scholarly questions that are easier to answer without spending
time using a big library.
A general rule of economics applicable to many commodities is that as a
price of a good is raised, the demand for the good declines. We see something
of this sort occurring in libraries, where as the cost to users to use libraries
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increases, demand by users decreases. Cost to the user is, of course, generally
measured in time, and we all know of cases where the user's cost was too great.
For example, a professor of political science at Yale University (where I was
associated with the library) had a sabbatical to write a book, but was making
such slow progress using the huge Yale library that he went to Geneva to the
ILO library, where he finished rapidly using a much smaller library which had
information more readily available. I have had some experience in writing a
book using the Yale library, and it was hard work even twenty years ago.
In an interesting recent paper, 3 Raymond Jackson uses a mathematical
model to show that as the use of a library increases, the book stock erodes,
and the only way to continue good service is to limit the service of the library. I
can give you an interesting example of this kind of observation from my own
experience. Nearly forty years ago, when I was at the Harvard College
Library, I observed something curious in the figures for the number of
borrowers and the amount of total circulation. I did a correlation between the
number of registered borrowers (one had to register in those days to be a
borrower) and the total circulation over a period of fifteen to twenty years for
which figures were available. There was an inverted ratio; that is to say, the
fewer people registered to use the library, the greater the total amount of
circulation except for two years. I was so intrigued that there were two years
which didn't fit that I went back to the original records of circulation for those
two years, did the additions again, and after having corrected the figures, the
two years did follow the pattern.
I certainly would not advocate that the only way to improve service in
libraries is to limit service per individual user or to limit the number of users.
If we are to reverse the rate-of-failure trend, we are going to have to increase
availability of information. Now the information may be in the library and
inaccessible or it may be that it is not in the library. With some exceptions, as
libraries grow larger they become more and more passive in their services.
They don't actively serve their users; they don't really participate in their
users' programs. There is an increasing need for libraries to offer services
actively if they are to pull out of failure. The major general change must be
from a passive service to an active service in terms of what is going to be
produced, how it is going to be produced, by whom, and what technology is to
be used.
To what extent will libraries support information needs and to what
extent will publishers fill the need? The people who use libraries also buy
books, and in recent years we have had considerable evidence that an
increasing amount of information is coming from publishers rather than from
libraries. The "for whom" question means that it is necessary to define the
community of users, and just saying "all people in the United States" is not
enough. There must be a more useful definition. Most of us talk in the terms
of "all" and the National Commission on Library and Information Science
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talks in terms of "all," but we know very well that not all people are served
and not all people even want to use libraries. But how does one define "users"
more accurately to make the correct economic moves to answer this ex-
tremely important question?
In connection with each of these questions, we must reexamine the
objectives of libraries. How are you going to increase the supply? How are you
going to make more information available? And, once again, for whom are
you going to make it available? For example, it is technically possible to
connect a cable television system to a network computer so that anyone with a
television set on the cable system could access the catalog in the network
computer, but such an arrangement still leaves the question of for whom the
service would be provided. Not everybody has a television set on a cable
system, and moreover, there are only one hundred communities in the United
States with cable television systems capable of supporting two-way
communication. Catalog access through cable television is clearly a
worthwhile service, but one that can not be provided to all potential users.
It seems to me that Baumol and Marcus are absolutely correct when they
say that some profound modification has to be made in library operation
which means that library service cannot be substantially improved by
traditional means. In making a profound modification, the technology of
choice is obviously an information processing machine: the computer.
Computer technology is the only technology available that can greatly
enhance productivity of library staff. The computer as a labor-saving device
can be thought of as a logical extension of the technique of mass production
with interchangeable parts developed in the United States in the second
quarter of the nineteenth century. Such production greatly changed the
economic aspects of industrialization and also made possible the production
of new products. Mass production using interchangeable parts was developed
in clock manufacture and in armories in the United States. The original
objective of the manufacture of muskets with interchangeable parts was that
weapons could be repaired in the field without having a hoard of armorers
with forges accompanying an army. It turned out that this technique also had
an enormous economic power, although this was not realized until it was
employed commercially. A good example of the use of mass production in the
commercial sector was the manufacture of the Colt revolver, which could not
have been produced as a commercial success without this new technology.
Some of the labor-saving principles that computerization can make are:
(1) an increase in work done mechanically, (2) computers permit nonhuman
sources of power to be substituted for human effort, (3) high volume of
output, (4) high operating speed, (5) increased mechanical continuity in
operations, and (6) computers permit automatic error detection.
Computerization makes it possible for libraries to take advantage of labor-
saving principles. These principles alone will increase productivity of staff.
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but there has to be a continual increase in productivity of the kind seen since
the advent of the computer in agriculture, manufacturing, and in service
industries.
The second way in which library productivity can be increased is through
economies of scale. Here, although an individual library can certainly utilize
labor-saving principles, it is really only by networking that economies of scale
can be realized to any large extent. 4 1 will talk only about shared cataloging,
although sharing of computers, programs, and intellectual contributions can
result in economies of scale for other library activities. When the Ohio College
Library Center (OCLC) first began to operate in 1971, 68 percent of the
cataloging done through the system was done using records that were already
in the system; now it is 91 percent. This increasing economy of scale certainly
yields an increase in productivity, and it is this type of productivity that is so
important. If productivity can increase at the same rate as salaries and wages,
then libraries will be behaving as the average of institutions and organizations
in the economy as a whole. This goal is the one we must strive to attain.
What can the effect of computerization be on objectives? First, it can
certainly increase the availability of resources within libraries by greatly
enhancing access points to information in a library. Access points are severely
limited in card catalogs and in printed book-form catalogs. The first move
should be to make information in the library increasingly available.
The second objective is to make resources available outside of the local
library, and to do so networking is, of course, required. There have been some
very interesting developments in this area, particularly in that smaller
libraries are now making their resources available in a way that was
impossible before networks were developed. We have never had a precise
concept of a national library in the United States, and we certainly don't mean
by a national library what is meant in Spain, for example. With networks the
national library will be made up of the nation's libraries, not any particular
library. Individual libraries such as the Library of Congress certainly have
unique contributions to make, but we can no longer look at any single library
as being the pinnacle or hub of library resources. Clearly, the existence of a
distributed national library can only be achieved with a computerized
network.
The third objective is to enable libraries to take a more active stance in
providing services. It is difficult to see how a more active stance can be
achieved in larger libraries without the use of computers. An example of such
a new service is selective dissemination of information (SDI), and those of
you who are recipients of an SDI service know how extremely helpful such a
service can be. The on-line catalog is another example of both a new product
and an important new service. 5 It is new because on-line catalogs are entirely
different in design from card catalogs or printed book catalogs; they are
neither on-line card catalogs nor on-line printed book catalogs. They are, in-
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stead, huge numbers of miniature catalogs. The OCLC system at present has
somewhat more than 1.5 million of these "minicats" in the system with no
catalog, as presented to a user, having more than 32 entries. Complex
cataloging rules have been a natural consequence of increasing catalog size,
but with a catalog of no more than thirty-two entries, there is no need for the
complexity of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. Certainly, rules will be
needed, but they should not be based on bibliographic principles; rather, rules
should be based on users' requirements of catalogs. Recognition and
acceptance of the concept of miniature catalogs will lead to one of the most
profound modifications that will occur in librarianship, namely, mechanized
descriptive cataloging. There does not appear to be any reason why
descriptive cataloging could not be done largely in a mechanical way. It will
require some human intervention, of course, but when a catalog has no more
than thirty-two entries, the entries need not have the requirements for
uniqueness and specificity necessary for book-form and card catalogs. 6
Mechanization of descriptive cataloging is only one of the ways in which
computerization will affect the economies of libraries, and is also an example
of the profound changes that the Baumol and Marcus study revealed as
necessary.
What effect will computerization have on the economics of library use?
Users are not included in library budgets, and there is a tendency to ignore
them from the viewpoint of costs they incur in using a library. Sometimes I
wonder just how much computerization is being done to benefit libraries
rather than library users. Yet, it should be the users who come first. Their
costs are real, and it is a rise in those costs that lead them to discontinue using
libraries. Computerization should lower the real cost to users and thereby
increase demand for library service. Computerization can certainly bring
back to libraries those people for whom the cost of library use has become too
great. A study of the Lockheed on-line system in four public libraries in
California showed that users of that service were "not the traditional patrons
of the public library."7
There will also be new users when remote catalog access, such as that at
the Ohio State University Libraries and which Thorson discusses in another
paper, becomes available, including some users who won't need to go to the
library because they will have access through television connection. One of
the sinful things about a card catalog is that there is only one of them and you
must go to the library to use it. I can assure you that not having to go to a
library is a very important improvement in providing library service. I didn't
use the Ohio State University (OSU) library to any extent prior to the
adoption of this sytem because I wasn't prepared to spend a half-day going to
and from the library and perhaps having to go to one or two department
libraries only to find that I couldn't get a book. I am prepared to spend the
half-minute that it now takes, and the result is that I use two or three times as
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many books from the OSU library as I did before, and I buy fewer books.
OCLC has done a study of public service terminals on the OCLC system and
more than four-fifths of the users in both academic and public libraries
preferred to use a terminal rather than a card catalog.
In summary, it is all too clear from economic analysis that libraries have
extremely serious problems to be solved. There is no way that society is going
to support a 460 percent increase in financial support for an institution
experiencing a 50-60 percent failure rate in service. Libraries are as efficient as
other labor-intensive service industries, and it is impossible to see how any
further increase in the efficiency of an already highly efficient operation can
cope with such rocketing increases in costs. It is inevitable that a drastic
change must occur in library operations; for the immediate future, the
greatest desirable impact will come from computerized, on-line networking,
that provides not only labor-saving functions but also effective economies of
scale.
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Assistant Director for Technical and Automated Services
Cornell University Libraries
Ithaca, New York
Cost Analysis of Automation
in Technical Services
This paper has several purposes: (1) to determine the
relationship of automation costs of technical services in a large research
library to the total library resource allocations; (2) to describe Cornell
University Libraries' history of automation efforts and the accompanying
cost experiences; (3) to review a specific cost analysis for processing
monographs in a large technical services group; (4) to review productivity
measurement of library staff involved in processing; and (5) to propose some
general management planning information techniques to measure the
performance of technical services staff.
Adequate cost analysis and true determination of costs in technical
services has always been a very elusive matter. Although there have been
numerous feasibility studies performed on various processing centers and
technical processes, few such studies have been followed by thorough cost
studies after new automated library systems were installed. In addition, the
techniques for performing such studies have varied so widely that
comparisons of studies are rarely valid. Perhaps the best that any library can
hope for is that it will continually study its own processes and their costs and
base management conclusions on this information without attempting to
make comparative studies with other libraries.
In 1967, Paul Fasana made the following points concerning the
determination of library automation costs: (1) few factual data exist on this
topic; (2) library automation is expensive; (3) considerable conjecture is
centered on the anticipated efficiencies and savings once computer-based
systems are designed and implemented; (4) cost figures in themselves are
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meaningless; and (5) determination of the cost of automated library
procedures is needed. 1
Unfortunately, almost a decade has passed with little progress made in
an area of library management so vital to a library's total resource allocation.
A greater portion of each large research library's budget, hard hit by annual
inflationary forces, is being expended for automation. Initially, the purpose
of implementing automated systems was to lower unit costs, particularly in
the book processing areas of the library. More recently, library managers
have justified the installation of automated library systems by citing such
factors as improved service to the library patrons and reduced processing
times. Today, less emphasis is placed on cost reductions achieved by using
computers to perform clerical tasks in libraries.
Library Resource Allocation
Although there is little hard data on amounts spent by libraries on
automation, Brett Butler estimates that "somewhat less than five percent of
overall budgets go to automated service costs." 2 He also points out that very
few libraries were involved in automation activities ten years ago, but now
almost every library is involved in some form of automated activity, "even if
they only buy catalog cards which are generated by computerized systems."
Butler now estimates that from $125 to $175 million is now spent annually on
various automated systems and activities and that within the next eight years,
these same expenditures will approach $400-$500 million and comprise 8-15
percent of the libraries' budgets. In the future such extensive expenditures will
require detailed cost analyses and careful reallocation of library resources.
Such resources are already burdened by tremendous pressures to maintain
book collections and install new library programs (e.g., audiovisual centers).
The graph used in Figure 1, "Cornell University Libraries, 1974/75
Expenditures by Program," is an excellent method illustrating the various
library expenditures by program. One is immediately aware that libraries are
highly labor-intensive organizations with large portions of the budget going
to staffing the library, processing materials and collection development.
Purchase of books and periodicals and preservation of the collection make up
nearly the entire remainder of the budget. Cornell University Libraries has
proceeded carefully and deliberately in utilizing automation techniques and
current operations and processes absorb only a total of $138,947 or 3.2
percent of the total endowed budget. It is expected that this amount will
gradually increase each year until approximately 8-10 percent is expended in
this program area. Automation costs should be related to the total operating
resources of a library system, and because they compete directly with the
requirements for staffing and book expenditures, these programs will by
necessity require substantial justification. In comparing the Cornell
University Libraries' program expenditures with another large academic
research library such as Stanford University Libraries, one is struck by the
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similarity of the two libraries' program costs with the exception of
automation. Due undoubtedly to the fact that the BALLOTS system is now
operational, the percentage of projected cost for automation in the Stanford
library in 1975/76 is 9.6 percent of the total budget. 3
Cornell University Libraries Initial Automation Plans
In 1965 Cornell University Libraries employed a systems analyst to study
the application of computers and data processing techniques to various
library operations. After several months of study and consultation with
experts, a 5-year library automation program was established. This program
called for the automation of three basic library processes: ( 1 ) monographic
acquisitions, (2) serial records control, and (3) circulation and inventory
control. 4 All of these procedures require numerous repetitive clerical tasks
which appeared well suited to data processing methods and equipment. As
part of this initial study, a mathematical model was constructed which plotted
the "Systems Costs vs. Time" for the manual systems, improved manual
systems and envisioned automated systems (see Figure 2). Every effort was
made to incorporate all direct and indirect costs in all three systems, including
salary increases to cover the annual inflation factor. In determining the costs
for the improved manual systems, sufficient clerical labor was added to the
existing staff to maintain all processes on a current basis. However, in this
estimate no attempt was made to add the additional labor required to provide
the same level of services expected of the automated systems. Figure 2
illustrates that more than five years elapses before costs of development and
implementation are recovered.
At the time of the study it was estimated that approximately $250,000
would be needed to develop all three computerized systems. In 1966, the
university administration gave the libraries a small grant to begin work on the
first system, later to be called the Automated Acquisitions and In-Process
Control System. The acquisitions system became operational in January 1 968
and is a series of computer programs which handle the majority of routine
work for the centralized Acquisitions Department. This department orders
and receives monographic material for ten separate college libraries on
campus. The system performs approximately sixty-five various operations
involved in ordering, receiving, bookkeeping, and generating management
information and statistical reports. The receiving system records the in-
process status of material, initiates the automatic claiming and cancellation
processes, and posts charges to more than 300 accounts. The system provides
an on-order and in-process weekly status report in alpha main entry sequence
to be used by searchers and the public services departments. Over 32,000 titles
are represented in the main status list. "Mini-Master" lists showing the status
of acquisitions for each individual college and departmental library are made
available through a computer-sort routine. A unique feature of this system is
that monographic series titles are accommodated both by author-title entry in
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
PRESERVATIO
RESEARCH LIBRARY
SERVICE 12.6%
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY
SERVICE
BRANCH LIBRARY
SERVICE
BOOKS, PERIODICALS, ETC
29.4% COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
OFFICERS
AUTOMATION
TECHNICAL PROCESSING
21.9%
1974/75 Expenditures By Program
(endowed divisions excluding the Law Library)
Books, Periodicals, Etc.
Preservation (Binding)
Research Library Service
Undergraduate Library Service
Branch Libraries Service
Administration (Incl. General Expenses)
Technical Processing
Automation
Collection Development Officers
Total
$1,278,076
$ 118,474
547,381
214,122
350,217
627,716
954.433
138,947
121,192
29.4%
2.7%
12.6%
4.9%
8.1%
14.4%
21.9%
3.2%
$4,350.558 100.0%
Figure 1. Cornell University Libraries, 1974/75 expenditures by program
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the main status list and in quarterly listing by series entry for approximately
10,000 standing orders.
A summary of the total development costs, production cost history and
detailed production costs for FY 1974/75 is given in Table 1. The initial
development cost of $87,594 was approximately what the libraries had
expected. However, production costs from the initial feasibility estimate of
$12,000 above the then-current labor costs increased annually until in FY
1972/73 it totaled $72,760. Each year during the period 1968/69-1972/73 the
production cost for this system exceeded its budget despite all efforts by the
libraries and the Office of Computer Services to project budgeted amounts
and hold costs down. Contributing factors behind this frustrating rise in
charges are outlined as follows. The system was developed on an IBM/ 360
Model 40 with a price quotation of $50 per CPU hour. The following year a
larger computer (IBM/360 Model 65) was installed in the central computer
center in support of the university's administrative, academic and research
computing needs. A priority system for utilizing the computer was also
instituted at that time. In order for the libraries' acquisitions system to be
processed on a weekly schedule, Priority 8 (the highest priority utilized for
administrative production runs) was required. This priority level carried with
it a cost of $300 per CPU hour, which is a 600 percent increase over the
previous rate.
In subsequent years the cost per hour for computer time increased almost
annually and even though the library was able to lower the priority rate to six,
production costs continued to increase. Finally, in FY 1973/74 the Office of
Computer Services agreed to run portions of this system at a lower priority
(five) and budget projections were met. In 1974 the Office of Computer
Services installed an IBM/ 370 Model 168 and, even though this computer ran
five times faster than the IBM/ 360 Model 65, costs remained the same. When
the director of the Office ofComputer Services was asked why the production
costs for the acquisitions system did not decrease, he responded by writing:
Please beware that there are three parameters to consider charges
(costs), service and resources. A true cost saving is one which reduces the
use of resources (computing and staff time, supplies, etc.) while main-
taining service. A cost saving which reduces charges by use of lower
priorities (no saving in computing resources) cannot lead to maintaining
services. Your risk, in this case, is possible delays in delivery of output as
a tradeoff on the effect on us which is reduced income for the same use of
high cost computing resources.
It is obvious that the university's cost increase in hardware and operation
software enhancement over this 7-year period did nothing to reduce total
library costs; rather they increased dramatically. The lesson to be learned here
is that bigger and better computers do not mean lower production costs.
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Initial Development Costs
System Design. Programming & Testing
Supplies (Initial Quantities)
Equipment Purchased
Manual Labor Change-over & To Run Down Old OOF
Total Initial Development Costs
$ 75,000
3.658
500
8,436
$ 87,594
Production Costs History
Year Cost
Feasibility Estimate 1967/68 $12,000
Initial Production (6 Mo.) 1968/69 SI 8,036
Full Production 1969/70 $31,000
Full Production 1970/71 $59,098
Full Production 1971/72 $66,075
Full Production 1972/73 $72,760
Full Production 1973/74 $64,941
Full Production 1974/75 $66,077
Computer
Priority CostI Hr. Computer
$ 50 IBM360 40
8 $300 IBM360/65
8 $300 IBM360/65
6 $375 IBM360/65
6 $400 IBM360/65
6 $400 IBM360/65
5&6 S280&S400 IBM360/65
5&6 $280&$400 IBM 370/168
Production Costs 19741 75
Computers
370/168
360/20
Total
Forms
Keypunch Rental
Controller
File Rental/ Storage
Total Production Costs
Cost
$31.663
9,545
$41.208
14.885
4,025
3,900
2,059
$66.077
% Of Total
Cost
47.9%
14.4%
62.4
22.5
6.1
5.9
3.1
100.0
Table 1. Automated Acquisitions and In-Process Control System
Progress toward achieving the initial goals of the 5-year plan was
considerably slower than what the libraries had programmed. This was due
mainly to such factors as the need for extensive and detailed systems analysis,
unavailable funds necessary for programmers, lack of trained data processing
personnel familiar with library processes, delays in obtaining the necessary
computer time for testing purposes, frequent computer configuration and
operating system changes, and the necessity at all times of maintaining
normal daily operations.
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An analysis of production costs (Table 1) for the automated acquisition
system indicates that approximately 77.5 percent of the total annual costs for
this system is paid out for computer time, keypunch machine rentals,
computer controller, computer file rental and storage. This leaves only 22.5
percent of the production costs with which to attempt further reductions.
Batch process systems are notorious paper generators and this fact, coupled
with increasing paper costs, means that additional savings can be made if a
suitable substitute can be found for the paper output. We have concentrated
our most recent efforts in this cost area. A substitute was sought in the form of
Computer Output Microfilm (COM) for the paper products. A recent cost
comparison of the printed lists versus COM output indicates that
approximately $7,500 per year can be saved after the initial investment in
microfiche readers. The library has decided to go to a COM output for the
status list in the next fiscal year, thus taking advantage of the additional
saving.
Once the COM system is implemented, it is doubtful that anything more
will be done to enhance this rather obsolete acquisitions system. A search is
already underway for a substitute which will provide lower production costs,
be more flexible in operating, require less in-house maintenance and provide
better and more timely products. There are several alternatives to be
considered: (1) service from a network such as OCLC; (2) purchase of a
commercially available package such as the Baker and Taylor BATAB
System; (3) purchase of a turnkey minicomputer system complete with
software; or (4) purchase of a minicomputer and acquisition of a necessary
transferable operating system from another university, such as the
University of Minnesota Biomedical Library or the University of Chicago.
These latter systems are complete library data management systems and
encompass many additional library processes.
Network Evolvement
In 1970 the university administration decided that due to fiscal
constraint some retrenchment in all academic departments was mandatory.
A 3-year program was announced, and it was obvious that additional money
to develop in-house library systems would not be forthcoming.
Fortunately, at about the same time, the Ohio College Library Center
(OCLC) announced that it would accept additional libraries outside of Ohio
as members for access to the on-line Cataloging Support Module if they were
members of a consortium. The Cornell University Libraries in conjunction
with the other four largest university libraries in central and western New
York had formed such a consortium in 1967 called the Five Associated
University Libraries (FAUL). The board of directors of this organization
recognized the immediate utility of the OCLC Cataloging Support Module,
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and in two meetings (October 1970 and January 1971) the board approved
joining OCLC in a common venture. A feasibility study had been prepared
for the board's consideration within this 3-month period by the PAUL
Technical Services Committee. The feasibility study 5 indicated that there
would be substantial savings in the cataloging processes for all five libraries in
utilizing the OCLC on-line cataloging system. Table 2 shows the estimated
current manual costs versus the expected future costs for the PAUL libraries.
In addition to contributing to the PAUL feasibility study, the Cornell
University Libraries performed additional cost studies6 in July 1972 (Table 2)
prior to the installation of the OCLC Model 100 terminals in October 1973,
and again in January 1975 7 in order to try to determine exact cataloging and
processing times and costs after installation of the terminals (see Table 3). The
long period from July 1972 to January 1975, together with the differing
techniques and cost elements, makes comparison of these three studies
difficult and nearly meaningless.
Processing Costs, Staff Productivity and Cost Savings
The analysis of processing costs for social science monographs shown in
Table 3 is the result of one of the most comprehensive time and cost studies
ever completed for a large central technical services operation. An attempt
was made to cover all direct and indirect labor costs including benefits,
overhead, major supply items and a compensation factor for work efficiency
for all staff members included in the study. Also included is a prorated unit
cost for both the Automated Acquisitions and In-Process Control System
and the OCLC Cataloging Support System. The total cost of $9.86 for
processing each monographic title developed in this study is very realistic.
In reviewing this summary analysis, one is immediately aware that the
prorated unit costs for the automated systems now absorb approximately
thirty percent of all costs and it is in these areas where reductions must be
made to further shrink the total processing costs. It would be extremely
difficult to reduce the direct labor costs (28.4 percent) and the overhead and
fringe benefits (19.2 percent) because these two cost elements continue to rise
with the cost of living; the compensating factor for work efficiency (23.4
percent) remains somewhat stable in any work force.
A unique feature of the Bayunus study8 was the calculation of a
compensating factor for work efficiency and the inclusion of this indirect
labor cost into the total processing cost figure. The direct labor costs were
computed by using productive hours. This was obtained by passing a sample
lot of titles through the various work stations in the technical services and by
the staff recording "time-worked" notations for the entire lot. A work
efficiency factor of .8248 requires that a Productive Time Ratio (PTR) for all
staff members be computed. PTR is defined as the fraction ofeach productive
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Feasibility Cost Estimates-FA UL
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I. Direct Labor
A. Measured Labor
Shipping Room
Automated Systems Control Group
Acquisitions Department
Catalog Department
Marking & Plating Section
$0.0202
0.0892
0.9639
1.6563
0.0719
$2.8015 28.41%
B. Compensating Factor for Work Efficiency
Measured Compensating
Labor Factor
$2.8015 X 0.8248 = $2.3107 23.43%
Total - Direct Labor
//. Overhead (21%) and Fringe Benefits (16%)
Direct Overhead
Labor & Fringes
$5.1122 X 0.37 =
Sub-Total-Direct Labor, Overhead &
Fringe Benefits
///. Materials and Equipment
Acquisitions Dept.
(Xerox Rental, Xerox Paper, Forms) $0.0208
Automated Systems Control Group
(3-IBM 129's, 1-IBM 059) 0.0751
Marking & Plating Section
(Labels and Bookplates) 0.0140
Total Materials and Equipment
IV. Acquisitions and In-Process Control System
(computer services)
$5.1122
19.18%
$0.1099 01.11%
$1.3027 13.21%
V. Cataloging Support System
(OCLC) $1.4439 14.64%
TOTAL COST OF PROCESSING A MONOGRAPH
(EXCLUDING BINDING) $9.8602
Table 3. Summary of Processing Costs for Social Sciences Monographs
Source: Bayanus, Owais. A Cost Analysis of the Automated Systems Control Group; The
Acquisitions Department and the Catalog Department of the Central Technical Services;
Cornell University Libraries. Jan. 1975. (ED 102 996)
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The compensating factor can be computed as follows:
1
- PTR 1 - .548 .452
Compensating Factor = = = = .08248
PTR .548 .548
Industry has performed a number of studies on the efficiency of
employees in high-volume repetitive office work and has determined that the
work is done at 50-60 percent efficiency. 9 The Productive Time Ratio of 54.8
percent found in this study for a large technical services staff concurs with
other such studies.
In a paper delivered at the cataloging workshop 10 held in Toronto in
June 1975, Elaine Walker, Cornell's Catalog Librarian, estimated that the
Catalog and Catalog Maintenance Department required seven fewer
librarians and paraprofessional positions after installation of the OCLC
Cataloging Support Module, and that two other paraprofessional positions
had been downgraded. Three of the released positions were reassigned to
other areas of the technical services. The greatest impact on staffing changes
came in the catalog maintenance tasks where the staff had been reduced from
nineteen in FY 1972/73 to thirteen in FY 1974/75. The entire credit for the
staff saving cannot in itself be assigned to the implementation of an
automated system; rather, it is the combined effect of reorganizing whole
departments, realignment and reassignment of staff and tasks, new patterns
of work-flow, new forms and work schedules, stratification of tasks and a
careful consideration of requirements of a man-machine environment.
It is estimated, however, that this particular automated cataloging
system is now saving the Cornell libraries approximately one dollar per title
cataloged on the system. Because the Central Technical Services has been
cataloging approximately 45,000 new titles annually since October 1973 on
four OCLC Model 100 terminals, it is readily evident that substantial cost
benefits have already occurred to the library. In further examination of this
data, it should be noted that the amount of direct labor for cataloging
presently accounts for only $1.65 of the total processing cost. Additional
minor reduction might be made in this cost area, but the total processing cost
would obviously not be affected to any great extent.
I am somewhat pessimistic about future savings due to the continuing
increases in various cost elements such as the OCLC first-time use charge
(utilizing an OCLC record for cataloging purposes), communication charges,
terminal maintenance charges, and for the first time, catalog card costs for FY
1976/77. I believe that the OCLC Cataloging Support Module first-time
charge is now carrying an inordinate share of the expense for the recent large
capital investments in bigger and better computers (Xerox Sigma 9's),
systems development and maintenance costs at OCLC. If these cost increases
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continue beyond the next fiscal year, OCLC will drive many marginally cost-
beneficial on-line cataloging operations out of the OCLC system.
Computer Terminal and Cataloging Rates
In determining the total processing costs reported above, valuable data
was also obtained regarding computer terminal and cataloging rates utilizing
the OCLC Cataloging Support Module (see Table 4). These rates were
ascertained when the average response time for the OCLC system was nine
seconds or better, and comparable results could only be forthcoming under
the same operational conditions.
Prior to the installation of the OCLC system, the library staff decided
that for a large operation such as Cornell's it would probably be more efficient
to stratify the various tasks to be accomplished. The operation was broken
down into the components of searching, cataloging, inputting and
proofreading. Various levels of staff were trained in these operations and
scheduled for 2-hour shifts on the computer terminals. The searching tasks
were assigned to two full-time positions in the Catalog Department, and this
personnel accomplished all computer searching as well as any manual
searching required in the libraries' union catalog or the National Union
Catalog. Cataloging and proofreading tasks were assigned to librarians and
paraprofessional catalogers and the inputting tasks were assigned to typists in
the Catalog Maintenance Section. This system has worked extremely well
work-flow is smooth and all tasks are usually accomplished on schedule.
The reported searching time of .8 minutes per title includes two
researches. At the time of this study, each title was originally searched
immediately upon receipt in the Catalog Department. This initial search
resulted in locating 65.8 percent of cataloging copy in the data bank.
Subsequent researches for remaining titles were made at two 4-week intervals;
the second search locating 13.3 percent and the third locating 6.1 percent of
cataloging copy. All remaining titles after the 8-week period were sent to the
cataloging teams for original cataloging and inputting into the OCLC data
bank. The total quantity of cataloging copy located in the OCLC data bank
for this social sciences sample lot is substantially higher than for all material
cataloged on the OCLC system. In 1974/75 catalog copy (LC MARC and
member) was located for 64.7 percent of the 45,642 titles processed on the
system. Cornell is currently experiencing a substantial increase in this
percentage figure due mainly to increased availability of LC MARC copy for
Germanic, Spanish and Portuguese materials as well as additional member
copy.
The average cataloging time of 3.96 minutes per title is very similar to
that reported in a study of thirty-six Ohio academic libraries which reported
an average cataloging time of approximately 4.3 minutes per title. ' ' As can be
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Terminal Rates
(Minutes/ Title)
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in order for the manager to assess past performance effectively and to project
future trends in the technical services. A combination of outputs, workloads,
backlog counts and processing costs are only a sample of the types of data
required for this purpose. Such information should be easily compiled and
computed from regularly maintained budget and statistical information. For
this purpose the following tables have been found most useful: "Technical
Services Cost Ratio" (Table 5), "Cataloging Outputs and Costs" (Table 6),
and "Analysis of New Volumes and Titles Cataloged" (Table 7).
The Technical Services Cost Ratio (TSCOR) was developed in the early
1960s by the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division's Technical
Services Cost Ratio Committee. 12 It is "a ratio made up of the total cost of
technical service salaries divided by the amount spent for library material
during a given period of time." The result of this calculation is a decimal form
for the amount which it costs in staff salaries to spend one dollar for library
materials (books, periodicals and binding). This ratio has been computed
annually since the committee issued forms and instructions for computation;
Table 5 records TSCOR for the period 1968/69-1974/75 with the exception
of 1969/70. The mean professional salaries for each year are also given
because this processing cost indicator is certainly susceptible to increases in
salaries and the ratio can be expected to change upward by this factor.
One slight variation has been made in the committee's instructions in
that, starting in 1970/71, automation acquisition production costs were
added into the basic figures on the assumption that such costs should be
equated to direct labor costs. In 1973/74, all OCLC production costs for the
cataloging module were also added. The resulting rise and decline in the
TSCOR ratio since 1970/71 appears to substantiate previously presented
production cost data for both automated systems.
As for the utility of this ratio as a measure of a technical services
organization's performance, it is believed that a benchmark can be set by the
individual libraries in order to judge total achievement. A ratio of less than
one for a large research library is a commendable goal. TSCOR is a useful
indicator for managers to be aware of and utilize as a performance measure.
Library management often requests information concerning cataloging
output, cataloging costs and total volumes, and titles processed. Tables 6 and
7 are compiled annually for this purpose and because they cover more than
one year, comparisons can be made and analyzed. Since the OCLC Catalog
Support Module was installed in October 1973, it is interesting to note in
Table 6 that output per cataloger increased for all three categories: (1) new
titles cataloged; (2) new, reclassified and recataloged titles; and (3) new,
reclassified and recataloged volumes. This fact is particularly pleasing when
one realizes that the cataloging staff had been reduced by almost three full-
time equivalent (FTE) catalogers, and yet total outputs were up. Cataloging
cost per unit increased slightly but this was due in most part to higher-than-
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Technical Services Cost Ratio (TSCOR) is a ratio made up of the total cost of technical services
salaries divided by the amount spent for library materials during a given period of time. The
figure obtained by putting this ratio in decimal form is the amount it costs in staff salaries to
spend one dollar for library materials.
Year TSCOR Salary
1967/68
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Year
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The Economics of
Automated Circulation
The title of this presentation is listed in the official program as
"The Economics of Automated Circulation." A more accurate title might be
"The Economics ofAutomated Circulation theOSU Experience."Theadded
subtitle is important because it is my intent to limit discussion to cost factors
involved with the development and maintenance of LCS at The Ohio State
University (OSU). LCS originally stood for Library Circulation System, but
has subsequently come to mean Library Control System.
The purpose of this paper is not to justify the sizable monetary
expenditures which were, and are, necessary to develop and maintain LCS,
but rather to state as accurately as possible how much the system costs (both
historically and currently), and to describe the benefits OSU library patrons
and library administrators are receiving from the system.
This discussion, arranged according to historical development, includes:
(1) the state of library service at OSU in the late 1960s, leading to the ultimate
resolution to utilize automated techniques; (2) the service objectives of LCS
and developmental costs; (3) ongoing operational costs; (4) the benefits
derived from LCS; (5) plans for future systems development; and (6) a
working example of possible circulation costs.
When Hugh Atkinson came to Ohio State in the spring of 1 967, there was
a somewhat ineffective automation committee, which seemed to spend most
of its time examining current theories, reviewing the literature, and discussing
28
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promises of how automation could and would affect the future of library
operations. By February 1968 the seven members of the automation
committee were authorized to spend 10 percent of their time on the
committee's activities.
From that time on, developments evolved rapidly, reflecting what was
later stated by Jesse Shera:
Let us for a moment, look at the computer, not for what it is, but a sym-
bol of what is taking place in the library world, a harbinger of innova-
tion, change, and the new era of the librarian's responsibility to society.
The computer has...broken the hard crust of tradition and is forcing
librarians for the first time to consider seriously the philosophical setting
of their role in society. '
Concomitant to this, OSU became aware that it was necessary to explore
new avenues in order to meet the diverse needs of the university community
a community of some 70,000 potential users, utilizing over twenty separate
campus libraries holding more than 2 million volumes (a figure which has
increased over the ensuing years to 3.5 million volumes).
Access to the collection, both in terms of circulation and cataloging
practices, was often inadequate in the late 1960s. To cite a typical example, an
OSU library user who knew what he or she wanted (that is, knowing author
and/ or title) had to go to the Main Library and consult the union catalog to
determine whether the system owned that particular title and where, in the
decentralized system, that title was located. The user would then go to the
appropriate library and either locate the specific item, or discover that it was
missing or charged out to another patron. In the latter case, the user had to
return to the Main Library to determine whether other copies existed and
their locations, and then go to other libraries until the item was found.
Assuming that either a library employee or a patron found the item desired,
the patron had to fill out a charge card indicating call number, volume and
copy information, author and title, and adequate name and address
information. For every physical item charged, a separate card was filled out.
Queuing at circulation desks was a serious problem, particularly in the
Main Library where, until 1971, the stacks were closed to undergraduates.
Closed stacks meant that students had to wait up to an hour either to receive
their requested material, or to find out that such material was not on the shelf.
Furthermore, in order to renew books, the user was required to return them to
the library from which they had been borrowed.
Not only was this experience frustrating to the patron, but it was also
frustrating to the circulation staff. In the Main Library, at least, it took much
time to consult more than seventy trays of manual circulation cards, with
many cards so poorly completed that they were unintelligible. Because most
students assumed that at least one copy of every book listed in the union
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catalog was located in the Main Library, it was necessary to check the shelflist
before paging materials. The statistics kept were misleading because of the
complexity of the files and because overdue notices were sent out only
sporadically.
In 1968, the British library scholar Richard Kimber said, "In a changing
world, librarians have a responsibility not only to know about the ways in
which libraries can use the techniques of automation, but also to be aware of
the changes automation can bring to library service." 2 Why go to automation
for answers? Alan Veaner answered this question in 1970.
There are three major, practical reasons for undertaking the automation
of library functions: ( 1 ) to do something less expensively, more accurate-
ly, or more rapidly, (2) to do something which can no longer be done
effectively in the manual system because of increased complexity or
overwhelming volume of operations, and (3) to perform some function
which cannot now be performed in the manual system providing al-
ways that the administrator actually wants to perform the new service,
has the resources to pay for it, and is not endangering the performance of
existing services for which there is an established demand. 3
Although Ohio State had made basic decisions prior to and independent
of Veaner's statement, the decisions made did fall within those guidelines. The
first reason for undertaking automation, Veaner stated, was to do something
less expensively, more accurately or more rapidly. To my knowledge the
decision to automate circulation functions acknowledged the probability of
increased expenditures, if not by the library, then by the university. It was
expected that associated activities would be carried out more rapidly and with
greater accuracy. Veaner's second reason, concerning the complexity and
volume of operational files, with their implied threat of ultimate breakdown,
has already been exemplified by the typical user's experience in retrieving
materials. The third reason, to provide some function not now performed in a
manual system, was an original objective of LCS.
From its inception, LCS was meant to involve more than keeping track
of circulation records. It was also to provide a kind of remote catalog access
capability, the files to be accessible by telephone during the hours the Main
Library was open.
Before examining actual implementation costs of LCS, it is necessary to
examine, briefly, its genesis. At the same time that the library system was
exploring the techniques and uses of automation, the director of university
budgets (also chairman of the university's Computer Coordinating
Committee) was interested in certain requests made by the libraries for
computer support. This interest prompted him to assign to the library a
systems analyst charged with ascertaining what the library was actually doing
and with helping channel its diverse efforts into a manageable program which
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might reasonably be carried out. This position evolved into the research and
development (R&D) division of the university libraries, and personnel monies
for that and one programming position were transferred to the library's
personnel budget, effective November 1, 1968. The amount of transfer was
$20,976.
Effective January 1 , 1969, an additional $2,500 was allocated to support
the R&D division's extensive analysis of library operations. The existing
automation committee was disbanded and replaced by an automation
implementation committee, whose membership was comprised of members
of the highest levels of library management. It was this committee which
ultimately determined that circulation should be the first library function to
be automated. After being confirmed by the administrative staffconference, a
proposal was presented to the budget director, who initially viewed it as "an
enormously expensive system going up to do something that was already
being done, even though poorly."4 Over a period of several months, however,
he became convinced of its advantages, particularly because it coincided with
his current interest in restructuring the existing computing facilities at Ohio
State University.
The time appeared to be right. The philosophical background had been
set. The need for improved library service, particularly in circulation, was
evident, and times were such that university administrators were willing to
provide funds (funds more available then than now) for "innovative
techniques."
IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
During 1969-70 there were three major related activities involved in the
implementation of LCS: (1) the design of the system, (2) the selection and
conversion of files, and (3) the arrangement for computing facilities and
associated activities to maintain the system.
System Design
Because of the complexities involved and the fact that the libraries did
not have the kind of expertise required to design on-line systems, the decision
was made to employ an outside contractor. A detailed program of
requirements was sent out on bid by the university. IBM was asked to submit
a bid because of its previous experience with on-line systems, and as it
happened, IBM was the only company to submit a bid. IBM offered their
proposal on June 3, 1969, the title being "A Circulation System for The Ohio
State University Libraries."
The bid was accepted and the contract let on July 8, 1969. It read:
"Contract personnel services (i.e., IBM) for four people beginning
September, 1969 to be billed monthly at rate of $23.50 an hr., not to exceed
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9,576 hours. To be performed in conjunction with installation of a 360/50
computer system now on order, to design and program an on-line circulation
system per IBM proposal dated June 3, 1969, entitled 'A Circulation System
for The Ohio State University Libraries.'
"
This contract committed the university to $225,036 for LCS
development by IBM. One year later, on September 24, 1970, the libraries
requested an additional 100 hours of programming to accomplish four tasks
not originally outlined in the specifications. This cost was $2,350, making a
total development cost of $227,386 this was the visible cost.
There were many hidden costs not included in this figure, as well as costs
which cannot really be reconstructed or calculated. Literally thousands of
hours of staff time were spent during this period responding to the detailed
functional specifications as they were issued by IBM, re-educating and
preparing themselves for what would surely be a traumatic experience, and
training for the use of the system. Another hidden cost was computer testing
time, a provision of the contract that required Ohio State University to
provide that service. A memorandum dated August 25,1969 from the head of
R&D to the automation implementation committee stated: "Arrangements
for computer time at the computer center have been made for fiscal 1969/70
on a no-charge basis." Undoubtedly there were other internally absorbed
costs, memories of which have been dimmed by the passage of time.
Selection and Conversion of Files
While IBM programmers were writing and testing programs, another
important activity was going on the conversion of the data base to a
machine-readable format. Many months of consideration were spent in
determining: (1) the file to be used for conversion, (2) the data elements to be
converted, and (3) the vendor to do the actual conversion. This entire process
has been adequately documented by Guthrie, 5 but the results need to be
summarized here.
Conversion of the union catalog proved to be prohibitively expensive.
The other major files available were the shelflist and the central serial record.
Monetary considerations as well as accuracy and completeness of data led to
the decision to convert a truncated version of the shelflist. The data elements
selected for conversion were the Library of Congress classification number,
author/ main entry, title (not necessarily complete), edition statement when
available, a holdings field containing volume and copy identification, and a
location and circulation condition code which would identify and allow for
multiple circulation periods for over twenty-five separate library locations. In
order to provide additional information, other data elements were added to
the original list: a non-English language indicator, the portfolio indicator, a
size indicator (when necessary to determine oversize material) and, when
available, the LC card number.
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The decision to put the conversion out for bid was based primarily on the
belief that "the University administration was more inclined to provide
money for specific items with set dollar amounts than to allocate funds for
personnel whose jobs might tend to continue past conversion time."6 After
analyzing the bidding procedures used by several other institutions and after
developing detailed procedures and specifications for conversion, five
potential vendors experienced in this kind of activity were invited to submit
bids. Three responded, and as is typical with university fiscal authorities, the
lowest bid $87,900 was accepted.
The logistics being determined, the actual conversion began in late
February 1970. Although completion was scheduled for June 19, 1970, the
actual completion date was August 4. This did, however, fall within the
testing dates required by IBM to fulfill its contractual obligations.
The number of records, or titles, converted was 736,051, comprising
64,93 1 ,8 1 4 characters. The final cost was $86,408.42, about $ 1 ,500 under the
original estimated bid. The three principal costs were $1,500 for setup costs,
$7,000 for the expense of additional edition statements, and $77,918.18 for
keying at the rate of $1.20 per thousand characters. Because proofreading
expenses were a responsibility of OSU, an additional amount of $8,126.40
must be added, bringing the total cost of the conversion project to $94,534.82,
or an average cost of 12.8 cents per title converted.
The Arrangement for Computing Facilities
One aspect of the reorganization of computing facilities at Ohio State
University was the formation of the Learning Resources Computer Center
(LRCC), one of four centers broken apart from central facilities. LRCC was
charged with providing support to three areas of the university: (1) testing and
evaluation, (2) computer-assisted instruction, and (3) the library circulation
system. It was this center, as stated in the contract with IBM, that had on
order an IBM 360/ 50, as well as several dozen terminals. The center was given
an initial operating budget of $500,000, plus a personnel budget of
approximately $120,000. During LRCC's first year of operation,
approximately 60 percent of its support went to LCS about $372,000. This
information more properly belongs with the discussion of ongoing costs, but
does demonstrate the initial impetus given to the support of LCS.
Before LCS became operational, LRCC also paid the costs of
establishing the telephone center. The charges for building the room,
establishing stations, and installing carpeting and electrical circuits came to
$6.010. LRCC also absorbed the initial costs charged by Ohio Bell Telephone
for the establishment of network configurations necessary for LCS,
including: ( 1 ) temporary service to LRCC, (2) lines for the IBM 2848, (3) lines
for the IBM 2740's in the Main and departmental libraries, and (4) the
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installation of six operator work stations in the telephone center. The cost for
lines and Ohio Bell equipment came to $2,760, not including projected
monthly charges totaling $1,747.90. Of this figure, the telephone center costs
came to $404.50, with projected monthly charges of $264.85.
It is not a simple task to summarize the implementation costs of LCS.
Because of the complexity of activity going on during these formative years, it
is difficult first, to distinguish accurately between implementation and on-
going costs; and second, to determine costs absorbed internally by the library
system versus new allocation resources provided by the university. Atkinson
did report in 1971 that the libraries never had a separate appropriation for
library automation. 7 Although it appears that initial costs were paid from the
general university budget, there is some evidence that the libraries did, in fact,
provide at least $1 1 1,000 for the initial development. Table 1 is a tabulated
summary of known and identifiable costs in implementing LCS.
ONGOING COSTS
Ongoing costs are subsumed in three principal categories: personnel
costs, supplies, and computer support.
Personnel Costs
The only new positions funded because of automation were the
telephone center operator positions. In the summer of 1970, $80,215 was
transferred to the libraries' personnel budget to fund twenty-eight half-time
positions. As of FY 1975/76 those same positions, minus one, cost
$93,974.40 a 17 percent increase in six years. The increase was lower than
might be expected, because of heavy turnover in that unit.
Although only two positions totaling $20,976 were transferred to the
libraries, the R & D division's personnel budget over succeed ing years must be
considered, because its principal activities were in support of LCS (see Table
2). The principal reason for gradual decline over the years is that after another
unit became responsible for file maintenance, the activities of that division
diminished to the point that R & D no longer appears as a separate unit on the
organization chart of the libraries. Responsibility for updating the files is now
assigned to the automated file control unit. Its existence is first reflected in the
personnel records for FY 1971/72. These positions were not separately
funded, but resulted from internal reorganization within the libraries,
particularly in technical services. Because their activities are associated
exclusively with LCS, their ongoing budgets must also be examined (see
Table 3). The automated file control unit, comprised of from three to five
FTE personnel, prepared 77, 1 84 records for optical scanning during 1 974/ 75,
and proofread 163,035 records passed through machine file maintenance that
same year.
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Programming contract IBM $225,036.00
additional programming 2,350.00
$227.386.00
Shelflist conversion $ 86.408.42
proofreading expenses 8.126.40
$ 94.534.82
LRCC one-time support
telephone center construction $ 6.010.00
telephone network configuration for system 2.760.00
$ 8.770.00
R & D personnel costs (2 years)
1968/69 $ 20.976.00
1969/70 $ 45.537.60
$ 66.513.60
Grand Total $397.204.42
Table 1. Known and Identifiable costs in Implementing LCS
1970/71 $61.164.80
1971/72 $33.865.00
1972/73 $36.232.80
1973/74 $15.648.00
1974/75 $16.248.00
Table 2. R&D Division's Personnel Budget
1971/72 $24.742.00
1972/73 $28.922.40
1973/74 $23.940.80
1974/75 $27.310.40
1975/76 $30.472.00
Table 3. Automated File Control Units Personnel Budget
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The only personnel costs considered are those positions which would not
have existed but for the development and continuation of LCS. Some
argument could be made for including salaries of everyone presently involved
in circulation activities, but the difficulties in prorating time devoted to
circulation activities for persons performing a wide spectrum of functions
negated this approach. Because these positions did exist under the manual
system, and because a cost analysis of manual circulation functions at Ohio
State University had never been made, it seemed prudent to avoid making an
attempt to derive a total system circulation cost by title or, with lack of sound
documentation, to conjure up a cost-benefit analysis that would not be
meaningful or accurate. A hypothetical model will be described later in the
presentation.
Supply Costs
The second large ongoing expense to the libraries is the cost of supplies
and other miscellaneous costs. The monthly telephone bill for the telephone
center is $312.00, the annual allocation from the libraries' operating budget
being $3,745.00. In FY 1974/75, 275,000 patron notices (billings and
overdues) were sent out. An order for 250,000 printer-runable cards comes to
$1,342.50. Because more than one-half the number of patron notices mailed
were to off-campus addresses, the postage alone came to a conservative
$15,000. Obviously, the cost of the notices and postage vary with the
frequency notices are generated and mailed.
The last major supply cost is for the thermal paper used in the printer
terminals. Between May 16, 1974 and June 26, 1975, the libraries purchased
176 cases of thermal paper at a cost of $9,504.00. Although there is no
separate budget for LCS supplies, a summary tabulation of the foregoing
remarks may provide an approximate yearly ongoing supply cost (see Table 4).
Telephone statement $ 3.745.00
Patron notification cards 1.342.50 (approx.)
Terminal paper 9.504.00 (approx.)
Postage 15.000.00 (approx.)
Total $29.591.50
Table 4. Supply and Miscellaneous Costs
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Computer Support
Ongoing computer support was initially provided by the Learning
Resources Computer Center, which has since merged with other units to
become the University Systems Computer Center (USCC). The first real
evidence of cost factors appeared in an October 18, 1971, letter from J.
Carroll Notestine to Hugh C. Atkinson:
The following table lists the value of computer processing provided to
your department during the past year by the Learning Resources Com-
puter Center ....
October 1970 $11,710
November 1970 $31,510
December 1970 $32,320
January 1971 $32,910
February 1971 $27,940
March 1971 $31,390
April 1971 $26,810
May 1971 $30,570
June 1971 $23,170
July 1971 $28,250
August 1971 $24,070
September 1971 $21,070
TOTAL $321,720
Specific costs were not identified. More explicit information was
provided in a letter dated August 10, 1973, again from the director of USCC
to the director of libraries. In this letter five functions of LCS are identified
with their cost:
Hourly cost of operating LCS (computer only) $48.50
Annual cost of one terminal 1,500.00
One maintenance (June 5, to be exact) 518.40
Overdues (June 17) - computer portion 56.30
- microfiche 274.40
Fine notices (June 25) - computer portion 182.10
- microfiche 224.00
The libraries currently receive on a monthly basis four detailed reports of
services provided by USCC in support of LCS, the charges being billed to
specific account numbers through the university's interdepartmental billing
system. The four account statements are: (1) on-line production, (2) weekly
update, (3) daily update, and (4) support tasks. February 1 976 statements will
serve to illustrate.
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On-line production costs or charges are divided into three categories:
(1) computer services, (2) data preparation, and (3) fixed cost services. The
total cost of services provided and charged to this account was $35,363.70.
Computer services represented 78 percent of the total charges, or $27,537.90,
of which core time accounted for $22,778.54 and CPU time for $4,676.39.
Data preparation, or optical character recognition processing, that month
was $225 or less than one percent of the total charges. Fixed cost services
came to $7,600.80, or 21 percent of the total charges to this account. Of this
figure, $6,415.80 was for terminal, line, and port costs. Three other terminal
costs ($450) were itemized separately because funds for them had been
permanently transferred from the libraries to the center. Also included were
delivery service from the research center $25; clerical support $372;
COM $225; and the purchase of ten magnetic tapes $100.
The weekly update account for February listed $2,250.45 for computer
services, $105.00 for data preparation, and a $33.40 adjustment for errors.
CPU time amounted to $1,272.35, and core time cost $826.12. Because
248,382 lines were printed, output charges were $151.44. This account
basically represents the LCS and OCLC batch maintenance runs.
The daily update account for February listed computer services at a cost
of $840.6 1 : $398.66 for CPU time, $2 14.60 for core time, and $232.63 for lines
printed. This account basically represents the printing of daily notices and
daily fine maintenance.
The last account support tasks listed $376.09 in service, $84.80 for
CPU time, $175.70 for core time, $102.90 for lines printed, and $12.69 for re-
port processing. This account represents mainly overdue notices and billings.
The total of these four accounts for February 1976 came to $38,902.45.
Costs vary from month to month, but over the years the principal increase has
been in the on-line production support because of increased use ofCPU time
and core time. The cost of the charge unit has not changed since January 1 972,
but many changes have been effected in order to improve LCS. Veaner was
correct in saying: "Although unit machine costs are going down all the time,
the more one has of a cheap resource.. .the more one is likely to use it, and the
net effect may be more money spent.. ..Consequently, the more facilities
automation gives us, the more likely are we to need more resources rather
than less."8
The director of USCC estimates the support value given to LCS at
$410,000 per year, exclusive of programming time. Currently there is the
equivalent of three full-time programmers assigned to library tasks at an
annual cost estimated at $60,000. Although a part of USCCs budget, the
libraries permanently transferred $8,568 to USCC in January 1973 for
programming. Assuming the figure of $410,000 to be correct, the average
monthly charge (or more accurately, support value) is $34,166.66, or
approximately $4,735 less than February's statement.
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Two summary tabulations are provided to illustrate ongoing computer
service costs per year. Figures given are based on two assumptions:
(1) $410,000 represents a reasonable estimate of total ongoing computer
services costs; and (2) the February 1976 statements are representative, and
can therefore be used to project annual cost percentages for both the four
accounting activities and the basic computer services. Table 5 represents costs
by account and Table 6 represents costs by activity.
A further analysis is necessary to determine percentages of computer
support ($326,565.00) which can be attributed to CPU time, core space, and
output:
Central processing unit costs
Core space
Output
$ 68,578.65
251,455.05
6,531.30
21%
77%
2%
$326,565.00 100%
A final summary of current ongoing LCS costs, given the foregoing
parameters, may be tabulated as follows:
Personnel costs, solely identified
with LCS as of September 1975
Telephone Center
AFC
Supplies
Telephone center lines
Patron notification cards
Terminal paper
Postage
$93,974.40
30,472.00
$124,446.40
$ 3,745.00
1,342.50
9,504.00
15,000.00
$29,591.50
Computer support
Hardware
Software
$410.000.00
60,000.00
$470.000.00 EST
$624,037.90
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Activity Subcost
%of
Activity
Total
Activity
Total
%of
Total
On-line Processing
computer support
fixed costs
data preparation
Weekly Update
computer support
data preparation
Daily Update
computer support
Support Tasks
computer support
report processing
Total
S29I.018.00
78,351.00
3.731.00
$373.100.00
23,376.00
1.230.00
$24,600.00
8,200.00
3,977.00
123.00
4,100.00
78
21
1
100
95
100
100
97
3
100
$373.100.00
$ 24.600.00
$ 8,200.00
$ 4.100.00
$410.000.00
91
100
Table 5. Costs by Account Statement
Considering the monies spent on the development of LCS and the
extensive support needed to maintain and improve the system, the casual (or
not so casual) observer may well question the results. The benefits derived can
be grouped into two categories: (1) improved service to library users, and
(2) benefits provided to library managers.
From its inception, LCS was designed to provide improved services to
library users. It was known that costs would exceed those incurred under a
manual system but, given the climate prevalent in the late 1960s, the
automation of circulation functions appeared to be inevitable. A. typical
library user situation was described early in this paper. In contrast, the
following situation now prevails. The library user, who knows what he or she
wants, calls an operator at a central telephone number (whenever the Main
Library is open) who acts as liaison between patron and the computer
records. The operator can tell the patron whether the library system has the
particular book in question. If the system does not have the title, the operator
can ascertain if the title has been ordered and, if received, where it is located in
the stream of technical processing, in which case a "patron save" can be
placed, and the processing expedited.
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Activity
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1. Only one file need be consulted in order to determine the location and
holdings of monographs, as well as the availability of both serials and
monographs.
2. The user need not consult the union catalog in the Main Library in order
to find out where a book is located. This search access to the files, as well
as the charging of materials, may be performed by telephoning a central
access number or by visiting any circulation unit housing a terminal.
When appropriate, books will be mailed.
3. The user receives, on a regular basis, overdue (fines-billing), recall, and
book-available (or not available) notices, thus eliminating many frustra-
tions caused by the lack of adequate communication which existed under
the manual system.
4. Unless other patrons have requested circulating materials, renewals can
be accomplished by telephone or by mail.
5. A book which is unavailable because it is presently in circulation can be
recalled by placing a save transaction on the title. This automatically
reduces the loan period of the person having the book, and allows a
seven-day grace period for return before a fine is incurred. When the
book is discharged, it is automatically charged to the first requestor and
(if so opted) mailed.
6. Bibliographies, checklists, etc., will be checked against the libraries'
holdings file upon request.
7. Uncataloged items (i.e. cataloging arrearage) are entered in LCS with a
"dummy call number," and can circulate normally through the system.
8. A book recently ordered or in the process of being cataloged can now be
accessed from any terminal and a save may be placed against that title
(that is, when the book becomes available, it will be charged automatic-
ally to the requestor and, if so desired, sent through campus mail).
9. Some unique collections not represented in the card catalog are more
conveniently accessible than ever before. These include, in addition to
the cataloging backlog, the Human Area Relations Files, the ERIC
documents (in microform), the juvenile collection, and the musical score
collection, among others.
This represents a simplistic view of LCS patron services, yet
encompasses the essence of the system's philosphy. Not only does the library
user benefit, but a number of computer-generated reports provide library
managers with tools which aid in the analysis of existing operations and, it is
hoped, will provide a basis for decision-making for the future. These reports
include:
1 . A daily notification of requested books which were not physically locat-
ed at the time the request was made. Such information allows circulation
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personnel to concentrate efforts on "tracking down" these elusive ma-
terials.
2. A daily notification of items charged or discharged using the error op-
tion; in other words, items which could be charged utilizing LCS, but
which necessitated overriding normal procedures in order to accomplish
the transaction. This feature brings to attention cases of noncompliance
with established practices and allows for the reinstatement of previously
withdrawn titles and the correction of materials incorrectly entered in the
system.
3. A daily listing of titles so much in demand that three or more patrons
have officially requested each of them. This report is used to determine
the advisability of acquiring additional copies.
4. A daily listing of books reported lost by patrons. Again this represents a
tool for the acquisition of replacements.
These reports have been made available since the inception of LCS. The fol-
lowing reports have resulted from requests made after IBM turned LCS over
to the university:
1. A quarterly listing of books which are so long overdue (at least twenty
weeks) that the system assumes they are lost; the patron charged with
said items is billed accordingly.
2. COM copies of overdues, billings and student address information,
which allows the telephone center operator and/ or the Library Budget
Office to respond rapidly to patron requests.
3.
"Snap-shots" of the circulation-save file, and/ or master file, provided
upon request.
4. Monthly circulation statistics, organized first by function (charge, dis-
charge, renewal, saves and snags), and further subdivided by library
location and patron class.
5. Monthly statistics, by terminal, of all transactions processed a valuable
tool in determining new locations or possible relocations of terminals.
The plans for the future of LCS automated library activities were
thoroughly described by Robert Daugherty in a paper given at the Midwest
Academic Librarians Conference in 1 975. 9 The two most important activities
are: (1) the inclusion of serial holdings in the masterfile, and (2) on-line
maintenance of the master file. Accomplishing the first goal would allow the
remote circulation of serials, something which cannot be done at present and
will provide, when appropriate, both a summary statement of holdings and a
listing of serial holdings by physical unit. Programming for this is well under
way and, as of this presentation, testing is in progress.
In terms of long-range progress, on-line maintenance of the LCS master
record is next in priority. This would eliminate the present weekly updates
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and allow temporary additions of test files, photocopies, reprints, etc., to the
master file; with on-line maintenance capabilities, the library can add to the
file whatever it wishes and, or course, assume the responsibilities.
This brief summary of major future programs for LCS, as well as plans
for completely providing information access to all materials owned and
housed by OSU libraries, suggests a total minisystems concept of future
developments.
It has been stated several times, and for various reasons, that it was not a
purpose of this study either to present a cost-benefit analysis of LCS, or to
provide a definitive circulation-unit cost. It does seem appropriate, however,
to address the question briefly, particularly because it is a question of general
interest. The only cost study of LCS was that done by Guthrie in 1972. In a
memorandum dated February 16, 1972 from Guthrie to Atkinson, Guthrie
reported that, within the limitations of his investigation, the unit cost per
circulation was $0.39, not including labor or supply costs. The figure
generally quoted for the cost of circulating a book through LCS is $0.44. This
figure was based primarily on department library statistics, and although it
included labor costs, it also included manual reserve circulation. The
complexity of library operations and the lack of systematic and detailed job
cost analysis negate any attempt to reconstruct this study or to bring it up to
date.
It seems, rather, more appropriate (or perhaps more cowardly) to ex-
amine one unit and the costs associated with its operation, and derive an
approximate unit cost figure which might be useful, although meaningful
only in terms of the operations of that unit.
The telephone center is a unique unit of the library system a unit whose
job functions are exclusively devoted to LCS in general, and to circulation
functions in particular. The number and type of transactions performed in
that unit can be monitored monthly by means of LCS statistical reports,
although Ohio Bell has never provided any statistics relative to the number of
calls received in a given time period.
Personnel costs are available and, given the assumption that the six
terminals in the center represent 10 percent of the ongoing computer costs
(exclusive of software), certain figures can easily be derived.
The ongoing costs in Table 6 are attributable to the telephone center's
operation, based primarily on 1974/75 figures. Supplies other than telephone
billings are discounted, for this unit (at least theoretically) has only CRTs and
is not a library unit in which books are located.
Excluding the 58,000 changes made to the name and address file during
1974/75, the terminals in the center recorded 728,197 valid transactions. For
this unit, the average cost per transaction was $0.185, regardless of type of
transaction. If only charges and renewals are used, the transactions number
218,551, resulting in a unit cost of $0.62. A circulation transaction does.
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LCS ongoing costs (10%) $ 41.000.00
Personnel 89,684.00
Telephone billing 3.744.00
Air conditioning (rental unit) 350.00
TOTAL $134.778.00
Table 6. Telephone Center Costs
however, involve more than the initial charge, and possible subsequent
renewals. For every charge transaction there must be a corresponding
discharge transaction. In this sphere of activity, the telephone center is
definitely atypical, for its discharge function is limited to Main Library
books, and the vast majority of Main Library books are not discharged by
that unit.
In 1974/75, the center did perform 239,834 transactions directly
associated with circulation (i.e. charge, renewal, and discharge transactions).
By adding the discharge transaction, the unit cost decreases from $0.62 to
$0.56 per LCS circulation transaction, not including the physical retrieval of
materials, nor their subsequent reshelving.
Due to the fact that LCS is also a remote catalog access system, the
computer file searching statistics must also be considered. During 1974/75,
the telephone center performed 2,777 author searches (a search capability
implemented in March 1975), 8,276 shelflist searches, 118,655 general
searches, and 217,574 detailed searches. Therefore, the number of
transactions devoted to the catalog access capability of LCS was 347,282, or
approximately $0.385 per transaction. During 1974/75, the department
terminals registered a total of 1 ,92 1 ,657 transactions, which can conveniently
be divided into two kinds of activity catalog access function transactions
and circulation activity functions as follows:
Catalog Access Transactions Circulation Activity Transactions
AUS 5,952 Charges 239,324
SPS 19,331 Renewals 213,542
General searches 594,626 subtotal 452,866
Detailed searches 607,036 Discharges 219,805
Total 1,226.945 subtotal 672,671
Snags 4,395
Saves 17,646
Total 694,712
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The easiest way to determine the cost of an individual transaction is to
divide monies expended by the number of terminal transactions. Depending
on the figures used, a number of permutations are possible. For this quasi-
intellectual exercise the following two tabulations are offered.
A. Terminal command transaction unit costs, based only on personnel and
the cost of supplies. The amount is $258,000 and represents the major
LCS costs currently included in the libraries' budget:
1. Cost per transaction $00.13
2. Cost per catalog access transaction $00.21
3. Cost per circulation activity transaction $00.37
4. Cost per circulation (charges and renewals) $00.57
5. Cost per circulation (charges, renewals
and discharges) $00.38
B. Transaction unit costs based on the above with the addition of the calcu-
lated support ($360,500) provided by USCC:
1. Cost per transaction $00.19
2. Cost per catalog access transaction $00.29
3. Cost per circulation activity transaction $00.52
4. Cost per circulation (charges and renewals) $00.80
5. Cost per circulation (charges, renewals, and
discharges) $00.54
These contrived cost units do not include any manual charges, nor do they
take into account any multiple transactions performed. For example, one
charge command may result in the circulation of five books. Although the
number of multiple transactions is not known, it is probably not a significant
figure.
So far I have discussed only terminal command transactions. There are
also file maintenance transactions, daily notifications, overdues, billings, etc.
Consequently, the 3,947,814 terminal command transactions do not reflect a
complete picture of LCS. Further study needs to be made before attempting
to determine unit costs for other kinds of transactions, or for other library
units.
Perhaps the most significant figure I can leave with you is a systems-only
cost per circulation. In 1974/75, a total of 907,760 items were charged or
renewed through LCS. Total ongoing costs have been identified at $624,038.
The unit cost for circulation is $0.685.
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There is, 1 believe, a statement in the Talmud which states that if one
wants to understand the invisible, he must look closely at the visible. In terms
of library automation costs, the reverse is true: if one wants to understand the
visible, he must look carefully at the invisible.
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Performance Measures in Automated
Systems Management
When first approached as a possible speaker on the subject
of performance benefit measures for library automation, my immediate
reaction was that there are no such measures. Considerable cogitation,
consultation, and survey of the literature hasn't made me change my mind,
but my coauthor has convinced me that there is a beginning to the
development of such measures in the actual management of automated
systems today. This, then, is the thrust of our paper.
The reality of the situation in most American libraries today is that
automated services are neither so well established nor so stable that normal
professional management methods suffice for control and evaluation of the
application. That is, the cost accounting and budget reporting which are
standard in most business (and some public agency) environments are not
suited to the management of rapidly changing operations. By normal
standards of library operations, most automated services are characterized by
a rate of change of procedures, methods, services delivered, and costs
which can only be described as radical in the organizational sense.
Based on the limitation of the title of this paper, we are therefore limiting
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the consideration of these management techniques to the citation of some
relevant works in the bibliography. In this paper, we consider the
management techniques related to what has become widely know as
"program management" the techniques of most direct relevance.
Having defined our scope by fiat as program management, it is useful to
identify briefly what generally available techniques are used outside the
information community to control programs. Table 1 highlights the features
of seven management program evaluation techniques. Swanson has done an
excellent job reducing the intellectual content of these techniques to a set of
comparable abbreviated statements. 1 The most striking result is the
interchangeability of most steps of most of the techniques described.
The rather scanty literature on performance evaluation in libraries can
be classified into three groups. The global tries to measure performance
related in some way to user satisfaction or societal goals. The supervisory
discusses specific techniques for measuring productivity or effort in very
specific environments, such as the relative value of various copiers for catalog
card reproduction. Automated library systems in general do not fit well into
either group noted above. Rather, they may be considered as projects which
can be subjected to strategic evaluation. In other words, the automated
system per se is designed to fit some broader set of policy goals; it is not
reasonable to fault it for not delivering a service outside its design scope. For
example, a management goal in an academic library may be: (1) to provide
catalog access more effectively at the location of the present card catalog, or
(2) to provide catalog access on a distributed basis all over the campus. The
automated system selected can reasonably be evaluated only within the scope
of the specific goal selected.
It is, of course, true that many automated systems are designed and built
without such explicit identification of policy goals, but the shortcomings in
the resultant operation are not failures in the performance of the automated
system.
From a practical point of view, the choice of a specific evaluation
technique within the library should depend primarily on evaluation of which
technique is presently held in best repute by the library's parent organization.
The actual use of any of these systematized guidelines, or any management-
based logical alternative, will result in the provision of sufficient information
for program management if the technique is well and thoughtfully applied.
None of these general techniques will substitute for intelligent thought about
the library's specific needs and problems.
We are making an initial primary assertion regarding the management of
automated library services: for most libraries, the automated services which
are going to be used over the next few years will change with enough rapidity
that each application should be considered as a specific program rather than a
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Svstem Analysis
(SAj
' Operations
Research (OR)'
1. Find the problem to be
solved (decision to be made)
2. Determine the objectives
to be accomplished (out-
comes desired)
3. Identify the alternative
courses of action available
nd the possible outcomes of
each alternative
4. Derive a measure of
1. Examine and clarify
objectives; define issues of
concern and problems
2. Determine alternative
courses of action that have
some chance of resolving
the issues
3. Establish good criteria
for choosing among the
alternatives
4. Obtain data (quantitative performance for evaluating
where possible) on the the alternatives with respect
economic costs, effective- to the probabilities of
ness or benefits, and risks achieving the desired
of the alternatives objectives
5. Construct models capable 5. Obtain information on
of predicting the conse- controllable variables and on
quences that are likely to aspects of the environment
follow from each choice of
alternatives
6. Compare results of
applying the model to the
alternatives in terms of
the consequences
7. Using predictions obtained relationship among the
from the models and other variables
relevant information needed 7. Obtain solutions of the
for further comparison of the model, i.e., find values of the
alternatives, derive conclu- controllable variables that
(noncontrollable variables)
that can affect the outcomes
of the alternatives
6. Construct a model that
yields the performance
measure as a function of the
sions and recommend a
course of action
8. Test the conclusions
wherever possible
Benefit-Cost
Analysis (BCA)
1 . Estimate the demand for
proposed goods or services
2. Determine alternative
production possibilities
3. Identify legal, resource,
and technical constraints on
the choice of alternatives
4. Select a benefit-cost
criterion measure for choos-
ing among the alternatives
5. Obtain information on the
resource requirements,
expected revenues, other
direct benefits, possible side
effects, intangibles, and
uncertainties for each
feasible alternative
6. Compare and rank the
alternatives on their benefit/
cost ratios
7. Include information on
intangible (unpriced) and
unmeasurable (not quanti-
fiable) gain and loss factor
not incorporated in benefit
cost computations for each
alternative
produce the best perform-
ance for specified values of
the uncontrolled variables
8. Select and implement the
test solution
9. Test the implementation;
modify as necessary
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permanent service or fixture of the library's operation. For example, we
would apply normal cost analysis techniques to the measure of performance
in card filing if we assumed the card catalog would be a fixture of the specific
library under study. If we assume implementation of any alternative to the
card catalog, however, we can expect to see the use of several automated
services over the coming decade. In a recent interview with public librarians
who had been managing a book-catalog system for several years, we were
discussing acceptance of the newly installed microform catalog. One person
commented: "The patrons used to ask for the card catalog; now they ask
where the book catalog went." The card catalog had lasted a century; the
book catalog disappeared after a decade. There is no indication in the
technology that this library (or any other) should expect a diminishing rate of
change.
If this assertion is valid, and if the presentations by the other speakers
confirm the growing feasibility of expanding the library's use of automated
services, then the management of benefit analysis becomes a program
management function.
While the jargon of professional business management is at least as
confusing as the language of librarianship, the English-language definition of
program delineates our intent sufficiently (in fact, the three disparate
elements illustrate facets of the topic): (1) a prospectus or syllabus, (2) the
events or pieces. ..of an entertainment or ceremony, and (3) a plan of
procedure. There is one aspect common to these three definitions: a program
is finite but not (except in the past tense) completed. A program is a project or
an undertaking rather than a function. Collection development is a function
of the library; a review of the holdings in a specific field against a standard list
is a project.
Neither the history of automated library programs, nor the projections
of likely changes in automated services, suggest that these programs can
become functions. Change will occur rapidly enough so that a specific
automated project can expect to have a lifespan of no more than a few years.
There are a number of program management and evaluation techniques
which are widely used (or at least discussed) within the data processing
industry, where rapid and continual change is accepted as normal. As with
general management tools, we are excluding review of these techniques here
on three related grounds:
1. Only a very few library systems have or will have the responsibility (or
luxury) of selecting and controlling the computer operations environ-
ment within which they will operate. It does little good to know a great
deal about structured programming management, if you buy your ser-
vices from a book catalog vendor or OCLC.
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2. Program management techniques rarely provide specific methods ap-
propriate to library applications per se particularly because library ap-
plications tend to be more complex in terms of textual and language pro-
cessing requirements than typical data processing jobs.
3. In our opinion, technicians both inside and outside the library com-
munity have overstated the importance to library administrators of
knowing the relative efficiency of various computer equipment and soft-
ware elements.
The key elements in program management ofautomated library applica-
tions are, rather, involved with how the library management defines its goals
in specifying a new (automated) service, and then measures the results. This
process is performance measurement. The term performance measurement
necessarily implies the management of the program: else why bother taking
the measure?
We are really, then, only interested in two elements. We want to measure
the potential of the automation product to be procured, to define its potential
task in the organization, and to define its costs. We then want to measure the
results, in two major ways: ( 1 ) the degree to which the product delivered meets
the specification; and (2) the way in which the product meets the target goals.*
Between goals and specifications lies a tricky gray area: one must
communicate the initial design concept to others. This may involve
communicating a technical systems concept up the organization chart to
management or horizontally to other staff. It may involve explaining a
management concept balancing collection to measured user demand to
several different staff groups. In the areas of interest here, it almost certainly
will involve communicating to "vendors," whether private contractors or
one's own agency data processing operation.
In fact, it is probably the difficulties of keeping track of events through
this gray area that accounts for the fact that so few projects report both prior
planning and subsequent evaluations. We have a lot of literature discussing
project plans, and there is a substantial amount of analysis of existing
services. Whenever one organization has lived through the real
implementation of an abstract plan, groping through the gray areas (where
the fine black-and-white plans dissolve or at least become confused) seems to
sap the organization's energies below the level required to complete the
follow-up performance evaluation.
This observation does not particularly suggest that implementing an
automated system is generally such a traumatic and unsuccessful experience
that nobody wants to talk about it afterward. It seems more to be the result of
*It is not necessary for a product to meet specifications in order to meet performance goals;
and conversely, a product built exactly to specification may fail to meet the organization's goals.
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two factors: ( 1 ) as noted above, automated library systems are projects; new
projects arrive and absorb the time which otherwise might be allocated to
evaluating the old; and (2) few automation projects specifically include the
formal evaluation phase in the project development plan.
Program Development
Evaluation and measurement of targets and results is probably more
important during implementation than during planning or after operations
are established. It is not difficult to envision a number of ways in which
automated services can improve library operations, although the selection of
the specific alternative can present an extremely difficult decision. In
addition, the evaluation of results in the broader sense is limited by the ability
of the library to implement parallel experimental designs, so operating
evaluations are primarily useful for management purposes or for defining a
new project.
If the proper evaluation of results being obtained during implementation
is not made, however, one can experience failures in performance ranging
from the catastrophic (never reaching the operating stage) to the merely
annoying ("Why didn't we remember to include that data in the
conversion?").
It is axiomatic that before a program can be evaluated it must be
defined and understood. An automated library system must be defined both
in terms of present operations and desired goals. It is nonetheless necessary
to present this axiom because there are so many illustrations of automated
applications where only a portion of the goals are explicitly identified and
where, therefore, full evaluation cannot be made. While other papers at this
clinic illustrate quite clearly the processes used to quantify the goal of
"saving money," too often the other major goal of a system project is ex-
pressed at the level of "increased services," which is difficult, if not impos-
sible, to measure.
For instance, in implementing a cataloging system, does the service goal
relate to increasing the convenience of use for the cataloging department, for
the public, or for some combination? To answer this type of question, it is
necessary to define each program component into discrete units which can
be compared in a manual vs. automated mode with regard to: (1) old
functions partially or totally discontinued, (2) new functions established,
(3) functions with little or no change, and (4) revised procedures within a
function. For each of these, it is necessary to identify the overhead or fixed
portions of the functions, so the analysis can be quite clear with regard to
which functions are potentially variable. Otherwise we fall into the fallacy
of what Allen Veaner has termed the "anyhow" school of economics, illus-
trated by the classic phrase, "But we have the computer anyhow, so it won't
cost us anything to...."
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Fundamental to this analysis is the identification, formulation, and
communication to organization members of program goals as related to the
present system and as projected. These goals also need to be related to the
parent organization's goals. It is essential to make clear whether the
automated system is merely changing procedural or administrative
processes by which present goals are being met, or whether the system is
implementing new goals. One indication is that planning described almost
entirely in terms of relative costs generally implies continuation of present
goals, with the major change in the automated system seen as cost control.
Early automated systems almost entirely represented continuation of
general library organization goals. This is illustrated by early efforts to
automate library catalogs primarily to eliminate filing costs. Current efforts
are much more involved in fulfilling expanded service goals such as the
effort to automate library catalogs in order to decentralize access. Because
the automated system in the current environment cannot be compared
directly to the old manual processes (the automated orange is different than
the manual apple), it is particularly important to specify the degree and
manner in which it is expected the library operation will change. This can-
not be done after development and implementation have occurred.
It is likely that some of the desired goals will be extremely difficult to
quantify. There are basically three areas to consider during program de-
velopment: (1) the "hard" evaluation data available or obtainable, (2) the
"soft" evaluation information, and (3) the definition of the local environ-
ment (technical and political). As available information is "hard" and
"soft," so some performance measures will be "hard" or "soft," depending
on the level of management confidence in the information obtained. But
consideration of these three areas during program development will at
least provide a framework for management.
Various definitions of management focus on an identification of the
key management role as "decision-making in the presence of insufficient
information," or a variation of the phrase. So it is the recognition of the
range in which "hard" information becomes "soft" for evaluation purposes
that is important. The effort to gain perfect information in order to make a
perfect decision results in no decision being made at all.
Hard Evaluation Data
In general, costs are thought of as "hard" data; the mere presence of
numeric data implies quantification (to an often unwarranted degree). It
is the basic cost information which is being increasingly reviewed by the
library's "controllers" (boards of trustees, regents, county supervisors, or
legislators) who are experiencing increased problems in stretching the
various taxpayers' dollars. It is, for instance, unlikely that we will see many
automated library systems implemented in the next decade which baldly
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admit to an increased level of cost. At the very least, the most sophisticated
descriptions now stress reduction in the rate of cost increase, or in the per-
unit cost of operation. The latter formulation, first promulgated regularly
during the development of the BALLOTS system, is also cited by OCLC
and (with supporting real operating figures) by the Ohio State University
circulation system.
In cost analysis, it is unfortunately necessary to know what our existing
costs are, a process much less glamorous than budgeting new future
programs. While a number of methodologies exist for determining costs
(and the choice of which to use will lie within the expertise and constraints
of the particular institution), a warning must be given. Because of the total
absence of standardized task definitions within library operations (Have we
been able to reach a consensus on what constitutes original cataloging?)
the local costs obtained are only going to be applicable to the particular
institution collecting them. They cannot be compared exactly to the costs
calculated at similar institutions and, indeed, probably cannot even be
validated to proper experimental standards.
The goal for most libraries, however, is to establish the level or
magnitude of costs to be compared. It is not reasonable to concern the
evaluation effort with determination of current costs to the penriy or
1 percent level of accuracy for two reasons. First, the comparative costs
of the projected automated system probably cannot be projected with
that level of accuracy. Second, the costs of obtaining the last few degrees of
accuracy will be greater than the potential savings from that accuracy. We
have recently been fortunate in working with some extremely explicit
large-scale personnel cost figures, 2 but we would not have proposed the
cost-gathering effort (and expense) for the sole purpose of our single-
application automated systems study alone.
The value of the current operations' cost data lies in the use of cost
levels as a type of benchmark; current costs are a measure of hard data to be
used in evaluating proposals for a new automated system, and in evaluating
the system once installed and operational.
It is important to note that the process of data collection, or observa-
tions of operations, can result in changes in the processes observed (the
"Hawthorne effect" and more subtle variations). For this reason it is
important to obtain the benchmark cost data before any of the changes
related to the new system are implemented or discussed with staff. The
observer will change the process somewhat by observation, and this effect
cannot be removed entirely, but it is much worse if the "observer" is active-
ly involved in changing processes while studying their costs and procedures.
As noted above, one element to analyze is the use of revised procedures within
an existing function. One must resist the temptation to do the revisions be-
fore measuring the starting point. (Conversely, evaluations often as-
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sign benefits or cost reductions to new automated systems which are in
fact nothing more than revisions of procedures which could have
been accomplished with the manual system. If the cataloging department
saves money by eliminating underlining of subject headings with a red pen,
the cost saving cannot be attributed to the installation of the OCLC
terminal.)
The following major cost elements should be collected to provide
benchmark information for the evaluation process:
1 . Workload or demand. Estimates can be provided from historical data
for each item processed through the system. Because of the relatively
large number of items in libraries' files, and because of the long
historical time period most files represent, sophisticated sampling
should be employed to ensure that historical data and current prac-
tice are related.
The objective of this element is to determine long-range trends in
growth patterns and to determine the patterns of work-flow or
demand over shorter periods. The second step is of particular im-
portance because of the wide variations in demand or work-flow which
characterize much library activity.
2. Definition of process. Current procedures must be analyzed to
determine what work steps are actually involved; these may be as-
sumed to have a tenuous relation to written work procedures or job
descriptions. At a minimum, event frequencies estimated without
measurement of actual experience may be considerably in error.
Average times for each event may be obtained by sampling, time-and-
motion studies, or diary methods.
At this point it is well to mention a resource which can and should
be used for many cost procedures: plagiarism. A wide variety of
detailed library cost studies have been published. Those who work
with them can cite limits in each, and it is easy to identify areas where
more needs to be done, but the cumulative information available
is very much greater than was available a decade ago. In an indivi-
dual library environment, if a piece of outside cost data looks reason-
able in terms of limited local experience, it may be useful. If a number
of independent pieces all confirm the initial local effort, do not be
distracted in your evaluation process by the conviction that "our
library is different." Use what is available and husband your re-
sources for the next two steps in development and evaluation:
evaluating that "soft" data and reviewing your local external, en-
vironment.
3. Defining interactions. Independent of the specific procedures
currently being followed, certain systematic interactions are taking
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place which define the task being studied. These consist of a set of
human interactions with: (a) other staff, (b) manual resources, and
(c) computer-based resources. The system design will force a change
in this mix. It is important to understand its present cost structure
in order to predict these changes.
4. Determining manpower requirements. Tangible cost benefits from
the implementation of an automated system have been most readily
found through resulting changes in the mix of manpower skills.
That is, while it is seldom realistic to project staff reductions, re-
placement of expensive staff by less expensive staff can be obtained
for many functions. Therefore, it is necessary to define work rates
and work standards for tasks through the methods cited above.
5. Resource costs. To staff costs must be added measures for unit hard-
ware, software, and development costs for current activities. This
consideration should include alternative costs for operation of
current functions, i.e. leasing vs. buying equipment, etc.
Each of the five areas outlined should be examined in such a way that
comparable information can be obtained about the present operating costs
and projected systems costs. Otherwise we may have a four-way mix of
automated oranges, manual apples, manual oranges, and automated
apples a fruit salad of analysis.
It is important to establish which "hard data" (as illustrated by costs
in this discussion) properly belong in what Learman has called "the
domain of analysis," or "the sum of all valid areas of measurement." 3
Learman outlines criteria for including information within a domain
of analysis as:
a) an identifiable, definable input and output for each application to
be included; b) some proposed benefit which can be quantified for the
proposed change; and c) some functional relationship or equivalence
between an application in the current system and in the new system. 4
Information which does not meet these criteria are outside Learman's
"domain" and in general belong in our classification of "soft information."
Unfortunately, many of the things management wants to know about a
potential automated system lie in the area of "soft" information for most
libraries undertaking current projects.
Soft Information
There are two reasons that information is "soft" from the manager's
point of view: (1) either the questions being asked have not been defined
fully, or (2) the resources do not exist to provide hard data on properly de-
fined questions. For example, "How satisfied is the user of the library?"
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A "hard" answer cannot be provided even with unlimited research funds
until an agreed-upon definition of satisfaction is provided. An example
of the second reason is the inability of most libraries to provide classic
time-and-motion analysis on repetitive library tasks in order to obtain
very precise operating marginal labor costs. We will discuss two areas of
"soft" information which may be considered at the stage of program
development the evaluation of related library activities in other library
systems and the evaluation of user needs, demands, or desires.
It is natural for a library to want to draw on the experience of other
systems when planning a major change such as represented by almost any
automated system. The insistence by some staff on the uniqueness of the
local library is not often shared by the library administrator wishing to
minimize risk and maximize results in an automated system. Those who are
implementing pioneering systems soon become familiar with a wide range
of visitors, national and international, who have arrived "to see how it is
working at...."
Unfortunately, while library functions can be described as "the same"
at some very broad level everyone acquires, accounts for, catalogs, and
circulates materials these operations today differ widely due to the variety
of institution goals they support and the level of instructional resources
available. To obtain relatively "hard" information about, for instance,
the performance and costs of a potential vendor's circulation system, would
require that the library studied be similar in all features to the library look-
ing for information.
In addition, it is increasingly true that the more successful automated
systems are broader in scope and more complex than the earlier traditional
automated functions. Many systems stretch the state of the technology, or
at least the state of deliverable products. While it is true that those involved
in the operation of such systems find it increasingly possible to evaluate and
share each others' efforts (the transfer of the University of California,
Berkeley, serials KWIC publication programs to Harvard is an example),
such sharing does not suggest the evaluation process is simple for libraries
without specialized internal systems staffs.
In our opinion, the reliance on other libraries' reported experiences,
or on the results of "whirlwind" survey tours, are sufficiently limited to be a
marginal source of reliable information to most libraries. Intelligent re-
view of library and information technology literature can provide good
indications of what is feasible, but a one-day site visit anywhere can provide
only the politically useful "soft" information confirming that the site visited
does in fact perform the functions the written literature claimed for it.
If libraries were organized as businesses or as mission-oriented federal
agencies, they might have ongoing, patron-level, market research pro-
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grams. Few libraries have any specific "hard" information beyond the
demographic level, and no major library system in the United States yet
admits to an ongoing program in this area. The efforts that do exist are
concerned primarily with measuring patron "satisfaction" with a particular
program (a film service, SD1 awareness, etc.) or with patron reaction to
a specific change in procedures such as the remote storage of little-used
materials. This type of program evaluation is a limited effort which has
little relationship to the general goals of the library, and thus is of limited
value as input to management evaluation. Furthermore, it is often difficult
to evaluate patron reaction to automated library services. The more basic
measurements are obvious without consulting the patron; cutting in half
the time required for charging a book can be measured readily in terms of
staff savings, and some proportionate patron benefit can be assumed. As
services move beyond housekeeping tasks, however, and into changes in
patron access to the collection (new catalogs and automated reference
services), evaluation of the effect of change becomes more difficult.
One problem with attempting to gain even "soft" information about
patrons is the complexity of the behavioral science research which is re-
quired in order to obtain even minimally dependable answers. The number
and variety of potential users are considerable (professional and clerical
staff, casual and research patrons, young and old, minorities, students and
businessmen, and the important majority group, nonusers). An added
factor is the variation in use of the library over time (school years, seasons)
which demands long-term measurement. The most complex problem,
however, is that when dealing with planning for automated services, it
is almost impossible to project accurately a potential service in a patron
interview. Both patrons and the staff find it difficult to choose among
equally unknown alternatives.
Where direct information can support the evaluation of a specific
automated system proposal, it should be obtained. For instance, one could
reasonably expect to obtain direct answers to the question, "How often do
you use another library, and which one?" appropriately written out for pre-
sentation to patrons at a circulation desk. The answers could be quite
relevant in evaluating the capability of an automated circulation system
to maintain either (1) local-branch patron verification files, or (2) system-
wide patron verification files. If a library's patrons used other branches in
the system heavily, the latter option would be preferable.
Such limited evaluations of patron service will be replaced in most
libraries by more abstract measures of services presently provided and to be
included in a new automated service. For instance, Orr and his colleagues5
have developed a general scheme of library services which includes a meth-
odology for measuring collection, document delivery capability, and a
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services inventory. It is practical and efficient for most library administrators
to accept the basic outline of services provided by Orr (which includes
providing documents, citations, answers, work space, and instruction, along
with a miscellaneous class) and then to base their library's evaluation process
on measures of these arbitrarily defined services. The alternative is for the
local library to mount a public services behavioral research effort. The model
for the library which does have some research capabilities and is not totally
satisfied with the conclusions of others is available in the work of Ben-
Ami Lipetz at Yale,6 where a relatively limited scope of information was
thoroughly documented from card catalog users. By keeping the scope of the
research effort to a focus on "What did you want to find in the card catalog
when you approached it?" rather than the much broader "What do you want
in the library?" Lipetz produced perhaps the single most useful piece of
research regarding user practice in the last decade.
Definition of the Technical Environment
At this stage in the automated system's program, the library will have
reviewed what can reasonably be found out about its present operations and
the demands upon them, in terms of both "hard" data, such as costs, and
"soft" data, such as patron market research. The most significant pitfalls,
however, come in evaluating, from inside the organization, the technical
resources available to the library to accomplish its goals. Various types of
limits will be found to exist:
1. Institutional: the organization of the library within the parent
organization; authority of the library over other related resources
such as the computer center or library-like agencies within the parent
organization; contractual or other ties to other libraries.
2. Facilities: availability of computer facilities; their type, configuration,
and suitability for the peculiar data processing and transmission needs
of library applications; policies regarding use of various computer
languages; transmission links with other organizations, etc.
3. Staff: within the library and other related agencies in the parent
organization, evaluation o/ the available staffs knowledge with regard
to all phases of the required effort (systems analysis and design,
programming, daily operations); staff ability to train others in the library
and support user education; ability of the library to recruit, add, or
train staff if required.
4. File conversion: relation of conversion for one application to future
use for others; technical standards; use of in-house, vendor, or library
network resources for conversion.
5. Management priorities: limits set by the parent organization or by
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the library management which restrain certain applications (e.g., "all
service shall be provided without charge"); availability of other
resources which support cooperative development.
6. Finances: ability for financing capital investments in equipment,
data conversion, and program start-up; sources for supporting oper-
ating expenses, including internal systems staff.
The end result of all this activity is to provide the management infor-
mation necessary for the specification ofan automation program. Evaluation
of each step is determined by the adequacy of input for each of these areas:
(1) decision criteria for internal vs. external development, (2) priorities for
implementation of subprograms, (3) staffing projections, and (4) cost-benefit
analysis. The process should result in the ability to use information gathered
to write detailed program specifications, which can be used as a basis for
"requests for proposals" and evaluation of vendor proposals.
Program Implementation
The first step in implementation is often described as the "make-or-buy"
decision; this is the choice between internal development of the automated
system and contract outside development. In the practical sense, outside
contractors should be defined to include the parent organization's data
processing department, as well as independent vendors. The make-or-buy
decision implies the evaluation ofthe performance capabilities of each type of
resource (internal or contract) and in fact generally involves the evaluation of
specific programs or services available from individual contractors. It must be
recognized that for some library systems this step is functionally nonexistent
or trivial. Local circumstances may include an administrative edict requiring
all agencies within an organization to use the services of the organization's
data processing department. In this case the library is mandated to buy from a
specific vendor. Conversely, the first review of library and parent
organization resources may demonstrate clearly that no necessary resources
are available. In this case, independent sources are mandated.
The improper matching of internal and external resources has probably
been responsible for more outright disasters in library automation
applications than any other factor. When either good internal staff are
burdened by poor computer access, a lack of competent staff leads to little
control over vendor programs, or the library and the organization's data
processing staff are competing for priorities, one can expect only minimally
operational applications. Thus, it is prudent for the library's management to
go through the processes of evaluating the implementation even if the choice
of resources is forced administratively rather than occurring from exercise of
library evaluations. It may be helpful the second time. If freedom of choice is
available, the make-or-buy decisions can proceed using the library's choice
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of the basic management techniques outlined in Table 1. If freedom of choice
is not available, then "make" or do nothing.
In buying a contract service or product, there is a general distinction
between standard and custom services. Real economies of scale are to be
found in the design and delivery of standard services from computer systems
to a large number of user libraries. Unfortunately, standardization of
operations among most libraries has not progressed much beyond acceptance
of the location for the rod hole in the catalog card. As a result, even the better-
designed "standard" automated services tend to become "customized" over a
period of time because of individual library customer needs or expressed
desires.
Potential cost savings are one advantage of a standard contract service or
product. A second benefit is that unless your library is the first customer, it is
possible to determine that the described product is actually working. A third,
and nontrivial, benefit is that the nature of the completed product is such that
it can be fully specified, whereas a custom-designed product almost always
suffers from some nonspecified discrepancies in expectations during
development.
On balance, the evaluation of a system's performance is markedly easier
if the system is a replication or transfer of a product or service installed
elsewhere. The difficult point is to determine when seemingly innocent and
trivial "local changes" transform the project from a standard to a custom
system.
In evaluating make-or-buy choices, it will be necessary to evaluate
closely the technological trends which define the technical environment of the
proposed system. This paper has no room to discuss such important technical
issues as microcomputers and value-added networks. It is perhaps worth
observing that library automation efforts have more often "stretched" the
state of computer technology than is expected by many in the computer or
data processing profession. The development of extended character sets for
computer printing and CRT display, the handling of very large files on-line
for searching, and the use of commercial "light-pen" data entry devices are all
examples from recent years. This situation places the library staff evaluating a
project in the difficult situation of not wanting to design around obsolete
equipment, but at the same time wanting to avoid the risks inherent in
unproven technology. No simple method or formula will replace the use of
knowledgeable specialists in analyzing the technology.
There are, however, some general guidelines which might be helpful in
evaluating make-or-buy options:
1. Fit your measures to your application. The vendor procedures for
hardware maintenance and error-correction are much more
important in a circulation system than in a book catalog production service.
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2. Think of the next three projects. If the short-term advantage of buying
a standard circulation system is negated by the inability of that system
to accept input from a later automated bibliographic system, the
"standard" product may have saved your library little over making
a custom product.
3. Separate the application and the data base. Over the past decade,
probably the largest single waste of library automation efforts has
come from the improperly evaluated development of a local library
data base for a specific purpose, later found to be inappropriate for
other uses or further implementation on different equipment. In
evaluation, consider the development of the data base per se as a
separate project from the initial application; but do force evaluation of
the data base creation rather than just assuming that "then we can do
anything."
Evaluation of Implementation
Evaluating an automated project must be organized before the actual
commitments to the program are made. If there is a single element of measur-
ing the performance of a computer-based library application which is
different from other data processing applications, it is the breadth of evalua-
tion skills which may be required to assess the success of the project. This
is partly because of practical problems in information handling and retrieval
posed by large library files and processing demands, but it is also partly due
to the complex and generally unevaluated set of cataloging procedures
and administrative rules which have grown up in most libraries over a
period of years.
It is redundant to insist that the first job of an evaluation effort should
be to measure the performance of the present library system which is to be
replaced. It is still common, however, to find situations where this practice
has not been followed. For instance, during the first three years of on-line
operations of the OCLC cataloging system, virtually no studies were pub-
lished and documented in the literature regarding the effect of that re-
source on local library catalog departments.
There are at least seven discrete sets of evaluation skills which are likely
to be required in implementing and evaluating all but the most basic auto-
mated project: (I) administrative and managerial; (2) business and financial;
(3) department or function operations; (4) computer and data processing,
telecommunications; (5) micrographics and publishing; (6) information
science and technology; and (7) market evaluation-user needs. It would
be a broad library staff which would supply the range of talents to direct
a performance evaluation task. It is necessary in all but the largest libraries
for the library administration to draw on a group of resources to evaluate
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properly the success of a project. This does not particularly suggest the
development of a committee to manage a project generally a disastrous
approach but rather the periodic use of a number of persons representing
special skills to review plans and performance. There are five general sources
of such skills, each with its advantages and disadvantages.
1. Library staff. There is no substitute for involving staff who will be
even marginally affected by the new system in the planning and evalua-
tion (not all affected staff, but some representative from each class of
staff). However, it must be recognized that staff in a particular de-
partment are not necessarily the most competent to evaluate the
library's overall goals for a project.
2. Parent or sister agencies. Departments in the university, or agencies
in public government, can often provide a most useful backup in
evaluation. This is often a resource underutilized by library admin-
istrations where past experience has been, "...they don't understand
library operations." While this statement is true enough historically,
in the tight funding atmosphere of the 1970s the effort would seem to
be politically most valuable.
3. User groups. Less is known about the practice and desires of library
users than about any other element affecting design and function
of an automated system. While formal and scientifically valid user
studies are quite expensive and beyond the resources of most libraries,
informal support and advice from politically well-chosen groups of
users can be effective in stopping irrelevant design features. The staff
is also a special user group of most automated systems, and their special
problems as users should be considered in a manner separate from the
authority of the system to control their activities as employees.
4. Consultants. A prejudiced view from the consultant's perspective is
that an outside formal consultant (or one who is not affiliated with
the organization and is paid under a formal contract or agreement)
can save a project time and money if one or more of the following is
needed: (a) education regarding information technology and the state
of practice of specific applications; (b) budgeting and planning for a
practical and feasible implementation and project design; (c) design
expertise in information storage and retrieval, particularly in non-
traditional methods; and (d) management review regarding the or-
ganization for, and implementation of, a project plan. A limiting factor
is that the use of a consultant for a very short period of time generally
does not allow for development of very specific guides and recom-
mendations; from one to six man-months during the entire project
period is a reasonable level of involvement for many major projects.
Thus the use of consultants can be expensive; a reasonable budget
might be 5-10 percent of the project effort.
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5. Vendors. There is some tendency in the library profession to treat the
vendor as an adversary whose primary goal is plundering the budget
of the local library, particularly if the vendor is a commercial firm.
The nature of the library profession makes this an unwarranted as-
sumption; librarians as much as any other group of professional
public agency employees have an extensive and intensive communica-
tions network. Poor or misrepresented service to a library rapidly
becomes known to the library community as a whole. The vendor
can be an extremely helpful resource in the planning and evaluation
of a system. Control is, of course, necessary and contracts are discussed
below to that end; do not, however, exclude the vendor from pro-
fessional staff evaluation meetings unless the agenda is specifically a
review of his performance.
Contracts in Performance Evaluation
A proper contract stripped of legal and purchasing verbiage, which
necessarily gets added in formal bid contracts, is simply a written specifi-
cation of what is expected from the automated project. A vendor contract
and an internal-project planning document are the same from an operating
point of view; the sanctions for nonperformance simply differ.
The library should draw up a contract whether working with internal
development, a sister data processing agency, or an outside vendor. It
should include all specified products and services ("deliverables") and
should include schedules and procedures of modification. The contract
is the sole place where the adversary approach to performance should
prevail. A vendor contract is a legal document; for agreements within the
library's organization, a contract is the definition of commitments.
Do not include undefined, hoped-for goals in the contract document
unless both parties to the contract clearly understand that no evaluation
of performance is possible on those elements. It may be useful, particularly
in bid contracts, to specify open-ended options to be specified mutually
at a later time (e.g., in a book catalog contract, "and the production of
such special indexes as shall be mutually agreed upon"). This technique
is basically useful only for providing some extra flexibility and avoiding
rebid situations for minor changes. It cannot specify price and performance
on uncompleted products. On the other hand, do include in a contract
specific performance benchmarks: maximum number of seconds per
circulation transaction, maximum number of days turnaround for book
catalog production, etc. It should, however, be recognized that sanctions
specified for nonperformance are basically only protections against
disaster, and not a useful operating management tool. Any benchmarks
specified should only have legal status when measured in actual operating
conditions.
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The function of a contract (particularly a public bid) is to measure
price and performance among qualified vendors, and to eliminate non-
qualified responses. The bid document will not serve this function unless
the library specifies clearly in the document what bases are used for evalua-
tion of vendors. This means the library must investigate sufficiently in
order to identify the truly qualified vendors before sending out the bid
specification. Then the bid design must be reviewed to make sure it does not
arbitrarily exclude qualified vendors and does not allow responses from
nonqualified vendors.
If it is not possible to determine what is available a priori, it is the
practice of some agencies (particularly large federal operations) to issue a
"request for proposal," in response to which vendors can describe their
services and suggest actions for the agency. This is only practicable for
the largest libraries who can invest considerable staff time and funding
for a major contract, because of the cost of responding to an open-ended
"RFP." Most libraries are well advised to invest their own time talking
personally to vendors before issuing a bid document.
There are at present three general problems with evaluating contracts
for the provision of automated library services:
1. Nothing is identical. It is unlikely that two responses to a contract
specification will be identical. We simply do not have a standard set
of descriptions of library operations, much less a standard set of com-
puter applications programs. This situation can be expected to persist
in the next decade, thus providing plenty of chances for consultants
and others to attempt to make something other than lemons from the
apples and oranges available with which to work.
2. Competition is sparse. Only in the area of contract book (or micro-
form) catalog services can one find as many as ten organizations
providing nationwide services to libraries. We will perhaps see three
to five on-line network systems become available within the next five
years, but generally with regional emphasis. In acquisitions there are
a few software or turnkey systems that are beginning to replace a
previous generation of simple data collection devices.
3. Reality is elusive. Most libraries without special expertise will gain
little in investigating standard contract products through the route
of field visits or correspondence with vendors' user libraries. The
problem is even more difficult if the library chooses to develop a
custom product with a contractor (agency or vendor) without pre-
vious experience.
When Disaster Looms
The best early warning system of real trouble in a system implementa-
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tion is the experience that comes from having lived through one or more
previous disasters. In the absence of that chastening background, some
brief rules may help. Disaster may be on the way if:
1. You can't understand in English what you are buying in the computer
system.
2. You can't get a firm schedule with real dollar penalties for late delivery.
3. You can't get firm estimates on processing or related operating costs.
4. Nothing comes out of any step of development for more than three
months.
5. Your developer tells you library problems are really very simple!
Review of Program Operation
So far we have been considering performance measures as they relate
to the planning and implementation of an automated system. We have
been concerned with the potential of the projected system to meet the insti-
tution's goals in terms of tasks and costs. Now we want to measure the
results of all this activity measurement which can be accomplished through
review of program operation.
This review is only possible if we have gone through the previously de-
scribed rigorous procedures defining operations, determining costs, and
formulating goals prior to the implementation of the new system. Without
having completed these steps, we would not only be trying to compare
manual apples with automated oranges, but with hybrid strawberries as
well. The purpose of this review is to give us a measure of the success or
failure of the new, automated system in achieving the goals set for the pro-
gram.
Success or failure can be measured in three ways which may be assigned
proportionately to the desired goals: costs, performance, and benefits.
The easiest measurement is that of costs, particularly if we have applied
standard methodology to the determination of manual cost elements (work-
load, staffing, processes, resources, etc.) which may serve as benchmarks
against which to measure costs of these same elements in an automated
system. Similarly, actual development costs can be accurately determined
and measured against projected development costs and costs of comparable
systems which have been reported in the literature. This type of hard data
can give management a gross estimate of the success or failure of the new
system within the framework of established budgetary limitations.
The more difficult task is to obtain and, if possible, to quantify soft
data regarding the success or failure of the system in achieving program
goals at other than the cost level. (We are deliberately including the element
of failure which is conspicuously absent in the literature, yet potentially is of
even more informational value than the many records of successful, or at
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least viable, operation.) These soft data fall into the categories of perfor-
mance and benefit, which have been characterized by Orr7 as measures of
capability, utilization (service loads) and value. The first of these two are
based on criteria which can indeed be measured through the answers to
such questions as: What is the number of file items searched in a specified
time? What is the number of outputs produced in a specified time? What
is the number of files eliminated? There are many more questions which
knowledgeable library staff can readily identify.
Benefit, or value, is a more difficult concept to quantify, although
Orr suggests a way to do so by stating: "the value of a service must ultimately
be judged in terms of the beneficial effects accruing from its use as viewed
by those who sustain the costs."8 While agreeing with Orr in a pragmatic
sense, we feel that the difficulty in quantifying benefit lies in the fact that it
is a function of the user rather than of the library or its resources. For in-
stance, one of the projected benefits of an automated circulation system
is the shortening of queuing time at the charge desk a benefit for the user
rather than the library staff member who must man the desk no mater what.
In an academic environment it is possible to calculate the average faculty
salary and thus assign a dollar value to the time spent by the faculty member
in checking out material. But what of the student?
In order to obtain hard data in this area, we must turn to the "forced
quantification of uncertainty" whereby we assign relative values to dis-
cernible benefits which are usually expressed in percentages of total cost.
What is it worth to us, the library administration, to save the patron
time in checking out a book or to provide the patron with item availability
information? Do these benefits account for 5 percent or 50 percent of the
total cost of the automated circulation system? The answers to these and
similar questions will enable us to calculate a dollar value for what are
usually described as intangible benefits.
This forced quantification of uncertainty provides us with additional
measure by which we may assess the success or failure of the program in
achieving its specified goals, both at the time of implementation and on a
continuing basis. This procedure can also provide another dimension to the
traditional historical data collection by libraries which may be used in the
planning of new and related programs. On a secondary level, quantification
can provide a format for reporting to institution management in a manner
intelligible to those who know or care to know little concerning the
library's internal operations.
Limits of Performance Measurement
Passing mention has been given to the various techniques employed
for the performance evaluation of computer systems. Most of these mixes.
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benchmarks, etc. are based on modeling and simulation, which in turn
demand the creation of software which can consume the available funds
to such an extent that none are left for the testing phase. This is probably
one of the major reasons that such techniques have not been extensively
employed in the evaluation of library automation efforts. Another reason
is that such techniques primarily measure the performance of the equipment
and not of the system as a whole, which is our primary interest. Simulation
has, however, been employed in those highly structured situations where it
was appropriate as in the NELINET and OCLC studies of user terminal
behavior and where sufficient financial and technical resources were avail-
able. In this paper we have concentrated on those techniques and method-
ologies which are readily available to library staff without extensive techni-
cal expertise, large sums of money, or the ability to mount parallel oper-
ations. In general, these techniques and methodologies are applicable to the
management of any library operation.
It should be obvious that the extent of cost and task analysis and
performance measurement proposed in this paper will consume a fair
proportion of the library's resources, both man-hours and dollars. What
has been presented here is a model which can and will be adapted to the
resources and needs of the individual institution relative to the resources
required for the planning and implementation of an automated system.
Analysis can become an end in itself, but we are probably beyond the point
where we can afford such luxuries as full-time systems staffs devoted to this
process. We should like to summarize briefly and end by paraphrasing Plato
in saying that "the library which is not examined is the library not worth
automating."
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The Impact of Computers on
Book and Journal Publication
Rising wages have made the cost of composition and printing
editions of a few thousand copies exorbitant. Rising book and journal
prices have contributed to the rising operating expenses of libraries. At
the same time, the volume of scientific and technical literature is increasing
rapidly and the publication and library system is increasingly incapable of
satisfying user needs.
Electronic publication of scientific and technical literature is techni-
cally feasible. One machine-readable copy of a document may be stored
in a computer and accessed at any remote location by a user with a computer
terminal. Current costs of preparing a machine-readable text, storing it on
a computer, communicating with the remote computer, and computer time
for the user to read or print the document are low enough that, for many
applications in scientific publishing, a computer-based system may be less
expensive than the existing paper-and-ink system. Rapidly decreasing com-
puter and communications costs indicate that electronic publication will be
increasingly cost-effective compared to alternative systems.
The benefits of a comprehensive electronic system for scientific and
technical publishing are substantial. Not only would such a system be more
complete and less expensive than conventional publication and distribution,
but it also would be more accessible. Many users who do not now have
access to the scientific literature could use the system. An electronic system
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would increase scientific productivity; not only would the scientist spend
less time learning about what has been done, but he/she would obtain much
more current information than is now available. Moreover, a computer-
based scientific information system could provide a medium for two-way
communications between users that would be more convenient and effective
than the telephone or mail service.
PUBLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS
Most scientific literature is published by professional societies, univer-
sities, and government, with few scientific books and journals selling more
than a few thousand copies. Scientific literature is complex in terms of com-
position; it is characterized by equations, tables, and diagrams, the com-
position cost of which may exceed printing and distribution costs. The
amount of scientific literature is growing rapidly. The stock of scientific
publication has been estimated to increase at 7 percent annually; 1 the total
number of journals is increasing at 4 percent per year. 2
The growth of scientific literature threatens to overwhelm readers.
Libraries, cramped for space and short of money, cannot hope to provide
complete coverage of the growing literature. Indexing and abstracting by
computer may identify what is in the literature, but this makes the tasks of
libraries more complex. 3 Interlibrary loan and photoduplicates are increas-
ingly used to provide missing documents, but seekers of current literature
frequently pursue the author by mail and request a reprint. Because of
journals such as Current Contents, a parallel system of author-to-reader
distribution has forced upon authors the burden and cost of distributing
their work. 4
A huge literature of technical reports has also emerged; 5 unreviewed,
unread, and unsung (at least by promotion committees), technical reports
are cited with increasing frequency. Most are not indexed and consequently
are difficult to find, but federal government-supported research reports are
increasingly included in the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), are indexed, and are readily obtainable as microfiche, photocopy,
or magnetic tape.
Attempts to stifle the growth of the literature create more problems
than they solve. Proposals to tighten reviewing and to exclude literature
from journal publication are idealistic but unrealistic. Authors must publish
even if they have nothing to say and, if necessary, they will create new
journals.
Attempts to lower the costs of publication by using microfiche, sepa-
rates, or abstract or condensed journals simply fragment the literature
further and increase the gadgets and oddly shaped cabinets in the library. 6
These new media also increase the pressures on authors for direct distri-
bution.
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A scientific information system that is complete, unified, rapid, and
inexpensive is the goal. Many people claim that by the 1990s such a com-
puterized scientific information system will exist. Computers are considered
to be too dumb, too small, and too costly to do the job today. They are
thought to be too dumb to process the multilevel math, tables, and diagrams
that fill technical writing, too small to store and access the trillions of
characters required, and too expensive to replace the existing paper/ink
and film system.
Many who have worked with computers are acutely aware of their
limitations, but those who are involved in the development of new computer
systems realize that large complex systems are being created at an accel-
erating pace. Lockheed Information Systems offers in DIALOG a remark-
able set of bibliographical indexes usable interactively by telephone or
Telenet. The LEXIS system of Mead Data Central, Inc., provides on-line
retrieval of legal text for several states. Large data-base applications in
business are widespread; some firms have hundreds of terminals accessing a
central computer and processing millions of transactions daily. Moreover,
computer costs are decreasing rapidly. It is these recent developments that
make an economical, computer-based scientific information system
possible.
COMPOSITION OF SCIENTIFIC
BOOKS AND JOURNALS
Between Gutenberg in 1450 and Mergenthaler in 1886, hand composi-
tion experienced no significant technological change. Slug casting, or
hot-metal composition, reduced production costs sharply. In 1890, Alfred
Marshall's Principles of Economics sold for $4, a worker's weekly wage,
while in 1936, Keynes's General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
Money sold for $2, a worker's daily wage.
Book and journal prices remained remarkably stable for the first half
of the twentieth century, material and labor price increases apparently
offset by increases in productivity. From 1967 to 1974, the price of hard-
cover books increased by 67 percent, 7 and from 1967 to 1975, U.S. periodi-
cals increased by 130 percent, with even greater increases for chemistry
and physics (214 percent) and for engineering (166 percent). The large in-
creases in the cost of scientific and technical periodicals result from their
typographical complexity.
Cost increases during the past two decades would have been even
greater had not publishing technology improved. Offset printing has made
it easy to reproduce simple typescript, but typescript is ugly. Lines are un-
justified, letters are usually the same width, and footnotes and tables are
unattractive. Strike-on composition with even margins was made possible
with justifying typewriters, and more sophisticated strike-on compostion is
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possible with new devices such as magnetic card typewriters, computer
terminals, or computer line-printers.
Strike-on composition is inferior in speed and elegance to photo-
composition, which can solve all of the typographical problems of the
compositor. Subscripts, superscripts, non-Roman alphabets, and several
type sizes are readily composed. Phototypesetters are normally driven from
magnetic tape produced by a computer.
Strike-on and phototypesetter composition, or "cold-type" composi-
tion, have been widely adopted. At its best, the quality equals that of hot
type. For pure text composition the cost can be as little as $3 or $4 a page,
or comparable to typewritten text composition. A typist working with a
computer text editor can produce copy with speed and accuracy. With the
economy and speed of offset printing, press runs of a few hundred copies
can be quite inexpensive.
Offset printing has contributed to the growth of scientific publication.
In the 1960s, Praeger, using typewriter composition, produced a number of
books from doctoral dissertations and technical reports. In the late 1960s,
Heath Lexington adopted cold copy to produce justified-text books. The
first of these were not very attractive footnotes dangled and white space
was uneven but libraries bought them and the publishers apparently made
money.
During the 1960s cold copy was widely adopted by technical publishers.
Today, text is set on a phototypesetter, but tables and equations are usually
monotyped, proofed and stripped with the text photocopy to produce the
page copy. 8 Composition combining photocopy, monotype, and typescript
requires several suppliers and is slow and costly. 9 Moreover, the complexity
of the process drives production managers wild. (Parisi gives a fascinating
history of composition at the American Institute of Civil Engineers. 10)
Publishers agree that a completely computer-based composition
system is needed and will take over the market as soon as it becomes avail-
able. It need not be inexpensive: publishers want speed and simplicity.
Economy is important and would accelerate the adoption of computer
photocomposition, but high-quality appearance is necessary.
COMPUTER-BASED COMPOSITION
Computer-based composition produces a single computer file that
contains all text, tables, equations, footnotes, references, and page makeup
instructions to run an on- or off-line phototypesetter. Several such systems
are used commercially to compose scientific journals." The TROFF system
developed by Bell Laboratories 12 is used to compose in-house technical
reports, documentation, and at least one technical newsletter. 13 This system
has several major advantages and represents the current state of the art: (1) it
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runs on inexpensive computer hardware, (2) it is usable by persons with little
training, and (3) it uses an inexpensive phototypesetter. TROFF runs on the
UNIX time sharing system developed by Bell Laboratories as a general
operating system for the Digital Equipment Corporation PDF 11/45 and
11/70 computers. 14 UNIX includes a powerful context editor that allows
a typist to input text at either an on-line terminal or an off-line cassette
terminal. 15 The typist inputs equations and table using special programs
that can be learned in a few hours. 16 Once in the computer, the draft can
be corrected by using special commands, such as spell , which looks up every
word in an on-line dictionary and produces a list of words not in the diction-
ary, and typo, which uses the rules of English spelling (such as they are) to
find possible typographical errors. Other programs have been written by
various users to help authors improve their style. A word-frequency com-
mand provides a list of words used in a document and a count of how many
times each was used. Another program prints the lines in which some
troublesome homophones (such as there/their) or pet words (such as ob-
viously and clearly) occur so that a writer can avoid error.
The^UNIX typist then inserts commands to provide for centering,
underlining, footnoting, equations, tables, indentation and other typo-
graphical specifications. The TROFF program then processes the file with
text and interspersed command language and produces a decent-looking,
justified typescript.
Three kinds of output files can be produced by the TROFF program.
Text without footnotes, superscripts, subscripts, or multilevel equations
can be printed correctly on a line-printer. Text including these complications
can be printed on a special printer, such as a Diablo. Text with photo-
typesetter commands interspersed can be printed on the phototypesetter.
The emergence of commercial, computer-based phototypesetting means
that the day of hot-metal or mixed-mode composition for technical pub-
lishers is ending. The availability of machine-readable copy from photo-
typesetter files suggests that concurrent electronic and printed publication
is now possible.
A COMPUTER-BASED SCIENTIFIC
INFORMATION SYSTEM
No serious technical problems prevent development of a computer-
based scientific information system (SIS). Computer-based photocomposi-
tion demonstrates that computers can store and print typographically
complex documents. 17 On-line disc systems can store billions of characters,
any of which can be accessed in milliseconds. Computers can be accessed
remotely by telephone, or interconnected through data-communications
networks. Computer time-sharing allows hundreds of users to use the same
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computer interactively and simultaneously. SIS is technically feasible, but
most people think the computer costs are too high to build one now.
SIS, like any storage and retrieval system for scientific documents,
must accommodate an enormous volume of material and low usage. Any
such system is dominated by the cost of data input and storage, with com-
puter system costs a very small fraction of the total.
Computer-based photocomposition can reduce the cost of data entry
substantially. Several publishers, such as the American Institute of Civil
Engineers and the American Chemical Society, are now using computer-
based photocomposition to print their journals; others, such as the
American Institute of Physics, use computer composition for parts of each
article, such as title, author, and abstracts. Multiple use of part of the
material is increasingly common. 18 Machine-readable abstracts are rou-
tinely used in the production of secondary journals and indexes.
It is said that each article in a scientificjournal is read ten to twenty times
in its life. This statistic depresses authors and computer system designers
alike. It hardly seems possible that it would be economical to retain scienti-
fic literature of such limited popularity throughout eternity on a computer
disc with an access time of a few milliseconds, yet it is. ' 9
The telephone is inexpensive for local calls and costly for long distance.
Economical electronic publishing requires minimization of the combined
storage, communication, and computer cost. Storage costs are minimized
with one universally accessible copy on disc, but this requires the use of
long-distance telephone lines. To print a 10-page, 50,000-byte article might
require five minutes using a common thirty-character-per-second terminal.
This could cost from $1 to $5, depending on the locations of the reader and
the computer, and the time of day. This is inexpensive compared to costs
of $7-$8 for interlibrary loan.
The telephone line can transmit information faster than the terminal
can type it, so it is necessary to have either a faster terminal or a local compu-
ter to buffer the transmission. Computer networks can reduce the cost of
data communications. Each node in the network has a computer which re-
ceives messages (or documents) and stores them until the user wants them.
Because many users' messages are passing through a communications cir-
cuit simultaneously, each message (or "packet") must be labeled with
identifying information. Research networks (such as ARPANET) and com-
mercial networks (such as Telenet) using packet-switching technology are
operating and obtaining substantial economies in data communications.
Packet-switching networks such as ARPANET and Telenet allow
interconnection of dissimilar computers and permit users to send and re-
ceive files from remote computers easily. Minicomputers can be inter-
faced to a network without using any significant part of their memory or
sacrificing much of their local processing power. 20 Packet-switching techno-
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logy makes the cost of data transmission essentially independent of distance
or intensity of usage. The user pays for the data actually transmitted plus
the cost of occupying a permanent port on the network and users may pay
an hourly connect charge to cover the costs of direct terminal access. 21
Computer time-sharing is a well-established technology, and almost
everyone has used such a system or has stood by helplessly while one was
being used. Most time-sharing systems operate on medium-sized computers
costing several million dollars to support a few dozen simultaneous users.
Some systems, such as PLATO IV, support several hundred simultaneous
users in sophisticated (but computationally limited) applications. The cost
of an hour of computer time is usually based on how much hardware is used,
but commercial time on full-sized systems usually averages from $10 to $25
per connect hour. Limited service systems, such as PLATO IV, may be able
to provide services at a cost of from $2 to $3 per hour. The development of
time-sharing operating systems for low-cost minicomputers promises to
reduce general-purpose time-sharing costs to $l-$2 per hour. Special limited-
purpose usage, such as that required from printing documents and in-
putting data, should be somewhat less expensive. 22
Data input costs are very low for journals using computer-based photo-
composition. New disc systems are inexpensive, computer networking pro-
vides low-cost communications, and minicomputers can provide low-cost
time-sharing services.
A distributed SIS is emerging without any plan or central direction.
Not only is DIALOG available on Telenet, but several universities (such
as MIT) have computers on the network. Thus, the indexing system and
user hosts already are interconnected. All that is necessary for SIS to exist
is that one or more publishers place their machine-readable texts on a net-
work computer. An organization such as the American Chemical Society
or the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers could make part or all
of their future publications available in this manner. Indexes could indicate
the articles that were available and the host address. As journal hosts joined
the network, a computerized scientific information system would emerge.
IMPACT OF A COMPUTERIZED
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
A computerized scientific information system is emerging. It promises
eventually to cost less and be far more convenient for the user than the
existing publishing and library system. Computer cost trends suggest that
we should not be niggardly in designing the system. A computerized system
with the capability of two-way communications must not merely imitate
the paper-and-ink system of today. SIS need not be a limited document
storage and retrieval system; for example, a network "mail" system would
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permit readers to comment on a document and the author to reply. 23 The
comments and replies could be linked to the document file so that subse-
quent readers could be brought up to date on the state of discussion.
Authors might also use the system to prepare and submit papers for publi-
cation, and editors and referees would use the system to speed publication
by on-line reviewing, using the network mail system. The mail facility would
permit scientific publication to be quite rapid; for example, a few days would
suffice for refereeing, author's corrections, and copy editing. The system
would become complete, and a user could access every document in the
system from anywhere in the world, and no journal would ever be in the
bindery.
Such a system would have at least as much garbage in it as libraries do
today probably more but the garbage would not clog the system.
Computer-based indexing would guide a new breed of scholars to the
literature, and users could retrieve everything bearing on a subject they
wish to investigate deeply, or skim the cream by requesting only widely cited
and reviewed articles. Inaccurate, slovenly, and plagiarized articles would be
panned; at last it would be possible for authors to publish and perish at the
same time.
The impact of SIS on authors and readers would be revolutionary: no
document will be condemned to obscurity, or hidden from a reader who
wants it. The impact of SIS on publishers would also be revolutionary. At
first they would attempt to collect a copyright fee, but ultimately SIS
would become the exclusive system. Nonprofit publishers who are only
attempting to cover expenses would find that modest page charges can
cover the cost of publication. Journals in hardcover would wither away,
until only the table of contents is left as evidence that the editors have ap-
proved publication. Finally, libraries would also wither away, their historic
duty done. Perhaps we will call the local user host, through which the user
accesses the network to read and write, a "library."
Developments in computer-based photocomposition now hold the
promise of producing inexpensive photocopy from a single sequential file.
In the process of producing this file, electronic publication of scientific
literature becomes available as a low-cost alternative to conventional dis-
tribution. Recent decreases in the costs of disc storage, time-sharing com-
puters, and the development of computer networking permit cheap storage,
access and transmission of text files. As a result, computer composition
and electronic publication now appear to be less expensive than conven-
tional publication. To gain these advantages, libraries should be prepared
to participate as user sites and to install user network hosts to provide access
to the network as electronically published journals become available. Pub-
lishers should participate in developing the system by providing machine-
readable copies of their publications to experimental and demonstration
systems.
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The widespread adoption of electronic publishing will herald an im-
portant new day in science. The act of publication will become the first
step in scientific communication, rather than the last step, as it is too often
today. The scientific literature will become unified, reversing the recent
trend toward diverse forms of publication. Scientists everywhere will
have equal access to the scientific literature, so that the advantages of be-
ing in a famous center of research will be substantially lessened. Scientists
in obscure universities or poor countries will be able to participate in
scientific discourse more readily. When that day finally dawns, scientists
will look back on the problems of authors, publishers, and librarians of
today with sympathy. Let us hope that they will be grateful for the work
that was done to make electronic publishing possible.
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Cost Analysis and
Reporting as a Basis
for Decisions
To avoid any aura of misrepresentation, let me remind you at
the outset that I am not a librarian. My background is in information
systems, and when I discuss specifics of cost analysis a bit later, most of the
examples and techniques will be drawn from that background. However,
I would also remind you perhaps unnecessarily that libraries are infor-
mation systems. They are the oldest, the most widespread and the broadest
in scope of all information systems, and while they differ markedly from
what we generally identify as information systems, their basic purpose is
the same and there are many parallels and similarities. Because you are
the librarians, I will, on the whole, have to leave it to you to translate what I
have to say into the library frame of reference, although I have been told
by many librarians over the last five years that it can and should be done.
The Paucity of Usable Library Cost Data
When I first began looking into library cost analysis, I was surprised to
find how scant the literature on library costs was. In the course of an ex-
haustive 1971 study, 1 Charles Bourne was able to locate only about 300
references to library costs. At first glance, 300 may sound like a substantial
number, but not when you consider how long we have had libraries, or how
much in the way of resources both human and material have been devoted
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to them. The Babylonians had both extensive libraries and cuneiform cost
accounting records more than 5,000 years ago, but the earliest reference
to the cost of library operations that Bourne could find was a congressional
document complaining about the outrageous price charged by the Library
of Congress for cataloging Thomas Jefferson's library. (Incidentally, that
outrageous price was ten cents per book.)
I suspect that the principal reason libraries have ignored cost analysis
until recently stems from the fact that for most of their multimillennial
history right up to the present, libraries have been supported by patrons.
I do not mean "patron" in the sense of "client," but "patron" in the sense of
"patron of the arts," someone who supports an activity simply because it is a
good thing to do. Today, the patron is most likely to be a government body,
but even the academic libraries and special libraries in industry are supported
principally as adjuncts to some other purpose, and not for any quantifiable
output they can produce. Therefore, having been shielded from the competi-
tion of the marketplace, librarians have, until recently, had little or no
incentive to examine their costs of operation.
On the other hand, if someone were to pick up where Bourne left off
and scour the literature published since 1971, 1 would be very surprised if he
failed to turn up at least 500 papers and articles on library costs. This sudden
surge of interest and activity in library costing is attributable to a number of
factors: inflation, proliferation, dessication, competition, and automation.
Inflation has sent the costs of library materials, labor, and services soaring.
At the same time, more and more materials in a wider variety of media are
being made available and are being demanded by users. Meanwhile, federal
categorical aid has been drying up or at least badly eroded, while libraries
are being forced to compete for revenue-sharing money with such organiza-
tions as fire, police, health and sanitation services. Things are bad all over,
and they would be positively desperate if the computer were not available
with its promise of reducing costs by improving efficiency, promoting shar-
ing, and so on. Notice that I said "promise" and there is the catch. In the
halcyon days of the early 1960s, there was a plethora of promises about the
marvelous things computers could do for libraries and everybody else,
for that matter. Unfortunately, performance seldom, if ever, lived up to the
promises. Tickets for the automation bandwagon command a high price,
and all too many found themselves saddled with ill-conceived and poorly
planned automation which, contrary to the promises,* increased costs,
degraded performance and generally caused problems. Consequently, when
the budget crunch of the 1970s came along and librarians began looking at
automation for relief, the money managers began asking hard questions
such as: Precisely how much money are you going to save? How much is it
costing you now? How much is it going to cost to install the system? How
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long will it take to recover the initial investment? Specifically which line
items in your budget are going to be cut as a result of this system and by how
much? Which are going to be raised and by how much? In the scramble to
find answers to such questions, librarians have collected a large amount of
information which has found its way into the literature.
Shortcomings of Published Cost Data
Unfortunately, much if not most of this information has been incom-
plete, inaccurate or ill-conceived. This is not too surprising in view of the
relative naivete of librarians about costs and the circumstances under
which the demands for cost information have been made. Almost in-
variably, the search for cost data has been left until the last stages of the
decision process. Consequently, it has been necessary to do what could be
done with the information at hand.
In information systems which, incidentally, are only marginally ahead
of libraries in cost analysis the most common error is that of using gross
numbers, e.g., "Our budget last year was $500,000, and we added 50,000
items to the file, so our unit cost was $10.00 per item." In libraries, this is
more likely to be fragmented into technical processing budget and items
added to the collection, or circulation budget and items circulated. Such
numbers may be accurate in that they represent real costs and real volumes,
but combining them does not give a real measure of productivity. No library
or information system is so homogeneous that a single count can measure
its activity. Moreover, what good is such a number? You certainly can not
use it to project future costs or to assess past peformance.
Even when the gross number syndrome is avoided, the methods of
collecting the detailed cost data are fraught with built-in error. The most
common method of separating costs is to ask the employees how they divide
their time among various tasks, add up the pieces, match them with some
kind of volume count, and produce a unit cost. The principal problem with
this approach is its reliance on that most fallible of information storage
devices, the human memory. Personally, I would have trouble allocating
my time for yesterday, much less last week or last month, and you might also
reflect on the common phenomenon of thirty minutes of drudgery loom-
ing larger in our minds than a half-day of interesting, challenging work.
Another method which is frequently used when there is time is to
have everyone keep records for a sample period (usually one month). There
is a host of problems with this technique, also. In the first place, if anything
is to be usable, someone must sit down and develop a set of categories
for recording time and that means walking a razor's edge. Too few cate-
gories, and there isn't enough information to be useful; too many, and
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such a burden is imposed that employees spend more time keeping time
than doing work. Then there are the categories "Other" or "Miscellaneous."
If you are not careful, you may find that most of your output is "Other."
There are also the human problems. You have to teach people to record
their time as they go along, and you have to follow up, and follow up, and
follow up to make them do it. After all, you are trying to develop a new habit
pattern, and you are going to have a lot of occasions when someone forgets to
keep track until quitting time and then guesses what the numbers should be.
Finally, the procedure of keeping time records will consume some time
itself, cutting productivity and making your sample period which, by the
way, has a learning curve in it thoroughly atypical.
There is one other method for developing unit costs which has been
tried occasionally. This is the time study or stopwatch technique. This
technique has worked well for the hard goods production industries where
the significant operations are repetitive and are all out in the open where
they can be watched, but it is totally inappropriate for libraries and infor-
mation systems, where the important part of the effort is taking place in
somebody's head and no two successive items are identical.
All of these costing methods suffer from some common shortcomings,
one of the most important of which is the fact that they reflect only a single,
usually short, period. If it is a busy period, unit costs will be low; if it is a
slack one, unit costs may be high, but there is no way to determine by how
much or what the change is with changes in volume. Libraries and informa-
tion systems have seasonal variations. How do you know if your sample
period is typical? What is typical? Finally, except for the gross cost ap-
proach, all you are measuring is labor. Even granting that labor is the big
piece, it is definitely not the only piece, so you have the problem of figuring
out some way of assigning costs for materials, supervision, services, and
so on. Usually, these other cost assignments wind up being "finagle factors,"
which are simply plugged in to make a wrong answer come out "right";
more often than not, something is left out which belongs in, or put in when
it shouldn't be. The common habit of lumping everything which can't be
easily counted into one or two big categories called "Overhead" or "G&A"
(General and Administrative) can completely obscure the costs you are
trying to measure. A detailed approach which permits allocating these
indirect costs selectively to the benefiting product lines is a lot more work,
but it produces much more usable results.
A word about unit costs: I have been discussing unit costs because they
provide the best means of relating production to costs. However, unit
costs are useless positively dangerous unless they are part of a framework
which includes all costs, and unless the interpretation of them reflects their
true characteristics. It is a fairly comon fallacy to believe that you can multi-
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ply the unit cost by any volume number to determine the cost of that volume.
In any real situation, at least a portion of the costs will remain constant
regardless of volume. Building costs and utilities are two examples. In some
cases, costs may not vary at all with volume within limits, of course. I would
be surprised if there were not a number of libraries where this would be
true if the acquisitions budget were excluded. Normally, a portion of the
costs are fixed and a portion are variable. Figure 1 illustrates the three
patterns. Curve A, with all costs variable, simply does not exist in the real
world. Curve B, with all costs fixed, can occur, but usually means some-
thing is wrong. Curve C, with mixed fixed and variable costs, represents
the usual real-world situation. The portion below the intercept with the
v-axis is the fixed costs and the sloped line shows the variability. Of course,
the position of the intercept can shift up or down, and the slope of the line
can change depending upon the situation. If Curve C is converted from total
costs to unit costs, something like Figure 2 results, which dramatizes the
variability of unit costs with volume.
Requirements for Usable Cost Information
Let me summarize my criticisms by stating the requirements for valid,
useful unit costs:
1. The units of measure of the divisor will be valid measures of the work
represented by the costs.
2. They will be logical, arithmetically sound elements of a network which
reflects the total costs of the system.
3. They will be the result of careful collection of cost and production in-
formation over an extended period of time as a normal part of the
production operations.
4. During the extended period, on a regular basis, logical, coherent
groups of production items will have been carefully and specifically
related to the actual expenditures incurred in producing them.
5. The distribution (allocation) of indirect (nonproduct) costs will have
been accomplished against a variety of bases so that, insofar as practi-
cal, the burden is carried by the benefiting product lines in proportion
to the benefit each receives.
6. Statistical analysis will demonstrate that the unit costs are a mixture
of fixed and variable costs, which will result in variations in unit costs
proportional to variations in volumes.
THE BUILDING BLOCK CONCEPT
This is a very tough set of criteria to meet, but by borrowing a couple
of tricks from the manufacturing industries and modifying them to our pur-
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CURVE A
All Costs Variable
CURVE B
All Costs Fixed
CURVE C
Mixed Fixed and
Variable Costs
Volume Processed (Per Issue or Period)
Volume Processed (Per Issue or Period)
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Volume Processed (Per Issue or Period)
Figure 1. Relationship of costs to volume of material processed
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Figure 2. Variability of unit costs with volume
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pose, it can be done. This is called "building block costing." Let me give a
very simplified example of its application to an information system: the
production of an abstract journal.
The typical gross unit cost for this might look like Figure 3. Obviously,
this isn't very useful information, but suppose you could display something
like Table 1? This table provides some useful information. Different things
are measured by appropriate units; there are both unit and total costs; and
the table shows where the money is going. Instead of taking heroic measures
to cut the cost of abstracting and indexing, you might look at some of the
other line entries and find pay dirt. Notice the print run of 5,000 copies with
only 4,500 subscriptions. A cut in the overrun by 250 copies would give a
result like Table 2. That's better than $1.25 off the average unit cost, with-
out even touching the input processing. Let's look at the chain-printer index
pages. The number of pages can certainly be cut by one-third by photocom-
posing them. This will give you something like Table 3 and look at those
savings! Even deducting the cost of the programming, you are way ahead of
the game in the first year, and you still haven't touched the input processing.
Let's go one step further, and suppose that instead of this average figure
per issue shown in the first column, you had the actual cost for each element
of each issue and its volume, something like Table 4. The last three columns
provide really useful information. By applying standard statistical analysis
techniques, you can produce displays like Figure 4 (which should remind
you of Curve C of Figure 1) and Figure 2, both of which were, in fact, de-
rived from the numbers in Table 4. Here is information you can use for
projections, evaluations, performance measurement, and a host of other
things. It only takes a glance at Figure 2 to see that something happened
between June and July which reduced the cost of subsequent issues.
Establishing a building block cost system which will give you this kind
of information requires substantial preparations and careful even scrupu-
lous execution. There are five basic components. I can only skim the surface
of these components in this presentation, but details are available in two
publications in particular. "The Cost of Information: A Prerequisite for
Other Analyses"2 provides a more detailed overview, and Collecting and
Reporting Real Costs of Information Systems3 specifies the requirements
and includes many useful examples from real information systems.
Systems Analysis
The very first step in designing a cost system is a very detailed and very
complete analysis of the operation you are going to cost. The usual activity
of systems analysis, someone wandering around for a few days and then
drawing pictures of the forest will not do the job for you. You will need a
clear and accurate picture, not only of the forest, but of the trees, the
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TOTAL COST $449,400
ACCESSIONS PROCESSED 12,000
UNIT COST $37.45
Figure 3. Excessively simple cost accounting
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Figure 4. Journal production mixed costs by issue
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Per Annual
Issue 12 Issues
700 Accessions to file, with author abstracts @ $8.00 $ 5,600 $ 67,200
300 Accessions to file, in-house abstracts @ $15.00 4,500 54,000
150 Photocomposed pages @ $5.00 750 9,000
200 Chain printer pages @ $1.75 350 4.200
1,750,000 Pages reproduced (350 x 5,000 copies) @ $15.00
per 1,000 26,250 315,000
$ 37.450 $ 449,400
With 4,500 paid subscriptions, annual cost per subscription = $99.87
Average cost per accession = $37.45
Table 1 . Journal production cost for 5,000 copies printed
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details of this illustration are, of course, illegible, but it is only intended to
show the pattern. Figure 6 is a segment of Figure 5 which is large enough
to show the details. Note that all feedback loops and digressions are shown
and that the inputs for both the whole and the individual blocks are balanc-
ed by the outputs. There are some external connections which are not shown
to avoid confusion, but this is the sort of thing you should strive for.
The entire process of detailed, real-world systems analysis is a useful
exercise in itself. I have never seen this done where it didn't turn up some
surprises. Even if you never install a cost system, systems analysis can be
a valuable management tool.
Identification of Costable, Countable Components
One might think that the ideal would be to count and unit cost every
block in your flow chart. However, this is not so. Aside from the fact that no-
body could afford to do that, there are many instances where the cost of
collecting the data in such detail exceeds the value of the information
derived. From Figure 6, for example, we developed only three unit costs:
two order-fulfillment unit costs from the warehouse and by reproduction;
and a request-processing unit cost which included all other activities shown.
That was, in fact, an oversimplification, but we were under cost pressure
and had to strive for a balance among what we wanted, what we needed and
what we could afford, a trilemma with which I am sure you are all familiar.
In any event, you have to be realistic about what you can get an accurate
count on and how cleanly you can separate the costs associated with each
activity. The fact that the same individual may be performing several func-
tions does not necessarily mean that you cannot obtain separate unit costs
for these functions, but you will encounter some situations where it is im-
practical and others where it is foolish to try. Some of these are discussed
in the publications I mentioned earlier, along with techniques for identify-
ing unit costable activities.
There is one point I want to bring to your attention here. In the course
of analyzing several information systems, we have discovered a phenome-
non which also applies, with modifications, to libraries. Figure 7 illustrates
the division of information systems into five or six distinct categories. On
the main line, we have streams of inputs directed at building and maintain-
ing the data base in the center, and on the other side there are streams of out-
puts. The significant point here is that for the purposes of cost analysis,
what comes out of the data base as outputs is totally different from what
goes in as inputs. Not only do the elements of cost and the units of measure
change, between inputs and outputs, they are almost independent of each
other with respect to volume. The library parallel is obvious. If you trans-
ported the Chicago Public Library to the top of Mount McKinley, it might
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continue to acquire and process books and journals at its present volume,
but its circulation and reference activity would drop to nearly zero im-
mediately. On the other hand, if that library were to cut off all acquisition and
processing today, reference and circulation would continue unabated for
some time before they started dropping and would probably never cease en-
tirely as long as the collection was accessible. Bear this separation in mind
when you are analyzing your system. Touching on the other categories
briefly: collateral activities are continuing activities which may draw upon
the data base peripherally, but which require substantial additional re-
sources (e.g., the document request activity displayed in Figure 6); ad hoc
activities are one-time tasks and experiments, principally "emergency"
assignments from the supervisor, which you will want to keep track of so
you can at least answer the inevitable question about where the time went;
administration and system development and maintenance may be either
one or two categories, depending upon the circumstances, but they support
each other and everything else.
Indirect Costs and Allocations
One of the knottiest problems of unit costing is the handling of the
myriad costs which occur in any organization that cannot be directly
associated with specific product lines. The approach most favored by
accountants (because it is easiest) is to lump all of these indirect costs into
one big pool and spread them across all product lines on the basis of some
common cost element, such as direct labor (in which case, it is called
"overhead") or total direct cost (in which case, it is called "General and
Administrative," or G& A). The major problem with this approach is that
it frequently swamps the direct costs. One organization provided an extreme
example of this several years ago: for every dollar a client paid for direct
labor, he paid $3.10 for overhead. A rate of 310 percent is high, but over-
heads of 100 percent are not uncommon. Another problem is inequity, e.g.,
inclusion of computer system development and maintenance in overhead
when there are product lines which make little or no use of the computer. In
library and information systems, there is the additional problem of what
we call contributory products, where you have an activity which can and
should be unit costed, but which is not an end in itself, and so must eventu-
ally be allocated to other product lines. The maintenance of a thesaurus or
an authority file might be an example of this.
Basically, there are a number of different indirect costs which must
be treated differently for useful cost analysis. The trick is to strive to allocate
such costs only to the benefiting products and to do so on a rational basis.
A fuller discussion of techniques of allocating indirect costs appears in
"The Cost of Information: A Prerequisite for Other Analyses."4
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have very little variation in the volume or character of the work from
period to period, you might be able to assume that one balances the other,
but I have never encountered an information system where you could do this
with everything. I doubt that you could do it in many libraries for technical
processing, although you could probably ignore float time for book check-
out. Encourage nay, adjure your staff to keep their time records current
throughout each day. If they wait till the end of the day to make records,
they will not be worth much. Remember also the learning curve. Don't
expect to be able to use the first few months' data. Until the habit of current
recording is firmly established, the data will be suspect.
Assembly and Rationalization
You can, however, use the early cost data for experimental input to your
cost reports to insure that all the pieces will fit in their proper places and that
everything will add up properly. The keystone of your system should be a
report something like Figure 8. This is a summary covering an entire year and
including the unit costs in a framework of total costs incurred. The detailed
reports upon which this is based run to many pages, but the essence of
building block costing is the fact that all of those details can be brought
together to give you the total picture. Only in this way can you be assured of
the completeness and soundness of your analyses.
THE USE OF COST DATA
It may seem that I have devoted inordinate attention to the construction
of a cost system when the title of this paper implies that its subject is the use of
cost data. However, unless the system for collecting the cost data is sound and
the reports coherent, using them for decision-making is not only pointless, it
is an invitation to disaster. Once you have a sound system, you really have a
basis for making decisions. You have the capability to tell your board of
trustees or the bursar precisely where last year's money went and a basis for
justifying the increase you want this year. You will find the ad hoc activities
records particularly valuable. It is surprising sometimes appalling how
those "little" odd jobs add up over the course of the year. When you have unit
costs and statistics for a year or two, you can construct your budget for next
year with far more precision and confidence. You can also pad it more
convincingly, if that is your inclination. When you are faced with a sudden cut
in funds, you can more readily determine where to make the cuts for
maximum savings with least impact on service. The costs and statistics are
invaluable for monitoring your current performance against what was
budgeted and for spotting trends before they become problems. If you make a
change in procedure, you can readily determine its cost-effectiveness from
information at hand. Look back at Figures 2 and 4. It is immediately apparent
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that something happened between June and July which reduced the costs in
subsequent periods. If you had made a change at that point, you would know
that it had worked or, if the numbers had gone the other way, that it hadn't.
Incidentally, since the advent of the electronic calculator, displays like this
have not been difficult to produce. There are several on the market which will
do most of the work for you. I am certainly not a statistician, but it took me
only five minutes with a calculator to produce the equations for those curves.
In short, valid, detailed unit cost data can provide a library director with
the information he needs to be a manager rather than just the senioHibrarian.
He can negotiate with the keepers of the purse strings from a sound footing
and respond quantitatively, rather than qualitatively. If he has a
Machiavellian bent, he can inundate them with numbers and charts to the
point where they will give in to get relief.
CAVEATS
I would be remiss if I closed without leaving you a couple of warnings.
The first is summarized in Figure 9. TANSTAAFL is an acronym for "There
Ain't No Such Thing As A Free Lunch." A building block cost system is going
to cost you money and probably more than your present method of cost
accounting. Aside from the system analysis, design and start-up costs, there
will be a continuing cost of processing the information to produce the reports
and the not-inconsiderable cost in terms of lost productivity due to the time
consumed in keeping the cost and production records. Everywhere I have
seen it used, it has paid for itself many times over in better management, better
control, better forecasting, and some actual cost savings, but you have to be
willing to make the investment to earn the returns.
Another problem is the resistance of most people to change. It has been
my experience that it takes extensive advance preparation to get the staff
cooperation you need. Work hardest on the professional people. They tend to
resist detailed time recording (perhaps because they are not used to it) far
more than nonprofessionals.
The most common pitfall is assuming that mathematical analyses
represent the real world; that they are gospel. Don't believe it. There are two
traps here. The straight line in Figure 4 and the smooth curve in Figure 2
might lead you to assume that your real costs are going to change with the
same smoothness over the full range of the chart. In the first place, as volume
changes, at some point, you are going to have to hire or lay off a cataloger, or
buy or dispose of a piece of equipment. Catalogers and equipment do not
come in fractional increments; each is a quantum step, so your costs will take
a quantum leap. In the second place, while the mathematical formulas make it
possible to extend the lines indefinitely on the chart, they are actually valid
only over a limited range. In Figure 4, for example, if the volumes started
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Figure 9. There Ain't No Such Thing As A Free Lunch
above the line, in response to Parkinson's Law, while if the volume increased
above 1 ,200, the costs would either start falling below the line as you pushed
your staff for more work, or put them on overtime, or they would jump up
sharply if you hired an additional person.
The second trap lies in accepting a forecast as real just because it has been
mathematically derived, even though it doesn't make sense. Take a look at
Figure 10. If, in the last quarter of calendar year 1965, you wanted to project
the volume of facility-prepared masters (the dotted line) for the next year or
so, you could get two very different answers, depending on how much of the
data you use. If you take only the last year's production, you will get a modest
growth rate, but ifyou go back two years, you get a growth figure almost twice
as large. On the surface, it would seem that the more data you use, the more
reliable your forecast, but this is not always the case. The very fact that the
1 965 growth was less than that in 1 964 indicates that growth is slowing down.
Mathematical projections are extremely valuable, but they are no substitute
for professional judgment. When there is an apparent conflict, investigate to
find out why, but in the last analysis, professional judgment should govern.
Figure 10 also illustrates another booby trap of forecasting. Remember
that forecasting is an attempt to guess what is going to happen in the future
using the best information available, but no matter how good your data or
how careful your analysis, circumstances beyond your control can change to
nullify your basic assumptions. In the case illustrated (which is real), the
decision was made in mid- 1965 to increase capacity to accommodate growth
by installing a complete new production line with entirely new equipment
using a new production technique. This was installed in the last quarter of
1965. Unfortunately, in December of that year. Uncle Sam issued the decree
that, "Thou shalt not refilm a document which has already been filmed by
another government agency." You can see what happened to the volume of
facility-prepared masters, and you can imagine what happened to the unit
costs.
LIBRARY COST ANALYSIS
In closing, I want to remind you that although building block costing was
designed for information systems, the principles can with appropriate
modifications be applied to libraries. When the system was first developed,
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The Economics of
Book Catalog Production
In the Proceedings of the 1966 Clinic on Library Applications
of Data Processing appeared the article "Computer Applications to Book
Catalogs and Library Systems." In that article, Donald Stromberg writes,
"Advancements in technology will make [book catalog] service economical
on a wide basis." 1 Today, I speak of the book catalog not as a tool ofthe future
coming into being, but of its path to aphelion and its return to Coventry.
Book catalogs were on the scene prior to the appearance of card catalogs, and
we now see two major expressions of bibliographic information pushing the
printed book catalog out of the important position it played in the 1960s and
early 1970s. First, the book catalog-like medium, the microform catalog, is
currently forcing the printed catalog out of libraries, and some observers are
even predicting that the microform catalog, or, more precisely, the Computer
Output Microfilm (COM) catalog, will completely replace the printed catalog
within the next few years. Second, the on-line catalog as a tool for the library
user (as distinct from the library staff) will have a heavy impact on the
continued use of book catalogs as the on-line terminal is moved out of the
back room and into the public service areas.
Put into a historical context, we see that printed book catalogs predated
card catalogs, 2 were largely replaced by card catalogs in the twentieth century,
returned in computer-produced form to replace card catalogs, and are likely
to be replaced by COM and on-line catalogs for sound economic and
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technical reasons. The purpose of this paper will therefore be to explore this
progression book to card to book to COM catalog and the factors which
make the sequence a not-unreasonable one. The emphasis will be on the
economics of the computerized book catalog.
Before proceeding, some caveats must be entered. There will be no
specific costs given, such as "It costs $0.98 to produce a page of a book in
photocomposed format, but $0.76 in line-printer multilith format." Detailed
costs are meaningless without a specific context. For the same reason, I will
not make detailed comparative cost analyses. If you are interested in these
kinds of figures, commercial vendors will be glad to furnish quotations based
on their price lists and your local requirements, and the literature already
includes firsthand reports of costs in the production of printed book catalogs.
Other speakers at this clinic will discuss the conversion of cataloging data to
machine-readable form and the use and characteristics of nonprint output
media. It is our hope that these papers will combine to provide a single,
complex yet coherent whole.
THE DYNAMIC VARIABLES
Let us begin the analysis of book catalog costs by establishing the
framework within which the book catalog occurs. Irrespective of format, the
catalog performs at least two fundamental functions: (1) it organizes a
storehouse of materials into a collection of materials, and (2) it provides
access to these materials by identifying them in a variety of ways through
some physical display medium. The following elements, which I will call
"dynamic variables," apply to a functional definition and economic analysis
of the catalog:
1 . the size of the collection, and the frequency of changes (e.g., how much is
added and weeded each year);
2. the rules for identifying and organizing the items, in the collection, and
the number of access points to be provided to these items;
3. the media which are available for the physical display of the records ex-
pressing the contents of the collection;
4. the throughput function, i.e. the staff, equipment and production pro-
cesses which are required and/ or available for the creation of the arti-
facts through which the records will be displayed (or made available for
display), including the number of sites at which the contents of the
collection are to be displayed (i.e. in the central library, in branches, in
every stack, etc.).
The costs of book catalog production, and the use and appropriateness of the
automated book catalog, depend on these dynamic variables.
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THE PRE-CARD CATALOG BOOK CATALOG
Prior to the ubiquity of the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) card,
and prior even to the universal use of Library of Congress (LC) cards, many
libraries had typeset printed book catalogs. As the twentieth century
approached, these catalogs began to fade into extinction, but they were
important tools in nineteenth-century libraries. In terms of the dynamic
variables listed earlier, there were several factors operative at the time.
Collections were relatively small and stable; publishing output was low and
new acquisitions were judiciously selected. The book catalog was
economically attractive because the file of data it contained was not
particularly dynamic; the technology for production had been well
established; the book as a display medium had been acceptable for decades;
and the short-title index type of listing found in many of the book catalogs of
the day did not conflict with cataloging requirements because national
standards had not yet been developed. (The original American Library
Association cataloging rules did not appear until 1908. 3) Furthermore, this
situation was prior to the establishment of the interlibrary loan network,
which developed in the twentieth century. If a patron needed a book held by
another library, he or she had to travel to that library to use it. In effect, the
printed book catalog served as the interlibrary loan device: library B would
have a copy of library /Ts catalog, and B's user could, after consulting /4's
catalog, go to library A to use the material desired.
The critical economic factors thus were: (1) printing was an infrequent
cost because the library's collections were relatively static; (2) printing was
(and is) a relatively cheap process for additional copies, although expensive
for the first copy; and (3) the method of display in the old printed book
catalog was up to the individual library, and for many the data were packed
into line entries somewhat similar to today's telephone directories. Because
there was no centralized source for standardized cataloging data toward the
turn of the century, each library was on its own and did not have any
significant economic incentive to go to a specific kind of physical display
medium.
THE CARD CATALOG AND THE DECLINE OF THE BOOK
CATALOG
Introduction of the Library of Congress catalog card service, coupled
with more extensive collecting by libraries and the overwhelming costs of
setting type for large and volatile book catalogs, served as the basis for the
abandonment of the book catalog and its replacement by the card catalog in
almost all of America's general libraries. Centrally disseminated standardized
card sets removed a huge production burden from the nation's libraries. The
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letterpress book catalog was an inadequate medium compared to the cost-
effective use of LC cards. Libraries around the country, regardless of past
catalog media, found the card catalog irresistible. Let us examine the success
of the card catalog in light of the dynamic variables suggested earlier. First,
the twentieth century brought a wave of library growth as a result of increased
publishing activity. Consequently, the catalog form had to be appropriate for
the increased rates of change and growth. The letterpress book catalog was
obviously uneconomical, because either new cumulations would have to be
reset or noncumulative supplements a burden to the user would be
necessary. The card catalog, on the other hand, allowed for instant updating
and cumulation insofar as staff, card stock and (by this time) typewriters were
available. (Actually, typewriters were a luxury for many libraries, as
witnessed by the handwritten cards still to be found in many libraries.) If LC
card sets were purchased, however, only filing would be necessary.
The increase in the number and size of libraries made it easier for library
users to have their information needs satisfied at their own library. For this
and the other reasons cited, the letterpress book catalog which was printed
and made available to many libraries and private purchasers declined and was
almost completely supplanted by LC-ALA rule-based card catalogs.
THE RETURN AND RISE OF THE BOOK CATALOG
The return of the book catalog was a two-stage process. First, under the
brilliant and indefatigable leadership of its then-chief of the Card Division,
John W. Cronin, LC published the first and greatest of its book catalogs, the
Library of Congress Catalog of Printed Cards. Offset printing technology
was applied to the problem of disseminating many copies of a whole catalog
of data, as distinct from distributing cards for a single catalog record. The
book catalog was now economically feasible because of improvements in
offset technology. A 167-volume catalog representing the total of LC's
collection for 1897-1941 was reproduced by photographing cards and
producing offset page plates. Analyzing this book catalog in terms of the
dynamic variables, we see the critical elements which changed. Typesetting
was replaced by shingling and photo-offset i.e. an expensive process was
replaced by a relatively inexpensive process. Thousands of copies of this
catalog have been sold to libraries all over the world. Its distribution in
carload shipments to the same libraries is, of course, inconceivable in card
form.
In light of the foregoing discussion, we can now make a generalization
with respect to one of the dynamic variables. If there is to be a large number of
sites for a given catalog, that catalog normally will not be in the form of cards.
In the 1940s the photo-offset process enabled the book catalog to be
established as a major solution to the multi-site location of cataloging data.
THE ECONOMICS OF BOOK CA TA LOG PRODUCTION I / /
We turn now to the major topic of this paper: the computerized book
catalog. We as users of the National Union Catalog (NUC) are aware that its
reaccumulation will continue to be a problem for LC until all records are part
of a machine-readable data base. COMARC (Cooperative MARC) is a
project recently begun which is working on this problem. As a measure of this
problem, searchers must look in four separate annual NUCs, three
quarterlies, and three monthlies during the period immediately prior to the
publication of a quinquennial. Economically speaking, this is a disaster for all
concerned, including the staff who must reshingle all of the cards to produce
each of the various cumulations, the most painful of which is the
quinquennial.
It is now possible for the entire reaccumulation process to take place in
the confines of the computer. Records can be reaccumulated by computer at
any time, a gross departure from the laborious and expensive process of
manual reaccumulation the shingling of cards for offset printing.
Let us explore the changes which took place in the dynamic variables
which had a direct bearing on the phoenix-like reemergence of the book
catalog in the 1950s and 1960s. The major factor in this development is the key
assistance of the computer.
At first, because of computer limitations, the book catalog could only be
produced economically in non-research library dimensions. In other words,
the size of research library collections and the rate of increase of holdings in
the post-World War II period were both too great for existing computer
technology. As recently as 1967 it was considered unfeasible to produce book
catalogs containing more than 100,000 entries. How it became more feasible
and less feasible in the course of a decade will be discussed further. However,
many public library collections, especially the medium-sized systems and
federations, were within the 100,000-title range in the 1960s.
THE ECONOMICS OF COMPUTER-BASED BOOK CATALOG
PRODUCTION
As a result of changes in the dynamic variables, the computer-based
book catalog became the ideal catalog representation for libraries as diverse
as the University of California system, the research and branch libraries of the
New York Public Library (NYPL), and countless smaller libraries.
The Size of the Collection and Its Frequency of Change
The size of the collection and the frequency of change prompted a turn
toward the book catalog. The public libraries which received so much money
from Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) legislation during the
1 960s found that reproduction and dissemination of cards neither met service
goals nor was cost-effective. For example, a system which might buy twelve
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copies for twelve of its fifteen branches would have to create, arrange and file
at least twelve identical sets of cards. Furthermore, users at the other three
branches would have no catalog access to that particular title; these branches
would not have cards for that title because they would not hold the book.
The system concept of libraries found a natural helper in the book
catalog. By printing the entry and tracings for a title in the book catalog and
indicating which branches held it, the need for the twelve sets of cards in the
example was eliminated, as well as the costs of producing the cards and of
arranging and filing them at twelve separate locations. Additionally, service
was substantially improved because the patrons of the three branches, who
formerly would have had no access to the book, could now use the system
catalog and gain access to the total holdings of the system. Better service, i.e.
access to the system's total collection, is purchased at a cost usually below the
manual catalog costs for multi-branch libraries. This fact readily accounts for
multi-branch institutions' change to the book catalog.
Computer technology made this type of catalog possible. The computer
has the ability to take large files of data and reorganize them so that additions
to those files can always be integrated or accumulated. LC's problem with
NUC is that reaccumulation involves the manual reshingling of cards.
Typically, the public library system with 60,000 titles would find it hopeless to
reshuffle manually the approximately 160,000 cards for those entries in order
to integrate the additional 16,000 cards representing one year's acquisition of
6,000 titles.
A significant development which occurred in computer technology was
the passage from second-generation to third-generation equipment. Third-
generation equipment altered the first dynamic variable collection size and
frequency of change by making possible the creation of book catalogs of
seemingly unlimited size. Because of this equipment, 100,000 titles ceased to
be an upper limit to the size of a collection which could be represented by a
book catalog. Computers of the IBM/ 360 class made it possible to store,
manipulate and sort huge quantities of data within a time and cost framework
which had not been practicable with second-generation equipment.
Furthermore, advances in electronic photocomposition made possible the use
of multiple type fonts and type sizes, thus permitting attractive and compact
pages for the display of cataloging data.
The combination of these technological advances therefore enabled
reaccumulation of large quantities of cataloging data in a timely and
attractive fashion, and also enabled what was not practical previously: the
inclusion of the holdings of all service outlets at every service outlet.
Some of the more conspicuous difficulties with the printed book catalog
are: (1) the problem of what to do for patrons during periods between
printings; (2) the significant time lag between the time the computer processes
the data and the quantities of printed and bound book catalogs are returned
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from the printers (three weeks to several months, depending on the size of the
catalog and the number of copies); and (3) the cost of the paper on which the
catalog is printed. Even during the heyday of the printed book catalog, it
seemed wasteful to discard outdated supplements and reaccumulations.
Present paper costs have exacerbated this problem.
Rules for Organization and Access Points
The second dynamic variable, i.e. the organization of the cataloging
information and the access points, has not been greatly affected by the change
from card to book catalog. The cataloging rules followed were the same and
the number of access points was probably increased slightly. In divided book
catalogs, certain entries appear which would not appear in a dictionary
catalog, e.g., subject entries which duplicate title or author entries. The more
complex issue which had to be addressed, however, was the arrangement of
catalog entries. The computer is at its best and at its most ignorant in its
literalness. Traditional filing in card catalogs involves exceptions and special
routines for special entries. Even the abridged ALA filing rules is a book-
length document. 4 It is virtually impossible, if not totally uneconomical, to try
to get the computer to duplicate the traditional filing rules followed in
manually maintained card catalogs. On the other hand, large catalogs
organized by the IBM sort package would violate many important library
cataloging principles, such as the disregard of initial articles for filing
purposes; consequently, the adaptations are interesting. One library took the
approach of creating filing forms for every entry. The net effect was, for
example, the appearance of an entry in the catalog in the form "1984" but
filed as if it were "Nineteen eighty-four" through the cataloger's input of the
preferred filing form. (Computers can automatically create most of the filing
forms, but for problems like 1984, the cataloger must submit a substitute
which overrides the computer-generated form.) This capability is one key
element of the NYPL authority control system. The Library of Congress
represents another point of view in its eighth edition of subject headings.
Rather than manually constructing filing forms for the difficult cases or
having the computer create them by comparisons of entries with elaborate
tables, LC chose to simplify the rules to adhere more closely to IBM's filing
routines. In LC practice, numbers are filed in small-to-large order, regardless
of whether they represent quantities, dates or othr numeric information.
Other than by filing, the book catalog is not especially affected
by the organization of data and the number of access points. It is easier and
cheaper to add and change access points in a computer-generated book
catalog than in a manually created and maintained card catalog. Unit cards
have to be created, handled in some way to indicate access point, and filed a
great deal of work, and one of the reasons underlying the parsimony which
runs throughout descriptive and subject cataloging practices. With book
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catalogs, authority changes are easy because the entire catalog is reprinted
and whole files can be maintained automatically. This is virtually impossible
with the card catalog except by using guide cards, an inelegant approach.
The Display Medium
The third dynamic variable identified was the display medium. Each
display medium has its own unique strengths and weaknesses, some
theoretical and others practical. For example, card catalogs are theoretically
more up to date than book catalogs because the card catalog is continuously
updated, while the book catalog is current only to the moment input ceased
for the most recently printed volume(s). It is safe to assume that with a
bimonthly printing process, the catalog is at least eleven to thirteen weeks out
of date. In reality, one large research library was recently two years behind in
filing subject cards, and many other libraries are regularly behind in filing.
Although in principle the book catalog should be much less current than the
card catalog, in practice it is frequently more current. More important,
economic considerations make the outdated-ness of the book catalog
acceptable because of the elimination of the time-consuming and expensive
process of arranging, filing and revising cards for new titles. At libraries as
large as LC, arranging and filing are actually separate, full-time jobs! Of
course, computerized arrangement and printing in the book catalog eliminate
these card-related functions and can result in substantial savings.
The cumulation process is a display problem, and as such is perhaps the
most differently treated variable of book catalog production. In his article,
"Optimization of Publication Schedules for an Automated Book Catalog,"
Michael Malinconico provides an analysis of and formulas for establishing
publication schedules. 5 The drawback of the publication process mentioned
earlier that is, that volatile files regularly render expensive printed catalog
supplements useless creates a cost predicament which, at best, is a
compromise optimized according to the Malinconico formulas. For
example, the files of NYPL's branch system undergo continuous
reaccumulation, a process which involves cumulation of all entries for one-
sixth of the alphabet on a bimonthly basis, and a bimonthly cumulative
supplement for everything not included in extant reaccumulations. Adding
35,000 titles per year, as the NYPL branch system does, necessitates this more
elaborate process, with the result that every 2 months, more than 300 copies of
6 or more volumes become obsolete and are discarded.
For smaller collections, which have fewer additions, optimization is a
seemingly simpler process. The individual library can weigh the cost and
service elements of the publication process to determine a balance satisfactory
for its unique circumstances. If 6,000 titles are added each year, it would seem
extravagant to have monthly photocomposed and printed cumulative
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supplements, because there would be only 500 new titles added. For this
reason, the juvenile catalog at NYPL follows a publication cycle totally
different from the aforementioned branch adult catalog. The complete
reaccumulation of the entries in the basic volumes and supplements should
also involve the balancing of service and cost considerations. Many
reaccumulate everything annually; others do so irregularly.
Assuming that the library has adequate financial resources, computer
technology allows decisions about cumulation and supplementation to be
wholly discretionary. Because of the costs and slowness of the printing
process, however, the printed book catalog again faces diminution, and
perhaps extinction, as a catalog display medium. The advent of COM
and the letterpress-quality photocomposed microfilm soon to be
implemented are factors which, in combination with the expense and
slowness of the printing process, are prompting predictions of doom for the
printed book catalog.
I would like to mention two problems with the computerized microform
catalog which moderate any positive feelings I have about it. First, there is the
capitalization of the microform equipment, a problem serious enough to have
kept us from installing readers in NYPL's eighty-two branches. Although this
is a one-time cost which can be amortized over a period of several years, it
remains a significant problem. The second (and far more serious) problem is
the state of the art of the display devices. There is no comparison between the
quality of the printed page and that of the display of today's microform
viewers. In all other respects, the microform catalog is superior to the book
catalog.
If the book catalog is to maintain a level of service at least comparable to
that of the card catalog, there must be sufficient copies of the book catalog to
insure that the user has the same ease of access to the record in the book
catalog as in the card catalog. We have regressed if the reader frequently must
wait to use the desired volume of the catalog. Local analysis of the size of the
card catalog and the number of users will determine the number of copies
needed to replace the card catalog.
Before considering the costs of the elements comprising the actual book
catalog itself (paper, binding, etc.), the quantity to be produced must be
considered. Because the book catalog is reproducible, extra copies of the
catalog can give net increases in the quality of service. For example, placing a
copy of the catalog in locations such as bookstacks, circulation desks,
community centers, schools, and dormitories brings the catalog to the library
user, rather than requiring the user to go to the traditional single-site catalog.
Requiring users to "go to the mountain" is at least an inconvenience, and an
effective deterrent to use at worst. Additional copies provide better service for
library staff, as well. Reference librarians, catalogers and other staffwho have
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the catalog at their fingertips save the time of a walk to the catalog to find the
information they need. The catalog is more likely to be used if it is near at
hand, and may not be if its use requires extra time and effort.
Costs can be defrayed by selling copies of the catalog. Of course, the price
of the volumes for sale must include overhead and all indirect costs of sales, as
well as the actual cost of printing the added copies. I believe it is nearly
impossible to recoup cataloging, conversion, and data processing costs (not
to mention the research and development costs) through the sale of catalogs.
Other factors affecting the cost of printing entries in the book catalog are
the decisions about where to truncate the data appearing with added entries
and whether to print tracings with the main entry and/ or added entries.
Because we are no longer dealing with computerized catalog cards, these
options are real. For cards, the duplication process usually involves some
form of one-to-one copying of the unit entry by xerography, offset, etc. Given
the fact that individual physical entries in a book catalog are constructed for
each issue, one may choose assuming the software permits between the
conflicting factors of increased printing costs and the added information
which might benefit the catalog user. I have found that people who are
experienced in the use of the card catalog want the full unit entry for each
traced occurrence in the book catalog. I do not, however, know ofany studies
which actually have dealt with the need for full information. As a library
user, I know that seeing all of the subject headings has often aided me in
determining the utility of a given citation. Printing the tracings and truncating
the added entries are two costs which can be controlled by the librarian.
Display costs are also affected by the density of entries on a page and the
size of type used for printing. The use of photocomposed 6- and 7-point type
will yield more data per page and offer greater legibility than the line-
printer/ offset output, which has no proportional spacing and only one size of
type font.
Finally, the artifact itself has different variables. For example, the
University of California Union Catalog Supplement (UCUCS) is an archival-
quality printed and bound catalog. Nobody will soon be discarding the
approximately 50 volumes which contain 750,000 entries. On the other hand,
the variation in quality and stock for supplements to other catalogs is wide; I
have seen mimeographed and staple-bound supplements. Many libraries find
the best blend to be a plastic-impregnated paper cover (one brand name is
Kivar) for the annual volumes, and a cheaper grade of paper, e.g., sulphite,
for the supplements. Kivar is washable and largely resumes its shape when
bent or wrinkled. A well-produced, perfect-bound, Kivar-covered volume
will have all the endurance needed for even the most heavily used book
catalogs, assuming that these volumes (unlike UCUCS) will be replaced after
a year or two.
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One further digression about sales might be noted in passing. The NYPL
Research Libraries data base and book catalog system served as the basis for
creating camera-ready copy for specific topical catalogs printed and sold by
O.K. Hall. Usually a library cannot expect any significant income from the
sale of its book catalog unless it is a national library.
The Throughput Process
As far as the economics of the book catalog is concerned, the throughput
process is where the greatest variation in cost takes place. Gorman deals
elsewhere in this volume with the cost of the conversion of the catalog record
into machine-readable form and with the wide variety of methods and
technologies available for that process.
In relation to the economics of book cataloging, it must be noted that the
reason the conversion process is the most expensive (excepting, ofcourse, the
cataloger's labor) is that it is the most labor-intensive one. There must be
keyboarding, and there usually is some kind of review, revision, or
proofreading, depending on the method of conversion. Both hardware and
people are required for this process, but these costs vary, depending again
on the quantity and size of the records to be converted, the device used, and
the degree of accuracy required. Some libraries contract out the conversion
and computer processing, others do it all themselves, and still others have a
mix of some work done in-house, and some outside the library.
Leaving aside the question of the quality of the labor and mistakes in
design, software, and hardware selection, there remains a cost-quality
relationship in the various kinds of catalogs. For example, a book catalog
system such as NYPL's has in its design bibliographical or catalog control
functions which usually are not found in other automated cataloging
systems.
6 Of course, both software and data processing costs of such a system
are increased because of the added computer files which must be maintained
and the increased CPU time required for manipulating and comparing the
data in these various files. It should be noted that some of these costs are offset
by significant savings in labor-intensive areas of searching and cataloging.
In other systems, data processing costs can be held down by the use of
simplified procedures, filing rules, etc. All of the cataloging is done off-line,
and the computer becomes more or less a catalog-printing device with
minimized bibliographical control functions.
In selecting and evaluating book catalog costs, one must find the mean
which is satisfactory between these different values. One should bear in mind
that better quality (or in a less judgmental way, greater elaboration of detail
and flexibility of operation) almost always involves greater cost.
Unfortunately, the converse does not hold true: great expenditures do not
necessarily buy quality.
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A SPECIFIC BOOK CATALOG PROJECT
The Hennepin County (Minnesota) Library (HCL), my former
employer, has had an extensive automation program. I will review some of
the specific cost-benefit strategies in the production of the HCL book
catalog.
There were essentially three different elements affecting the economics of
HCL's decision to convert to the book catalog from the card catalog:
1 . HCL was growing rapidly; a projected ten to fifteen new branches were
to be opened in a 20-year period, most of them during the earlier years.
2. HCL had a full-time systems analyst and a full-time programmer, as well
as access to the county's more than adequate computer (originally two
360/40 models and presently a 370/158). Furthermore, HCL manage-
ment shared the belief that a complex set of MARC-based bibliogra-
phical programs developed at one institution could be transferred to and
used at Hennepin with a minimum of out-of-pocket research and devel-
opment cost.
3. The Hennepin County and Library boards were committed to responsi-
ble management practices and were willing to make substantial invest-
ments in order to achieve long-range and, in effect, deferred savings.
It actually worked out as follows. Several samples were made of arranging,
filing and revision costs in existing branches and for the first of the new
branch catalogs being created. Overall, it was estimated that it cost a little
more than five cents to arrange, file and revise each catalog card. On the basis
of this, a projection was made of the estimated cost for creating catalogs for
new branches and maintaining existing ones for the coming ten years.
According to our analysis it would cost $100,000 more to start new card
catalogs and maintain the existing ones than to convert the entire shelflist and
all new records to the MARC format and subsequently produce book
catalogs. The largest outlay was the one-time cost of retrospective conversion,
especially because it was based on getting virtually clean records. This meant
that every printout would be proofread and that no data would be
automatically accepted.
With respect to the software transfer, details of the use of the UCUCS
and NYPL software have been provided elsewhere. Omitted from the other
accounts, however, was the fact that HCL, with its small data base in
comparison to the combined NYPL catalog output, negotiated
photocomposition, printing and binding costs identical to those received by
NYPL and in effect based on NYPL's volume. This meant that in 1972, HCL
paid approximately $0.70 per photocomposed page while catalogs for other
libraries were being produced at prices ranging from three to six dollars per
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page not unreasonable prices either. In terms of mistakes, the projected
printing and binding costs were the worst estimates. Hardbound and sewn
catalogs had been planned and the cost of them had been greatly
underestimated. The final printing and binding charges for the Kivar perfect-
bound, 5-volume set were just covered by the printing budget, and were
covered because of NYPL's volume. Thanks to the printer's quality of
binding, these softbound volumes provided the same or better service than the
buckram ones would have. Because of their colorfulness and general
appearance, I believe they seemed more approachable to the reader than a set
of casebound tomes would have.
Some particular items which might be of interest regarding the planning
and execution of the original Hennepin County Library book catalogs follow.
1 . As with every automation project, almost all but the last date given was
blown. Unlike many, the initial cost estimates were not exceeded.
2. Input costs were reduced by hiring keyboarders to work a second shift.
This meant that fewer MTSTs, the conversion devices, had to be leased
and that the output capacity was virtually doubled at no extra hardware
cost. Library school students and graduates, all of whom had taken at
least one cataloging course, were paid at intermediate clerk salaries to do
the proofreading. Incidentally, the book catalog editing unit served as a
valuable recruiting ground for HCL's professional openings and pro-
duced a quality of proofreading which would have been difficult to
achieve with nonprofessionals. Conversion costs were further reduced
and the quality increased by using the typists who regularly typed catalog
cards and pockets. They were already familiar with the complexities of
bibliographic records and did conversion keyboarding as part of their
week's activity. One reason the typewriter MTST was selected was that
typists, who are essentially trained to work with alphabetic data, would
generally perform better than keypunchers who worked primarily with
numeric data. The combination of these factors tended to hold down
conversion costs for the particular strategy employed.
3. As to the display medium variable, we plunged. We printed 600 basic
sets, 100 of which we over-optimistically thought we could sell. The
branches were encouraged to have as many sets of the catalog as they
thought they could reasonably use. It is interesting to note that photo-
copying of book catalog pages at the library's expense was encouraged to
avoid ripped-out pages and to permit, in effect, the minibibliographies
under some headings to be used in different contexts and not just to
locate books in HCL's collection.
Overall library service was revolutionized at Hennepin. The reader at
the smallest reading center was given catalog access to 1 million books and
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100,000 titles; before that, he or she was only given cataloging information
pertaining to 3,000 books. The most important change other than the
creation of the comprehensive book catalog was the creation of a request/
reserve /delivery system. A truck and driver went daily to the thirteen
largest branches and searched their shelves for the previous day's reserves.
At the end of the day, items found were delivered to the branch at which the
reserve originated. Two staggering statistics emerged as a result of the
change to the book catalog and the creation of the request/ reserve/ delivery
system. The first change was that the number of reserves doubled each of the
first two years the result of giving catalog access to the total system's re-
sources. Second, 75 percent of all of the reserves were found by the driver
on his first trip, most of them being delivered to the branch of origin within
forty-eight hours of the time the request was originally submitted!
In closing, we should understand that the prolonged existence of the
current computerized book catalog is limited at best. Entire COM catalogs
can be generated and duplicated overnight. Many libraries will find it less
expensive to reaccumulate the whole catalog continuously rather than get
into a main-catalog-plus-cumulative-supplement process. Microfilm and
microfiche are trivially inexpensive in relationship to printed catalogs and the
turnaround time for COM is incomparably faster. The cost and speed of
computer-based microform catalogs will continually reduce the number of
locally produced hard-copy book catalogs in existence in this country. And
the primary factor is cost. My parting admonition, however, is not to con-
fuse cost with quality there is no necessary correlation between the two
The printed book catalog is far superior to its alternative as an artifact to
peruse, but it is certainly more expensive and is much more out of date. I
would welcome a prediction from any futurologist about when and in what
form the hard-copy book catalog will rise from its phoenix-cum-microform
ashes.
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The Economics of
Catalog Conversion
It will come as no surprise that, as an employee of a
national library and one associated with the revision of Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules (AACR), I did not agree with everything said by Mr.
Kilgour in his opening paper. On one thing I am, however, in full agreement
with him. I agree completely with his statement that the card catalog is dead.
Many among us believe that it is dying, a few even believe that it is still alive
and kicking. It is, however, as dead as a doornail. What I shall address in this
paper is, in fact, the decent and economical disposal of the remains.
The title of this paper is as daunting to the person who must deliver it
as it probably is to those who must listen to it. The topic of catalog conver-
sion is a scattered one; it is something that has been carried out in recent
years in a variety of different institutions and in a number of different ways.
Major studies, such as the RECON and CONSER studies, have been made
but no single method has emerged as the best and most economical. As a
result, although the literature of the subject is extensive, the hard statistical
and economic data contained within that literature are conflicting and, of
course, are constantly being falsified by technological advancements on the
one hand, and the ever-present inflation in the Western world on the other.
What I wish to do in this paper, therefore, is to sketch the processes in-
volved in catalog conversion, and secondly to try to indicate the relative
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economic factors which apply to the various processes and strategies in-
volved. I shall focus on one particular conversion project carried out within
the British Library for which I had some responsibility, and I trust that this
project will yield relevant information to librarians wishing to convert cata-
logs in the United States.
One of the most important aspects of the application of automation to
library processing is the conversion of one's existing bibliographic files. In
fact, a major constraint in many people's minds on the application of elec-
tronic data processing has been the query that it raises about the necessity
for, and the problems of, conversion of existing files. I would like, first of
all, to define what we mean by conversion. Conversion is the transfer of the
bibliographic records of a library or group of libraries from manual to
machine-readable form. This process can be enormously complex, expen-
sive, and, in fact, daunting in its implications for the librarian and for the
persons responsible for the establishment of an automated library system.
The chief cause of the anxiety which many people feel about library catalog
conversion is the expense of the process. For example, in 1970, John Jolliffe
estimated that the conversion of the British Museum catalog to machine-
readable form would cost 750,000.' In the intervening years, that figure
has almost certainly doubled. This means that the cost of converting what is
admittedly one of the world's largest and finest catalogs is now something
in excess of $3,500,000. Similar figures would undoubtedly apply to the con-
version of any similarly large bibliographic files.
The first task that arises, therefore, is to examine the benefits that one
might hope to achieve from the expenditure of such a considerable sum of
money. There are, broadly speaking, two benefits. The first is the fact that
a converted file will provide the original data base for one's automated
library system, to which can be added records derived from current catalog-
ing and processing, or from centrally provided machine records, with the
aim of providing an integrated file. The second benefit is the indisputable
fact that machine-readable systems provide a better service to the users of
the library than do manual systems. Even in these economically difficult
times, it is thus possible to argue that one should endeavor to have one's
existing files converted to machine-readable form.
Two fundamental points about catalog conversion shoud be noted be-
fore examining the details of the process. The first is that the most economi-
cal way of carrying out the process of catalog conversion will be to base it
on the prior conversion of extensive regional, national and international
files, and the widespread availability of records from these files. In other
words, it is economic lunacy for every library to embark on its own indivi-
dual, independent, and self-financed conversion program. Why is this? The
answer lies in the simple fact that if one were to convert, let us say, the files
of the two or three largest libraries in the English-speaking countries, one
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would have a reservoir of converted records which would account for a very
high percentage of the items held by individual libraries within those coun-
tries. The conversion process would therefore not be replicated in a poten-
tially nonstandard way, but would be done once in a standard way which
would provide high quality machine-readable records, at a much lower
cost than a library could achieve by developing its own conversion pro-
cess. For example, the back files of the British National Bibliography
(BNB) (some 400,000 records relating to British monograph publications
since 1950) have been converted to machine-readable form and are to be
made available to libraries wishing to establish machine-readable catalogs.
In Britain, the authorities or bodies responsible for local public libraries,
have been amalgamated and reorganized to form fewer and larger library
systems. Some estimates of the percentage of the holdings of libraries cover-
ed by the BNB-converted file and another linked project are as high as 90
percent.
2 1 will return to this project later, but wish now to establish the fact
that this relatively small conversion operation (costing approximately
75,000 or $150,000) has made possible the distribution of MARC-compati-
ble records at a much lower unit cost than would have been the case had
these libraries started their own conversion projects. In fact, independent
conversion may be simply impossible for many library systems which lack
the economic and human resources required for such a project.
The second fundamental point is that before conversion of one's file is
begun, using the maximum number of externally available previously con-
verted records, one should establish a current automated cataloging and
processing system. I believe it is very poor strategy to try to establish a cur-
rent processing system and to carry out the conversion at the same time or
to attempt to begin the conversion without a complete definition of the
current system its structure, methods and aims. To begin a conversion
project before the current processing system is operating will have at least
two bad consequences: (1) converted records will run the risk of being
unsuitable for the finally developed current system, and (2) the conversion
project will absorb some of the financial and human resources which should
be concentrated on the current system.
The various aspects of the conversion process involve: (1) the selection
of data to be converted, (2) the coding of that data to make it acceptable
to the machine system, and (3) the transfer of the coded data from human-
readable to machine-readable form. Consider first the selection of data. A
primary objective should be to establish for which items held by your library
records are already available in machine-readable form. For libraries in the
United States there are two main sources for these records: (1) the existing
MARC data base built up by the Library of Congress, and (2) the data bases
which have evolved from the establishment of cooperative systems and net-
works. For example, the OCLC system is capable of providing records fora
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large number of more recent publications, and the CONSER project will pro-
vide records for more than 250,000 serial publications. The unit cost of a
MARC record supplied by the British Library is twenty cents. Comparative
figures for the independent production of records are notoriously difficult to
obtain and interpret, but in most circumstances the unit cost to the library
will be much higher. Furthermore, such a simple cash comparison does not
take into account either the standard of the centrally obtained record (as
compared to the locally produced one), or the staff hours involved in com-
plete local production. The use of these externally provided records will, of
course, dictate one of the standards necessary to establish for a conversion
project, that is, the format in which the records will be received will be the
MARC format or at least will be in a MARC-compatible format.
It is, of course possible to convert a MARC record into a nonstandard
format, and there may in some instances seem to be advantages for an in-
dividual library in constructing a format which is of particular use to them.
Nevertheless, I would strongly urge that all conversion projects and, by
implication, the ongoing cataloging and processing automated systems, be
based on the use of standard formats. I would urge this for one very simple
reason: any automatic transfer from one format to another can at best only
maintain the level of analysis and definition contained within the format
from which one is converting, and more often involves a loss of definition
and analysis. One can always create less out of more but can rarely create
more out of less. Therefore, the evolving bibliographic order will demand,
as seems inevitable, the use of a standard format for the exchange of records
and, one would hope, for the use of records within local, regional, national,
and international systems. There must be a mechanism for determining
which items in one's library have externally produced records available.
Ideally, this would be by a standard numbering system, such as identifying
the Library of Congress card number or the International Standard Book
Number for an item; if such numbers are not available, a search strategy
will have to be evolved, depending almost certainly on the author and title
of the work. These access points are difficult to determine and use in a fully
standard way, and it will therefore be necessary to address the problem of
identifying a record and establishing its identity with the item in one's
library. Various strategies have been advanced in connection with the
MARC/RECON project, 3 and it seems likely that the strategies established
by the OCLC network users will be of great significance for libraries wishing
to assess records which are outside the commonly used numbering systems.
We now come to the consideration of the conversion of entries relating
to those items for which no externally produced records are available. As
stated above, the question of the format in which these records will be cre-
ated has been settled. That is, it should be an agreed basis for the conversion
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program that records be created in the MARC format. Other standards,
however, are not as immediately apparent. Does one attempt to transfer all
information held in one's current catalog? Does one attempt to change
that information to ensure that it conforms to currently accepted national
and international standards? To answer the first question, it is not necessary
for the library to convert all the information which is held. It might be de-
sirable, in an abstract way, that our future machine systems hold very full
bibliographic information, and this is recommended in the report of the
RECON pilot project. 4 However, practicality and economics seem to dictate
that it will be necessary in many cases to establish a minimum set of data for
the items held in one's library, and that the criteria for the establishment
of this minimum set of data should be: (1) which elements provide the most
important access to the whole record, and (2) which elements are necessary
for the identification and adequate description of an item. The traditional
catalog entry has been a very full one. To some extent, it harks back to a
previous era of bibliographic description and contains much information
which many would regard as not germane to the purpose of a modern local
library catalog, even those catalogs which represent very large collections.
I would like to suggest a minimum set of data to be included in all converted
records:
1. the class number and /or call number,
2. the various author headings,
3. the subject heading(s),
4. the uniform (filing) title (if present),
5. the title proper (as defined by the ISBD(M)),
6. the edition statement,
7. the publisher and date,
8. a truncated form of the physical description of the item, and
9. a short series statement.
These elements will, I believe, provide enough information to access the
record and will adequately describe it to the user once the record has been
found.
By this stage in the conversion process, one has identified the items for
which externally produced records can be obtained, and has decided on
a set of data to be recorded for the items to be converted locally. The next
stage is to edit and code the entries in the manually produced catalog for
their transference to machine-readable form. A full set of information must
be used for this purpose. In most North American libraries the most suit-
able entry is the shelflist entry because this gives not only the descriptive
details, heading and call number, but also the other headings for the item
being described. This is necessary because a machine-readable record is
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more extensive than any one catalog entry. It is worthwhile to point out also
that the use of the shelflist is frequently less disruptive of ordinary catalog
use than is the use of other catalog entries.
Once the shelflift entries for the items to be converted have been identi-
fied, the next process is to code the information. This can be done in a
variety of ways, and I will now describe and comment on the way in which
this process was carried out for the BNB-conversion mentioned earlier. The
basic entries were given to a group of persons consisting of professional
librarians and library school students, to be edited on a "cottage industry"
basis and according to a strictly prescribed set of rules. These rules were:
(1) to select those entries which fell within the scope of the project (for
example, repetitive entries for continuations were excluded), (2) to cross
out from the entry any element not considered to be relevant in the conver-
sion process, and (3) to add distinctive punctuation and numerical and
alphabetic coding to indicate the class of information to be converted. In
this application, "cottage industry" means that the people did this work at
home at a fixed price for a certain number of entries. At that time it was 2.00
(about $5.00 in those days) for 100 entries though it would now be more.
The advantage of the system is a rather simple and to a certain extent
brutal financial advantage: work done at home is not subject to
"overheads." In his study of the costs of conversion of bibliographic records
to machine-readable form, Duchesne established that in 1971 the overheads
were equivalent to 100 percent of salary paid, and it is unlikely that in the
intervening years this percentage has decreased.
5 In other words, to organize
work in a factory, library, etc., will cost more than $2.00 in real costs for
every $1 .00 of salary paid. The advantages, therefore, for the library and for
the persons thus temporarily employed are, I think, obvious.
So far as the coding is concerned it is sufficient to say that enough
information was added to the records to produce a MARC-compatible re-
cord. For example, a simple numerical code was added by the side of the
heading to indicate the class of personal or corporate heading to which it
belonged. It was not necessary to code the heading further, because in a
sophisticated and homogeneous file like BNB the same typographic
conventions had been used over the years so that, for instance, once one
has coded a heading as being a personal name, an element in roman
type preceded by a comma must be a forename, and an element in
italic type preceded by a comma must be an epithet. Thus, an element of
automatic format recognition (APR) can be combined with the preceded
information, even in situations where complete use of that technique is not
possible. This combination of partial pretagging and APR was also used in
the RECON pilot project. 6 In the rest of the entry, each element was sepa-
rated from the next by a standard punctuation mark. This particular coding
exercise was done directly onto photocopies of the printed BNB entries. It
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would be possible, of course, to photocopy cards directly from a shelflist
card catalog. Another method would be to devise a standard worksheet
with precoded pigeonholes or boxes; professional transcribers would then
fill in this sheet from the evidence provided by the entries. This latter course
has several disadvantages in that it involves paying professional staff to
write or type data, the possibility of transcription error is increased, and
it takes longer. For these reasons I would suggest that the coding of existing
data is more economical. At this point one shoud question whether profes-
sional (or trainee professional) work is required for coding. In our experi-
ence it is necessary, partly because the coding or the transference of entries
to a worksheet is not an automatic or a clerical process, and partly because
it may be necessary (and in the case of a catalog which has been built up
over a period of time and which has a considerable history, it will be neces-
sary) to amend the bibliographic information before its transference. For
example, the BNB entries reflected for most of their history the 1908 cata-
loging rules and the converted entries were intended to form part of a data
base which was based on the 1967 cataloging rules. It was necessary to
decide for example, the relevancy of certain elements of personal headings,
and the form of many corporate headings. These decisions cannot be made
by clerical staff without a considerable amount of training. Experiments
we did using nonprofessional staff for coding and amendment indicated that
the amount of error created by lack of knowledge of cataloging rules was
unacceptably high; these errors had to be corrected at the proofreading
stage, which is even more expensive than the stage of the creation of the
coded data. This amendment of bibliographic data is necessarily limited.
The form of the bibliographic entry can be changed, but such matters as
the different choice of main entry by different cataloging rules, and the
changes in class numbers necessitated by different editions of (say) the
Dewey Decimal Classification, cannot be done exactly without reference to
the actual item itself. It is an axiom of catalog conversion that the only eco-
nomical way to carry it out is by using the data already present in the system.
Any attempt to recatalog or reclassify the actual items will prove to be ruin-
ously expensive.
One other problem remains at this stage of dealing with any file the
identification of duplicate records. These duplicate records either refer to
different copies of the same item or to items which are too similar to require
separate description in the converted file. I will mention here two ways of
identifying duplicates. Call numbers, if they have been consistently applied,
can be matched and will provide a list of suspect duplicates should the same
call number occur on more than one record. Another possible strategy is the
matching of certain data fields. A coincidence of title proper and date will
provide a list of almost certain duplicates. A more interesting and advanced
technique is that which was developed by the Project LOC7 which was de-
voted to records relating to early printed books. This is the technique known
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as
"fingerprinting." The theory behind fingerprinting is that it provides a
unique identifier for an issue of a book by taking certain arbitrary data. To
take an imaginary example, these might be the first four letters of the title
proper, the first three letters of the publisher's or printer's name, and the
first and last three letters on page twelve. It has been demonstrated that such
assemblages of data provide a very high degree of accuracy in identifying
duplicates even in old established catalogs where items have been acquired
over a great many years and where the descriptive cataloging practices have
varied a great deal over those years. The fingerprint also provides a control
"number" for the converted record. In the absence of an ISBN, LC card
number, or other unique identifier, it is necessary to devise a control num-
ber system. The only criterion upon which this should be based is that the
number should be compatible (of the same length and type) with the control
numbers used for records in the established or projected current cataloging
system.
The next stage in the conversion process is the transference of the coded
information into a form which can be fed into the computer system. In the
BNB system to which I have been referring, the coded and edited data were
keyboarded by persons who not only were not professional librarians, but
also were not familiar with the content and structure of bibliographic re-
cords. This was possible because the BNB entries were printed, and there-
fore the basic information on them was of a high level of legibility, and also
because the simple coding and punctuation conventions meant that data
could easily be transcribed by persons who were unfamiliar with library
techniques. Once the records were keyboarded in the coded form they were
very simply converted by program into MARC format. This process did, of
course, not create complete MARC records, but did create records that
were within the parameters of the holding MARC format standard (ISO
2709) and hence were compatible with existing UK MARC records.
In this system the keyboarders were linked via a minicomputer to a
CRT display, on which they could see the records which they were keyboard-
ing. There were very simple amendment and error-correction techniques.
Among these were certain automatic validations; for example, certain fields
and elements (e.g., the title and date) were mandatory, and if they were omit-
ted a signal was shown on the screen. The program also supplied an automa-
tic series of tags in the normal sequence. This reduced keyboarding costs
by eliminating the necessity for keyboarding the tags, and also helped to
eliminate error by presenting the keyboarder with the logical next element.
Rejection of an element thus became a conscious decision (because an ele-
ment of data was not present in a record) rather than an unconscious error.
The costs of keyboarding data are analyzed by Duchesne, 8 and inflation and
increased labor costs have combined to increase these figures considerably.
A reasonable current estimate is sixty pence (approximately $1.20) for one
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thousand key depressions. Any strategy which reduces the number of key
depressions is, therefore, of great value. To take a simple example, the de-
cision to supply the period after the third digit of a DC number by program,
rather than keyboarding it, saved more than one-half million key depres-
sions in the BNB conversion. Other punctuation, subfield codes and capital
letters can also be supplied by program.
The method used for keyboarding data in the BNB conversion is,
of course, only one of a great many ways of submitting the data to the
computer system. Other significant methods include the punching
of paper tape or cards, the preparation of magnetic tape for batch
processing, and the presentation of data directly on-line to the data
base. Another method other than straightforward keyboarding which
has been widely discussed is that of optical character recognition
(OCR). This technique depends on the creation of cataloging data in a
special typeface in which the letters, numbers, and symbols are sufficiently
individualized to be read by electronic scanners and automatically transferred
into machine-readable form. Investigations into using OCR techniques on
conventional typefaces or conventional typewritten characters have been
carried out. It seems unlikely, however, that in dealing with the catalogs
which we have at present, with their inconsistencies in type and presentation,
that such techniques can be used directly. In other words, there will have to be
in the use of OCR techniques, for the foreseeable future at least, an
intermediary stage of transference from conventional letterpress or
typewritten characters into electronically readable characters. The most
economical method for the future is likely to be the direct interaction, using
on-line techniques, of the keyboarder and the data. That is, records will be
immediately processed and presented on a CRT to the keyboarder or
keyboarder/ editor so that the information can be seen to be correct as it is
added to the file. Recent advances in technology have made this method both
feasible and likely to be economical.
The next stage in the conversion process is the checking of the data by the
professional staff the "proofreading" process. It is clear that to put the
maximum amount of professional effort into the coding and editing of the
data before keyboarding will save on proofreading and amendment costs.
These costs are likely to be rather high for two reasons. One is that the
proofreading activity the activity of editing the file is something that must
be carried out by high-level professional staff. It cannot be reduced to a
clerical routine, nor can it be entrusted to relatively inexperienced
professional staff thus making per hour costs high in the proofreading stage.
Additionally, the amendment process generally requires substantially
more in coii.puter resources per record than does the creation process. For
these reasons correction of errors at the proofreading stage is expensive and
time consuming. Another reason for the expense is that amendment costs are
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also high; either the file must be accessed to put in replacement fields (or in
extreme instances, whole replacement records), or the records must be called
on-line so that they can be checked and amended. Either way this is an
expensive and time-consuming process. A certain amount of proofreading
and amendment will be necessary even when the input is of high quality,
because catalogs and bibliographic files are complex structures. They are
more than a heap of glittering baubles a mere assemblage of records; they
are systems which allow the user to relate one record to another, to establish
the identity or nonidentity of two or more items, and to survey groups of re-
cords sharing a common characteristic. Therefore, an overview is needed. We
took the view in the BNB conversion process that a sample proofreading
technique would be adequate. This was because we had devoted a consider-
able amount of time to high-quality editing at input, and also because the en-
tries from which the input was taken were similar in quality and level of bib-
liographic standardization. Even with such a situation, however, we found
that a sample proofreading of one item in every ten (paid for at a rate double
that of the editing rate) did not result in satisfactory quality control. It seems
to be necessary to maximize the quality of input and to supervise that quality
very closely, but also to make sure that there are resources available to ensure
a complete overview of the results of the conversion process.
One important general question which arises in considering the
conversion of bibliographic files is that of training staff for editing,
keyboarding, and proofreading. Undoubtedly the best staff for a conversion
project consists of those who are familiar with the creation of records for a
current automated system. The reason for this is fairly obvious one should
have an idea of the purposes of a task in order to carry it out effectively. It is
a minimum requirement that the supervision of the project be carried out by a
trained librarian who is familiar with the application of computers to
bibliographic processing. It is a grave error to plan such a project or to carry it
out without at least this measure of professional knowledge and control. If the
other staff engaged in the conversion project are not familiar with library
automation and cataloging techniques, then a training system must be
evolved. This can be a costly activity but one which will recoup the costs of a
good training scheme over and over again during the conversion. This type of
activity (a major one-time project) is one where on-the-job training is not at
all suitable, and may have dire results. Certain aspects of the BNB conversion
have proved this. The training system should embrace not only the techniques
to be used in this particular project, but also an overview of the bibliographic
standards to be used (or which the project is trying to achieve), and the use to
which the converted records are to be put. The editor must be aware of the
consequences to the future cataloging system of a particular editing decision.
It is particularly important because the editing process, although it can be
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rendered mechanical to a very great extent, will always have a residue of
decisions to be made. To take one very simple example, there is the question
of uniform titles (or filing titles) found in some entries. One simply cannot
specify the addition of uniform titles or the transference (or nontransference)
of uniform titles without understanding the context of the subsequent use of
the records.
This has been a brief and necessarily sketchy overview of a large and
complex subject, and I can hope to have done no more than to indicate the
main strategies and the relative economic consequences to those wishing to
convert their back files into machine-readable form.
I would like to thank my colleagues in the British Library, Andrew
Phillips and Bruce Royan, for their help during the preparation of this paper.
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Cost Advantages of Total
System Development
The question we will consider in this paper is whether, at the
end of a decade of effort to harness computers to the needs of libraries, it
is economically feasible and operationally practical for an individual
library to design and operate its own in-house automated system. At North-
western University Library, the answer is both yes and no, but more yes
than no.
In his 1975 article, "Library Automation: The Second Decade,"
Richard DeGennaro says "no." To quote him:
Many of the premises upon which research libraries based their de-
cisions to build in-house library systems staffs to automate their inter-
nal operations in the late 1960's are no longer valid. Important
advances in automation have been made, including the widespread
acceptance and use of the MARC format and distribution service,
the general success of the cooperative network concept, and the avail-
ability of package systems. The day of the one-man or small group
library systems development effort is past. The jobs to be done and the
equipment required have become complex and expensive, and it re-
quires a team of highly qualified computer specialists to design and
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implement a viable system. With the increasing sophistication and
success of computerized systems for libraries, the need for systems
groups in individual libraries is diminishing.
The era of localized library automations has effectively come to an end.
Experience has shown that it is not economically feasible for any but
the very largest libraries to afford the heavy costs of developing, main-
taining, and operating complex localized computer-based systems.
Many libraries are quietly abandoning this approach in favor of join-
ing networks such as OCLC or its affiliates or purchasing turnkey
mini-computer systems from commercial vendors for specific applica-
tions. 1
DeGennaro correctly identifies a trend, but for the wrong reasons. In our
judgment, library automation efforts have failed or been minimally effective
because libraries have not approached automation realistically.
In the past it was often assumed that a librarian, by simply taking a few
courses in data processing, could direct the library's automation effort.
Even worse, it was often believed that people from the local computer
facility, with no knowledge of libraries, could tackle the problem effectively.
There were unrealistic expectations about the time required to do the job,
with many administrators believing that a year or two would be sufficient
for systems to be developed and to begin paying off in cost savings and
improvements in efficiency.
Some libraries underestimated the complexity of the problem; others
overestimated it. Using huge staffs paid with grant money, these libraries
found that too much staff time was spent attempting to communicate with
one another and in writing reports. Under such conditions, the amount of
progress tended to be inversely proportional to the number of people in-
volved and the amount of money being spent.
Fortunately, Northwestern has avoided many of these pitfalls. We
began our development more than eight years ago with a full-time staff
equivalent to one and two-thirds people, which has now grown to two and
two-thirds people. With dogged determination and little money or fanfare,
we have been making progress, although it sometimes seems to be very slow.
We believe that the Northwestern University Library is more highly
automated than any of the large research libraries. Our system was devel-
oped with no outside grant money, and the development cost was a fraction
of what has gone into the development of some of the other more highly
publicized systems. Development costs for the first five-year period were
about $300,000, including data conversion costs. For this expenditure we
have operational on-line ordering, cataloging, serial check-in, and circu-
lation systems, as well as a batch SDI (selective dissemination of informa-
tion) system.
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Our operational costs are moderate and well within the resources of
any large library. Not including terminals, most of which we own, our
computer costs are less than $120,000 a year. Considering that we have a
book budget of about $1 million, this is not excessive.
We catalog about 40,000 books a year, producing about 500,000 cata-
log cards and 20,000 purchase orders. We prepare more than 100,000 work-
sheets and about 12,000 claims in a year. We circulate about 400,000 books,
producing fine notices, book-needed and book-available notices, and over-
due notices. We print pocket labels and produce punched circulation cards
automatically. We check in about 90,000 periodicals yearly, in addition to
monographic series.
We do not yet have a true on-line catalog; this is the module which is
presently being developed. We do, however, have our entire serial col-
lection approximately 40,000 titles on-line, and we have bibliographic
data in machine-readable form for about 200,000 monographs.
Our success is due to a combination of factors. In part, we were lucky
in having just the right set of conditions at the right time. There are literally
hundreds of factors which can influence a project like this; we will try to
outline a few of the most important ones.
Economy of Scope
One of the prime rules for an effective and economical in-house auto-
mation system is that it be comprehensive. It is essential to realize that
there is no single operation performed by the library which, by itself, can
be automated economically. Ordering systems, cataloging systems, circu-
lation systems, or serial systems, if designed and operated in isolation from
one another, tend to be costly and have minimal impact on overall library
efficiency. This realization is behind the mass movement to the Ohio College
Library Center (OCLC), which produces catalog cards in phenomenal
quantities, thus achieving the objective of "economy of scale."
Because an in-house system cannot take advantage of the "economy of
scale" concept, it must be designed to permit "economy of scope." By
spreading the costs over a broad base of applications, the cost of any one
application can be minimized. From the very first. Northwestern's system
was conceived as a "total integrated system," with the objective of elimi-
nating all manual files, including the card catalog. However, it is a very
complex task to design and implement a total system. No matter how much
money is available and how many people are assigned to the task, there is an
irreducible amount of time required to design and implement a system.
Unfortunately, library and university administrations, like their counter-
parts in business and industry, take a dim view of projects which drag on
for years without visible results. Next year's appropriations are often de-
pendent on the demonstrated results of the current year. For this reason
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it is essential that the total system be designed so that it can be implemented
in modules.
In addition to using the modular approach, and because of the necessity
to establish credibility as a basis for continued funding, it is often necessary
to design a first-generation system which does not have all of the "bells and
whistles" which we have come to expect of computers. This is a perfectly
valid approach, provided one is aware that sooner or later such a "stripped
down" system will have to be enhanced. Substantial investments in time
and money may be required to make such enhancements.
The cost-effective in-house library system, in addition to being "total"
and "modular," must take advantage of every possible money-saving de-
vice. The concept of "multiple-use" data is essential to an economical
system. For this reason, the separation of systems circulation from cata-
loging, for example is to be avoided. Thus, in an ideal system, a file of
call numbers can be used both as circulation control and as a shelflisting
tool. This same file becomes a means by which an ongoing inventory of the
collection can be maintained, reducing the amount of lost time and annoy-
ance created by lost or misshelved books. The file is valuable for special
studies; for instance, we have used our inventory file at Northwestern to
help us to evaluate our book loss problem and to project space require-
ments.
An effective and economical system must also avoid redundant data
entry. With an integrated order/ catalog system, author, title, and imprint
information entered for purposes of ordering can be modified or used "as is"
for the cataloging function. However, the avoidance of redundant data
entry does not necessarily mean that data redundancy in files is undesirable.
We have had to be constantly on guard against designing a system which
is wasteful of computer processing time. Our philosophy has been that with
computer storage costs declining so much faster than processing costs, re-
duction of the latter has the greater priority. For example, we have not
yet been convinced that complete inversion of bibliographic records is
practical. Although we strive to take advantage of data compression tech-
niques wherever possible, we think that some data redundancy is a small
price to pay for processing efficiency.
The Northwestern system is not yet a total system, although it more
nearly approaches that goal than any we know about in other large research
libraries. In its present configuration we cannot claim to have achieved any
cost savings; the best we can say is that it costs no more than it would cost to
do the job manually. However, it does the job better and faster. We have no
way of determining the value of this.
The important thing to stress is that we have established the founda-
tion for moving on to the next module the on-line catalog. This is the
area in which we anticipate the greatest payoff. It is our conclusion that the
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cost of library operations can be affected substantially by automation only
when it enables us to cut off our slavery to the card catalog. As long as
technical and public service personnel are tied to this monster, and as long
as catalog copy, whether from MARC or not, must be integrated and recon-
ciled with it, then there will be little increase in efficiency.
This brings up something which has become a sore point with the cata-
logers at our library. They have heard stories of libraries which claim to
have greatly increased their cataloging productivity as a result of using the
OCLC system. Because we ourselves use MARC copy, acquired automati-
cally from the MARC tapes, we wonder how they have been able to do it.
Although we have virtually eliminated the typing and reproduction of
catalog cards, thus cutting our clerical costs, we have not been able to cut
the cost of the cataloging operation itself. Frankly, we are skeptical of
claims of large cost savings. We suspect that the transition to OCLC has
given administrators an opportunity to make changes in organization, in
the level of personnel assigned to cataloging, and in work-flow and proce-
dures which by themselves would have increased productivity. Such
improvements did not accompany the changeover to automation at North-
western because we had already streamlined our cataloging operation.
Our catalogers also wonder if some of these reported cost savings are
not being achieved at the cost of an impaired catalog in which the user and
public service personnel will pay the price of lost access to materials. Even
though we have had to compromise the quality of our cataloging to some
degree, we still take reasonable precautions to avoid conflicts with earlier
cataloging.
The Objective
We have said that we expect a "total system" to improve greatly our
operating efficiency, and if it does not allow us to cut costs, we expect that
at least the per-unit cost of processing a book will level off. We also
expect that the user will benefit greatly from the system. However, we have
not yet defined exactly what this total system will be. We expect it to be an
on-line system with a file of bibliographic records for all items either held
by the library, on order, or in process. Linked to these bibliographic records
are files of local processing and control information order records, hold-
ings records, circulation records, invoice records, fund records, and patron
records. Patrons as well as librarians use the system directly, searching
the files by means of any of several access points. The card catalog as a
means of access to materials acquired since 1971 is gone; also gone are
manual files of orders, bindery records, serial check-in records, and so forth.
In their places are terminals, in public areas as well as in the processing
areas.
After searching to see if a potential purchase is already held, the de-
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cision to order is made. Bibliographic and order records are created at this
time, and purchase orders are produced by the system. A commitment is
automatically entered against the appropriate fund. When an item is re-
ceived, whether it is a monograph, a multivolume set, or a single issue of a
journal, its receipt is recorded in the order record. A record for each vendor
invoice is created and updated automatically as the items on it are checked
in. When the sum of the line items balances the total, the invoice is approved
for payment and the check is written automatically. Claims for overdue
items (books as well as journal issues) are also generated automatically.
Using a terminal, catalogers review and update the bibliographic record
at the appropriate time and request book materials (labels and punched
circulation cards).
Patrons use terminals to search for wanted items; having found them,
they can interrogate the circulation file to see if the items are available.
Using self-service terminals, patrons charge out their own books. The circu-
lation system takes care of the production of overdue notices, call-in notices,
and notices of books available. Although fines are assessed in cases of gross
delinquency, for the most part the system is self-regulating, blocking a user
from taking out books after he has accumulated a certain number of
"demerits."
When we make the transition to a true on-line catalog, enabling search-
ers and catalogers to search and modify records from a terminal, we esti-
mate that we can achieve about a 30 percent increase in productivity on the
part of our technical services staff, both professional and clerical. The
savings should be more than enough to offset the additional costs of termi-
nals and computer time.
It is important to point out, however, that there are two aspects of
library operations which are not good candidates for an in-house system.
The first is the maintenance of a large data base such as the MARC file
in an on-line mode. This is completely impractical for a single institution;
it must be done on a regional or national basis. At present we maintain and
search the MARC file off-line. With the file at its present size (about 600,000
records), we can do this more cheaply than we could if we participated in
OCLC. This will become difficult by the time the number of records reaches
one million, however, and we sincerely hope that there will be a method of
acquiring catalog copy for direct transfer into our files at a reasonable cost.
The other area which makes sense only at the regional or national level
is the maintenance of a union file of holdings, one which can be searched in
order to locate items for interlibrary loan. However, because the volume
of materials which we borrow is relatively low, this has not been an area
of major concern. With the steady increase in the cost of purchasing materi-
als, this might become of more interest to us in the future.
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Hardware
We will now examine some of the details of the system design, both
hardware and software, which have enabled us, with a modest investment,
to accomplish what we have.
At the time we started our development effort, we were not aware that
the comprehensive system we envisioned could not be implemented on the
small IBM/ 360 Model 30 computer that the university was using for admin-
istrative purposes, so we proceeded to do it. (Actually we had little choice.)
For data storage we used part of a "data cell" which the university had ob-
tained primarily for storage of alumni records, and we located an inexpen-
sive source of special type balls for our terminals. As we were able to build
the administration's confidence in our abilities, we managed to get the
computer storage upgraded to 96K and encouraged the replacement of the
data cell with disc storage. During the entire project we have been required
to justify each increment in computer capability.
Fortunately, we have been aided by advances in computer technology.
The Model 30 was replaced by an IBM/ 370 Model 135, at essentially the
same cost but with a substantially increased CPU speed. This helped us to
accommodate the steady increase in work load. Further increases in storage
were needed to accommodate the teleprocessing monitor program (CICS)
which we later elected to use. At the present time, this computer has 192K of
storage, and we estimate that one more small increase will be enough for our
growth in the next two years.
We emphasize that this is not a dedicated library computer; it is used for
all university administrative data processing, and this is during the first
shift hours when library usage is heaviest. For this reason our response time
sometimes slips below what we would like it to be, but we know that we
are not alone with this problem. We conducted a study a few years ago to
compare our charges with the costs of a dedicated computer. The university
charges our account approximately $120,000 per year for data processing
services. This amount includes batch processing for catalog cards and pur-
chase orders, batch processing for SDI services, batch processing for pro-
gram development, and teleprocessing charges (see Table 1). By doing all
library batch processing on the second shift, when the teleprocessing load
is much lighter, we felt that an IBM/ 370 Model 1 15 with the same amount
of storage could handle the load of the library system alone, and we found
that the cost of such a system was almost identical to what we were being
charged by the university. The university was understandably not willing
to let us make this change, bcause there was no way the cost of the adminis-
trative computer could be reduced by $120,000 if the library pulled out.
However, we think this does illustrate that it is possible for a library to have
a system like ours, even if a computer which can be shared is not available.
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In fact, library applications tend to require a relatively large amount of
storage, both in the computer and externally, and relatively low computa-
tion speeds. For this reason it is quite possible that a library which shares a
large, high-speed computer encumbered by a complicated operating system
may be paying for computing power which it does not really need. We can-
not offer any data to support this thought, because the opportunity has
never been available to us, but we would caution you, especially in this
day of what one manufacturer calls the "megaminicomputer," not to over-
look what can be done with a relatively small computer.
We have tried very hard to avoid efforts to develop special hardware.
This has caused inconveniences in several areas, particularly in the enter-
ing and display of special characters in bibliographic records, and in pro-
viding a reliable output device for our self-service circulation terminals.
Development of hardware of this type can be very expensive and time-con-
suming, for it requires expertise in all areas of computer science, from elec-
tronic circuits to data communications and operating systems. The pro-
blems with the circulation terminal finally became sufficiently annoying
that we entered into an agreement with a group within the university to
develop a new terminal. This development has been in process for more
than a year, and we have- yet to see an operational prototype. We have not
given up hope, but this experience has reinforced our determination that
hardware development is to be done only as an absolute last resort.
Another recommendation is to deal with as few vendors as possible.
The computer trade press likes to headline the dollars which can be saved
by "shopping around" for computer hardware, but for a small installation
these dollars may not be worth the annoyance. A large computing center,
with dozens of tape and disc drives, may be able to save more than enough
to pay the salary of the hardware specialist who can draw up specifications,
help with selection, and then pinpoint which vendor's equipment is the cause
of a particular system failure. Again, we have not been able to follow our
own advice completely; our hardware comes from three different vendors
(if the telephone company is included). Our experience, however, reinforces
our recommendation that this is a situation to be avoided if possible; the
savings of $5,000 or $10,000 a year is not sufficient reason to add another
vendor.
It must also be decided whether to buy or lease the equipment. There is
no question that purchase or a long-term lease can save a considerable
amount of money if the equipment will be used for a period of five or more
years. Hindsight indicates that we, and our university, have not always made
the best decision in this respect. Although the CPU represents the largest
single cost in the total hardware budget, a short-term lease or a long-term
lease with appropriate contractual provisions will facilitate the gradual
expansion of the system as the various modules are implemented. The other
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bibliographic data and an on-line environment almost dictates programming
in assembly language. There is no doubt that this requires a more highly
skilled staff and raises the initial cost of the programs, but this money is
recovered over and over again in the daily use of these programs. A well-
designed assembly language program will occupy much less storage itself,
require less execution time, and often permit compression of data, as
compared with a program written in some other language.
The decision whether to purchase generalized system components, such
as data base management systems, or telecommunications monitors is less
clear. Available packages must be examined to determine how closely they fit
the library's requirements, whether they will operate on available hardware,
and their cost. For example, we found that the capability to process variable
length fields usually was lacking in the data base management systems we
investigated. On the other hand, capabilities which are included in the
package but which are not required by the library can substantially increase
the hardware needed to operate them.
A few years ago we elected to modify our system to operate under the
IBM telecommunications monitor system called CICS. We are still uncertain
whether this was a wise decision. The package is widely used, its price is
reasonable, and it appears efficient. It is also difficult to learn and uses much
of the computer storage. We have not acquired any data base management
system; most of them are poorly suited to bibliographic data and we feel that
their price far outweighs any benefits. We are, however, using IBM's new
VSAM (virtual storage access method) for file management. This is
undoubtedly an improvement over the old indexed sequential system, but still
appears to be overly general, much less efficient than it could be, and grossly
wasteful of storage. Fortunately, file management is a well-defined part of the
whole system, so that if something better comes along, or if we have the time
to develop something ourselves, it should be possible to incorporate it
without a major impact on the overall system.
The idea of acquiring a complete library system seems attractive, but
there are few, if any, to be found. A system like ours, which is economical to
operate because it is designed to do exactly what we want it to do and no
more, would undoubtedly require extensive modification by another library.
A very generalized system, designed to provide for the needs of a variety of
libraries, would be costly to buy (because it would be costly to design) and
costly to operate. A good compromise would be a modular system for which
the purchaser could select certain modules and easily modify others. A truly
modular system is also expensive to design, but as we have mentioned earlier,
the modular approach is desirable for other reasons. We have tried to follow
this approach as much as possible, and we suspect that if another library were
to acquire our programs, it could use the bibliographic modules almost
unchanged; the holdings modules might require minor changes, and the
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ordering and accounting modules would need major changes. This situation,
of course, reflects the influence of the MARC project on the library world.
The idea of contracting with some other organization to design and
develop the system might be attractive if the money were available and there
were no other way to obtain the staff with the necessary qualifications. We
have never seriously considered this alternative. It tends to remove the
designers from the close contact with the eventual users which we feel is
important. It requires that every last detail of the system specifications be put
in writing to avoid misunderstandings, and this in turn inhibits the
implementers from making minor modifications to the specifications,
modifications which may result in a substantial saving in development or
operational cost.
Staff and Organization
One of the reasons that the Northwestern automation effort has been
relatively successful is that we have had good access to a small group of people
who would have to use the system we could get agreement from them about
what the system should include and what it should not. It is much easier to
please 5 users than it is to please 500, or even 50.
For the staff of such a project, it is necessary to find either librarians with
an interest in computers and a willingness to learn more, or computer experts
with an interest in libraries or text processing and a willingness to learn
more. It does not work, and we can say this from experience, to assign a
program to print catalog cards to a person who has spent his whole career
writing COBOL programs to do payroll tasks. The frustrations encountered
in trying to locate the right people are only exceeded by the frustrations in
trying to do the project without them.
Our design and development staff has been small and cohesive, and able
to make and implement decisions quickly. It has had full administrative
support. It is organized in a staff, rather than line, capacity, with all
administrative, managerial, and operational tasks assigned to other
departments in the library. We have made special efforts to maintain good
relations with other members of the library staff and to secure their
participation in the design. They have been encouraged to take full
responsibility for the operation of modules of the system at the earliest
possible time, and have done so.
Cost Advantages of the Total System
So far, we have really not provided much justification for the possible
cost advantages of a single-institution in-house system as compared with
participation in a network. The comparison with network operation is
difficult to make. There is only one network for which cost data are available.
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and that is OCLC. The real problem, however, is that the services are not
comparable, so we must either attempt to isolate the part of our costs related
only to the production of catalog cards, or else estimate what OCLC might
charge for producing purchase orders, serial check-in, and so forth. Using the
first basis, we find that our costs are approximately equal to those of OCLC.
We feel that the balance will shift in our favor when additional services are
included.
Why should this be true? Primarily because there is much less
redundancy in the data associated with the additional services than there is in
bibliographic information. Libraries are willing to accept bibliographic
records created elsewhere, but they are not likely to be able to use order or
circulation records of another institution. By centralizing such records, there
is little saving in storage costs and a considerable increase in communication
costs. The possible savings in using a large computer rather than several
smaller ones are often lost in higher overhead costs, both in the computer
software and in personnel to operate it. When a library decides to make an
on-line catalog available to its patrons, the communication costs will increase
several times, and it may then prove more economical to maintain even
bibliographic files locally.
As we said earlier, we feel that there is definitely a place for large
networks in providing access to bibliographic information and for
interlibrary loan purposes. However, we firmly believe that other types of
information should be maintained on an individual basis by large libraries, or
perhaps by small groups of small libraries.
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The Economics of
Computer Output Media
Information not transferred to some sentient recipient is of no
particular value, at least of no direct concern to us in this clinic. A library
is in simplest terms merely a warehouse for information, albeit information in
a very particular form: in recorded form. Our concern at this clinic is with
methods of delivering information to a user or, more accurately, information
about the information contained in the warehouse. Information can only be
transmitted by effecting a modulation in some medium. These modulations
can be divided into two classes: those which are primarily temporal, and those
which are primarily spatial. As with any such simple model, the distinctions
are never so clear in practice. Nonetheless, we can speak of temporally
modulated messages as short-duration messages (e.g., sound waves carrying
language, or light waves carrying images), while printed information might be
thought of as spatial modulations used to encode characters on some
medium. It should be obvious that long-duration messages must be
transduced into short-duration messages before they can be received by a
human. The advantages of long-duration messages are obvious: the activity
necessary to synthesize new information from primitive elements must be
performed only once; the products of this synthesis can be delivered to many
users separated in space and time from each other and from the author; and
furthermore, users can choose to accept the information when they are ready
to do so. While long-duration messages permit efficient and economical
distribution of information, this advantage is decreasing as a result of
advances in computers.
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In many library applications, a computer serves merely to convert one
particular kind of long-duration information into a form more easily
converted into short-duration messages for human consumption. The actual
process, of course, might involve several intermediate transformations into
long- and short-duration messages. Computer processing speeds have tended
to blur these distinctions. Consider, for instance, the CRT display. Such a
display does indeed make use of spatial modulation in producing its
messages; however, because of the medium upon which the spatial
modulation is effected, it must be refreshed every thirty milliseconds, thus
introducing elements of temporality. Because of the virtually infinite
reusability of the medium, messages can moreover be produced for time
periods much shorter than those normally associated with a spatially
modulated form. This naturally gives rise to the possibility of interactive
query. Because of the remarkable speed with which long-duration
information can be encoded (data entry) and displayed (data access), and the
virtually infinitesimal time delay between encoding and access, another
dimension to the information transfer process is added currency of
information.
There is no question about the importance or sophistication of on-line
CRT systems. The principal drawback is simply their cost. In judging their
value one must carefully analyze the use to which they are put; for example,
the value of the searcher's time must be quantified, as must the value of the
immediacy of the data. This analysis is often extremely complex. One must
necessarily include in these considerations the expected time a potential user
must wait for access to the relatively expensive resources (terminals,
transmission lines, CPU, etc.) required to make use of such facilities. Such
analyses, in many cases, need no longer be reduced to first principles.
Observation of the results of experiments carried out in similar situations can
greatly simplify this process.
In most cases in which interactive systems are in wide use, the results are
generally favorable. The value of enhanced service and the diminution of
other easily quantified costs justify the cost ofthese systems. This, ofcourse, is
very similar to demonstrations of the validity of hypotheses in theories of
evolution if they weren't valid, the species under discussion wouldn't be
there: ergo, quod erat demonstrandum.
Let us quickly review some of the elements which go into determining the
cost of an on-line system. For the duration of activity a user must have
access to: the terminal display station (costs about $4,000 to purchase, plus
$50/month for maintenance), telephone line (about $1 /month/ mile),
computer with peripheral devices to support the telecommunications system
(about $25,000/ month depending on configuration), and direct access
auxiliary storage (about $10,000/ month for two million records).
With the exception of the display stations, each of these facilities can
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generally serve several users with the appearance of simultaneity. Shared
facilities might accommodate from 50 users on a telephone line to 500 users
sharing a computer system. The illusion of simultaneity is generally quite
successful until response time becomes appreciable. Nonetheless, the ability
of modern computer systems to multiplex large numbers of users has tended
to make them cost-justifiable despite the costs involved sounding astronomic.
Although costs are relatively high today, they are showing a marked tendency
to decrease. For example, the sort of terminal necessary for library cataloging
cost about $7,000 in 1972; an improved model now costs about $4,000.
Additionally, intense competition among data communication services is
rapidly lowering the cost of data transmission.
Nonetheless, I would like to devote the remainder of this discussion to a
consideration of the more traditional, relatively static, spatially modulated
forms of information display as provided by print technology. The various
forms of print technology have been, and still are, characterized by a
significantly lower basic price for carrying long-duration messages. They
suffer from an inability to provide rapid and interactive access to, and
currency or immediacy of, data. The rapidly decreasing costs for various
types of "printed" products are providing the means for ameliorating these
drawbacks to some extent. Declining costs, of course, cannot themselves
provide such direct assistance for the problem of rapid access. However,
indexing techniques are helping in some media to solve them; we shall return
to this point later. Currency of printed information can, of course, be
improved by more frequently producing the publication containing it.
As we know, only a small.fraction of a library collection is consulted by
users in any given brief span of time. The same is true of a printed catalog or,
for that matter, of any list. The problem in both cases is that no one can
predict which items will be sought by a user at some time in the future. Thus,
the printed list, like a research library collection, attempts within limits topre-
respond to all requests which might be lodged against it. This is the generic
problem plaguing all extremely long-duration information; because it is
produced, or acquired, only once, it must be kept available in case it is needed.
If we are to derive the maximum advantage from long-duration
information, it must satisfy a large number of users. Because of the
unpredictable nature of a potential user's information requirements,
information encoded in long-duration form must attempt to pre-answer as
many queries as possible. As a natural corollary, the larger the number of
questions one attempts to pre-answer, the larger the number ofanswers which
satisfy no query lodged against them; thus, the greater the waste margin. The
necessity for a large waste margin is an inescapable characteristic of any
information system that relies on recorded information; this is observed in all
studies of collection usage, and has been highlighted again by statistics on the
use of MARC records. Few institutions find any need for even 30 percent of
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the records distributed by the Library of Congress (LC); in fact, the Ohio
College Library Center's (OCLC) experience, in which a large number of
libraries attempt to utilize MARC, has shown that about one-half of all LC
MARC records remain unused. The expense of providing a waste margin
imposes a constraint on the level of service a system can provide. In the case of
library collections, we try to limit the waste margin by exercising a policy of
collection development. In a card catalog we limit the number of added
entries because of the expense of producing and filing additional cards. In a
book-form catalog produced by automated methods, the constraints are
considerably less severe, but nonetheless present.
Because several media are suitable for recording cataloging information,
we can seek one which minimizes the constraints it imposes. Let me apologize
for a certain looseness in the use ofthe term media. A computer-based system,
regardless of the medium chosen for display of information, is itself a
medium. The display medium may in some cases impose constraints on the
total system, with the effect of preventing data processing technology from
being used to its full potential. For example, a computer can easily completely
reorganize a catalog, but if the display medium consists of printed 3 X 5-inch
cards we cannot easily make use of this facility, because the changes are not
automatically reflected in the manual catalog. An on-line system, on the other
hand, makes the results of additions to (or reorganization of) the catalog
directly available to users.
Book-form catalogs have a similar capability for making the results of a
catalog's reorganization easily available to users. The schedule chosen for
publication, however, can limit the effectiveness of rapid reorganization to
the user. For instance, if a book-form catalog is published as a complete
cumulation each time, then all of the changes are available to the user at the
time of publication. The drawback is that the user must wait for the next
publication period. On the other hand, a catalog published as a cumulation
plus supplements necessarily implies both several look-ups and the presence
of both the old form in a cumulation and the changed form in a supplement
until a new cumulation is issued. A catalog published as cumulation plus
supplements, being cheaper than one published as complete cumulations, can
be published more frequently. In this way new information can be delivered to
the user with greater frequency, improving the timeliness of the catalog.
Supplements to a printed catalog can be in various forms: they can be
cumulative, embodying all actions taken since the last issuance of a
cumulation, or they can be chronological, representing only those actions
taken since the last supplement. The advantages and disadvantages of each
are obvious. Cumulative supplements limit the number of alphabets which
must be consulted, but are more costly than chronological supplements.
Cumulative supplements tend to grow linearly; that is, the second will be
twice as large as the first, the third three times as large, etc. Thus, ifwe assume
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an input rate /?, the total cost for n supplements will be proportional to
n(n+l)R. That is, the total cost depends on the square of the number of
supplements. Here the constant of proportionality depends on the cost of
printing an item. Therefore, the costs associated with a particular printed
medium can be instrumental in influencing a decision regarding the suitability
of a publication scheme.
In this simple exercise we have noted the effect that the choice of output
medium can have on the fulfillment of service goals. We have considered only
the number of independent look-ups required of a user and the timeliness of
the information. Another factor that determines the cost of printing is the
number of access points provided. More access points generally improve the
service, although too many access points can be self-defeating because the size
and complexity of the listing may discourage users.
Nonetheless, our concern is only with the constraints caused by the
medium and how they may be relaxed. Thus, if we have an inexpensive form
in which to produce a list, we can approach the functional limit of added
access points. Here again we should note the importance of the underlying
medium (computer storage) in making such a choice. If the data were not in
machine-readable and hence machine-manipulable form, the cost of creating
the alternate access points would greatly overshadow the cost of the display
medium. Often, automated systems can provide alternate access points with
little effort, because the computer can be programmed to analyze the data and
provide them automatically. Examples of simple machine-generated
alternate access are seen in KWIC and KWOC indexes. KWIC indexes tend
to produce a great many entries, too many to print economically in most
applications. They are consequently not provided, not because of computer
limitations in producing them or their value to users, but simply because of
the cost of the resulting display. An inexpensive medium could easily reverse
these considerations. Such a list could help, for example, to ameliorate the
problems caused by arcane forms of entry. The University of California at
Berkeley, for instance, produces KWIC indexes to the California university
union list of serials. They can afford to do so because the list is produced by
computer, and on microfiche.
Thus, we should see by now that the economics of output media can
generally influence more than an institution's budget. Economic
considerations usually impose explicit or implicit constraints on the service
one can provide. In the case of printed media, at least, we do have many
interesting options from which to choose, some of which can dramatically
relax the economic constraints. We can, of course, adopt one of them simply
to lower costs. The real promise, however, lies in lowering costs while
simultaneously increasing service. For the remainder of this discussion we
shall concentrate only on the cost of producing a specified output product.
Potential service enhancements will be left to your own creativity and
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imagination indeed, some very fertile suggestions have already been put
forward by the other speakers.
Let us begin by reviewing some of the traditional options available for
printed output. The simplest and most fundamental, when dealing with a
computer-based system, is high-speed line printer output. Two basic
components determine its cost: (1) the cost of the computer time needed to
print the list, and (2) the cost of the forms on which it is printed. The cost of
extracting a list from a data base is generally independent of output medium,
hence we can ignore it in further considerations. First, some basic figures
should be noted. Single-ply paper costs about $9. 10/M sheets. All upper-case
printing can be done at about 1 100 lines/ minute; upper-lower-case printing
cuts this rate to about 550 lines/ minute; and diacritics can further reduce
printing speed to approximately 300 lines/ minute. The reduction of speed in
the latter case is the result of two factors: (1) the American Library
Association (ALA) print train, adopted as a library standard, contains the
complete range of characters found necessary for the representation of
bibliographic data (169 characters). Because of the presence of so many
unique graphics, it does not permit common characters to be repeated as
often as on simpler trains. Printing time is consequently increased; (2) the
print train utilizes floating diacritics, i.e. diacritics (e.g., umlaut, accent
grave) appear as single independent graphics. In order to produce a, 6, or u,
one first prints the alphabetic character and then overprints the diacritic. The
figure of 300 lines/ minute represents only what we have found at the New
York Public Library (NYPL) for our printed lists of bibliographic data, with
our mixture of languages; slightly more than one-half of our material is not in
English.
High-speed printer output is certainly the most economical way of
producing a single copy of a listing, but that's the catch a single copy. As
mentioned above, long-duration information is generally economical to
produce only when it can serve many users. Thus, the real problem is to find
an economical method to produce printed information in multiple copies.
The crudest method of creating several copies of a printed report is to print it
several times by rerunning the program. This is patently ludicrous, especially
if the list is large and a significant number of copies are required. There are
less costly options, such as creating a print-image tape and reprinting the list
from it. The most popular method of producing limited numbers of copies of
lists is to use special line-printer forms which have carbon paper or "no-
carbon" paper to transfer the image imprinted on the first copy to other
copies. Four-ply paper costs approximately S36.50/M sheets, or slightly
more than four times the cost of single-ply paper. Larger numbers of copies
can be produced in this way. Eight-ply paper can be ordered as a special item
from most paper vendors, although the legibility limit seems to be reached at
the fourth carbon copy, with the fourth copy only marginally usable. When
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this technique is economically justified, it is common to combine the use of
multi-ply paper with reprinting the list. Aside from considerations of
legibility, there are other problems and hidden costs associated with this
technique. First, the multi-part listing must be decollated. This necessitates a
decollating machine and personnel to oversee the operation of this machine.
Second, a box of four-ply paper generally contains 750 individual pages,
compared to 3700 pages in a box of single-ply paper. This means that
computer operators will need to make form changes about five times as often,
and the computer partition assigned to the printing task must remain idle
while this is being done. Third, special forms must be stored and ordered; if
not treated as a cost consideration, this is certainly an ingredient in maintain-
ing amicable relations with your computer center's manager. Finally, because
of the need for a special form, the printjob may have to wait until that time of
the workday when such jobs are run.
The second most popular method relies on making electrostatic copies of
a single, clean copy produced by a high-speed printer. This has the advantages
of legibility and size reduction which make the listing easier to handle and to
house. The major drawback of this technique is the need for a special copying
machine. This problem can be solved by using a service bureau for the actual
copying process. Xerography, however, has the unfortunate property that no
significant advantage is realized for additional copies. Each copy costs about
the same, regardless of how many are made. A typical cost for xerographic
copying is about 3.8 cents per page. If we assume a listing which requires the
full ALA character set (thus having a printing speed of about 300
lines/ minute), and that foreground printing time on a computer is valued at
$45.00/hour, then for twenty-six or more copies xerography is more
economical than using four-ply paper and reprinting the list until the requisite
number of copies are made.
For large numbers of paper copies a printing press is hard to surpass for
economy, quality, and acceptability of the product. Printing plates can be
made photographically from line-printer output. Because the process is
photographic, all of the flexibilities of copy reduction which a lens can afford
are available. Costs can vary signficantly, depending on the "make ready"
steps involved and the grade of paper chosen for the final printed product.
Typical costs for such a process, in which there is no manual intervention
performed on the copy before printing, are 2 cents/ page for the first 100
copies, and .3 cents/ page for additional 100s. This compares very favorably
with xerographic copies, if only fifty copies are required.
When many copies of a large listing are required and turnaround time is
not too critical, another technique is available: phototypesetting with offset
printing. In order to use this technique, a photocomposed image of the page
must first be created. This is then used in the creation of a printing plate.
Camera-ready copy adds about $1 .00 to the cost of each page, provided that
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your own software is capable of creating a driver tape for the
photocomposition device (if not, this cost can easily be two times higher).
This seems like a significant overhead; however, dramatic reductions can be
effected in the number of pages. This has a salutary effect on the total cost of
printing, as well as creating a more compact publication more conveniently
used. We have found that the number of pages in a book-form catalog can be
reduced by a factor of nearly two by photocomposing it. The reasons are
simple: less important data can be set in a smaller type size, proportional
spacing is used for each character (that is, a lower-case letter /' requires less
space than an upper-case A/), and white space between entries can be made
less than a full line. Variability in type face and size can also be used to other
advantage. For instance, as we have already pointed out, detailed
information, which is of no value to the user scanning a page for an entry likely
to satisfy individual requirements, can be set in smaller type. The primary
sequencing element (author, title, subject) that the user is attempting to scan
very rapidly can be set in boldface type, thereby making a search through a
large number of entries on a page more efficient. Finally, important elements
(e.g., the call number) can be highlighted in italics, for example. The
principal qualitative advantage of photocomposed output is, of course, its
almost unlimited range of character sets. The full ALA character set is
generally available as a standard option. In fact, the New York Public
Library (NYPL) Research Libraries' catalog, which is photocomposed, is
produced each month with Hebrew text in the vernacular script. Hebrew
character data did not increase photocomposition price! Figure 1 shows a
page of the catalog with Hebrew text.
In addition to greater variety in character sets, photocomposition offers
the advantage of high information density. For example, a typical 12-inch
diagonal CRT screen can only display 1,920 characters. An S'/^Xl 1-inch
photocomposed page can hold 8,000 characters. Reducing this to characters
per square inch, we have twenty-seven characters/ square inch for a CRT, and
eighty-five characters/ square inch on a photocomposed page, or at least three
times the amount of information within the reader's range of vision.
With a fixed overhead for typesetting, we can expect another crossover
point. As I have pointed out, at NYPL we achieved a twofold reduction in the
number of pages in a catalog by phototypesetting it. Because of reduction, we
find that for more than 150 copies, photocomposed output is more
economical than offset printing from photoreduced line-printer copy. We can
further determine that for more than fifty-five copies, phototypesetting and
printing is more economical than xeroxing.
We can summarize the foregoing by noting the number of copies
appropriate for each of the techniques thus far discussed (see the Appendix
for detailed calculations):
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line-printer output on multi-ply paper 1-25 copies
electrostatic reproduction 26-50 copies
offset printing from line-printer output 51-150 copies
offset printing from phototypeset output 151 or more copies.
We tend to think of technological advances only in the more glamorous
technologies: greater computing speeds, greater storage densities, more
sophisticated CRT displays, etc. Nevertheless, the humble art of printing has
been quietly taking advantage of technological developments with lower
prices a result. Printing is not a single technology, but many. There are many
types of specialty printers, but for the purposes of our discussion we need only
note that a difference exists between "short-run" and large-quantity printers.
A "short-run" printer specializes in producing fewer than 1 ,000 copies of a
publication, and his equipment is chosen with this in mind. A large-quantity
printer uses presses and other equipment economical for large quantities but
generally too expensive to handle effectively the job of 200-300 copies. Let us
restrict ourselves to the short-run printer. This is generally the regime we find
ourselves interested in for library automation products. For the last four
years, the NYPL has dealt with such a printer in New York City: Multiprint
Inc. Despite increasing costs for paper and labor, they have managed to
maintain our costs at a stable level by effecting improvements in the efficiency
of their processes. In fact, on several occasions they have managed to lower
our prices without sacrificing quality. The first such decrease resulted from
their use of an electrostatic process for creating paper print plates of the same
quality as metal plates produced photographically. Paper plates have a life
expectancy of only about 2,500 copies, but this imposes no constraint on us,
for we rarely require more than 450 copies. A second price decrease was
effected when they developed a semiautomated press, which reduces to a
matter of seconds the time required for changing paper plates. The most
recent development involves mechanization of the process for creating a
matrix of pages for a printing plate for a signature. Ironically, this process
involves the use of yet another technology, which may offer the lowest price
for hard-copy output: computer output microfilm (COM). The irony lies in
the fact that by harnessing this technology, our printer has offered us such an
attractive price that we have delayed consideration of a microform catalog for
a while longer. The potential is enormous; with a single pass through the
photocomposition device we are in a position to produce both low-cost,
graphic-quality printed catalogs, and microform catalogs of similar graphic
quality. As an added bonus, our costs for the photocomposed copy will be cut
in half!
The remainder of this discussion will concern itself with COM. There are
two basic kinds of COM: (1) alphanumeric COM monospace line-printer-
like output, and (2) graphic COM typesetting-quality output. The former is
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lower in basic price, and requires the least amount of specialized software.
Generally, one needs only to redirect the output from a program designed to
produce a printed listing on a high-speed printer to a magnetic tape. With
modern operating systems this can be accomplished by changing only a single
JCL card. As with the rest of the universe, even alphanumericCOM comes in
many different varieties. The simplest, cheapest, and most common produces
only upper-case output. Upper-case/ lower-case capability is now commonly
available with the result that character sets are no longer a limitation.
Nonetheless, one should exercise care to insure that some of the special
characters are available such as open and close brackets to avoid
unpleasant surprises when the first batch of fiche are delivered.
In the last several years we at NYPL have, in cooperation with two
separate vendors (the first is no longer in business), developed a full ALA
character set capability for alphanumeric COM. The Library of Congress is
developing such a capability with yet a third vendor. Several other vendors
have developed greatly expanded character set capability but, to my
knowledge, no one else in the U nited States has developed support for the full
ALA set, as an alphanumeric COM option.
Thus, COM can be had, in ascending order of cost for the master copy,
with: upper-case only, upper-case/lower-case, a full ALA character set, and
graphic-art-quality typesetting. The last is produced by a photocomposition
device and thus is available with a virtually unlimited character set and a full
range of type sizes and faces. Note well, this ranking by cost represents only
the cost for the master copy. Additional copies are made by duplicating the
original film, hence the cost of copies is quite independent of the master. As
we have already pointed out, graphic-quality output can cut the number of
pages, or frames, in half; therefore, the same considerations that apply to
printed output are in effect when many copies are to be made.
Before we attempt to consider the relative costs of each type ofCOM we
should first discuss the other variables which can affect cost. COM is
available in two basic forms: microfilm and microfiche. Both are available in
various reduction ratios. In deciding between film and fiche, one must
consider the cost of the associated reader. A typical microfiche reader can be
obtained for under $160, while a comparable motorized film reader will cost
about five times as much (about $800). The basic cost for creating film and
fiche is about the same per frame. Cassette or cartridge microfilm must be
loaded into holders at a cost of about $2.00 per cassette. In the most popular
size of film 16mm only about 1,800 frames can be loaded into a cassette.
This adds about . 1 cent to the cost of each frame/ copy, which is significant in
the domain of prices associated with microforms.
Differences in reduction ratio do affect the cost of a fiche master, but
only slightly. The major effect occurs in the cost of multiple copies. There
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seem to be no real standards for microforms; therefore, depending on the
reduction ratio and the COM vendor's ingenuity and cooperation, various
numbers of frames can be placed on a single fiche. Because the cost of making
copies depends only on the number of fiche, the number of frames on a fiche
can be quite significant in determining the total cost of a complete list in
multiple copies. The 42X fiche format seems to be reasonably standardized. A
single fiche will normally hold 208 frames, one of which is reserved as an index
to the individual frames. On the other hand, 24X fiche are available in a wide
variety of grid layouts. This is probably due to the existence of both COM and
source document microforms at that reduction ratio. Source document
microforms are made by photographing a printed page, normally 8'/$ X 1 1
inches, whereas COM is generally created in the proportions of computer
printout, nominally 11X14 inches. At NYPL we have been using a 7 X 10
arrangement of frames for our 24X fiche (this means 69 frames of data plus one
frame for an index). Higher reduction ratios are also available, such as 48X
which permits 270 frames/ fiche. As you can see, by choosing the appropriate
reduction ratio, significant reductions in the cost of multiple copies can be
achieved. Furthermore, a format which reduces the number of fiche simplifies
refiling the fiche after use.
Microforms obviously cannot be read with the unaided eye, so some
simple form of indexing must be provided. In this respect microfiche are far
superior to microfilm. There are techniques for indexing microfilm, but none
are totally satisfactory. The simplest techniques rely on an odometer built
into the film reader. These are usually not very accurate, but the index can get
you close enough to permit you to scan further. Other techniques rely on
special frames placed at alphabetic breaks, with distinctive markings at fixed
positions on the frame. When the film is passed through the viewer at high
speed, the markings appear as a distinctive pattern on the screen. An index
affixed to one edge of the screen allows one to determine at a glance
approximately where he/she is in the alphabet. Probably the best technique
developed yet for public use is that provided by the Information Design and
Autographies readers. They simply have a set of gears connected to the film
transport mechanism, which are used to drive a cursor. The cursor acts much
like the pointer on an FM radio dial. In this case, instead of pointing to the
tuning frequency in response to a twist of the dial, it points to entries in a
printed index in response to the film's motion; ergo one knows where he or she
is on the film. This technique, although promising, is still subject to some
mechanical problems. It also shares the limitations of odometer indexes; they
can only specify film position to within approximately one hundred frames.
Microfiche can be indexed much more precisely, and in addition
eliminate awkward sequential searching. Time spent in moving film while
searching for the correct frame is obviously unproductive time. In addition,
most users find this quite irritating. More generally, film may be likened to a
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sequential data set, while a set of fiche are more closely analagous to a direct-
access file.
Most service bureaus producing microfiche generally employ a
preprocessor to index the fiche automatically. If the program that creates the
listing is designed to create dictionary headings on each page, or if a data
element in a specified position on the page can be used for this purpose, the
service bureau can automatically provide an index. The vendor will usually
provide two levels of index: ( 1 ) some frame of the fiche is chosen as the index
frame (it will contain the dictionary heading for each frame on the fiche with a
reference to the coordinates of that frame): and (2) a higher level index can
also be provided (this simply consists of the dictionary heading of the first
frame on the fiche in large, eye-readable characters across the top of its fiche).
When the fiche are arrayed in front of a user, he or she can select the correct
one with the unaided eye from the eye-readable heading. When that fiche is
loaded into the reader, the index frame will give the location of the desired
frame. As the reader moves the cursor to the specified coordinates, the correct
frame is displayed on the screen. This can usually be accomplished in less time
than it would take a reader to leaf through a printed volume. The fiche vendor
will also provide an additional service: each fiche will be sequentially
numbered with eye-readable characters. This greatly facilitates refiling the
fiche after use.
I regret that I cannot give you a single figure that represents the cost of
COM output, nor a simple formula which will permit you to make a choice
with some feeling of confidence. The number of parameters involved is just
too great. I can, however, discuss some of the parameters involved and the
effects of varying them. I have thus far been talking only about alphanumeric
COM. The basic costs associated with this depend on the options chosen:
(1) upper-case/ lower-case fiche, at 42X reduction prices average about two
cents/ frame; (2) full ALA character set, at 42X reduction only two vendors
currently provide this service, with respective prices of 4.5 and 9.3
cents/ frame (Figure 2 shows a portion of the character set as developed for
COM); and (3) copies of 42X fiche about 0.1 cent/ frame.
Thus, a 750-page listing produced in 100 copies with an upper-
case/ lower-case character set would cost about $1 16.60 less than the cost of
paper needed for seventeen copies! Note that four fiche are required for this
list, and that the last fiche will be only about one-half full. Nonetheless, you
would normally be charged as if they were full for both the master and for
each copy. If the same listing were produced with a full ALA character set, it
would cost about $177.00. Note that although the master is nearly five times
as expensive, the total bill is increased by only 50 percent. This is the result of a
simple fact that is easy to overlook: the cost of duplicating many copies is
more significant in determining the total price than is the cost of the master.
Let us consider one simple variation. Let the fiche be created with an
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ALA character set, at 48X. The price of the 100 sets would then be about
$150.04. This is 15 percent cheaper than if produced at42X. There are other
variations one might wish to consider. For example, without great difficulty a
vendor can provide frames proportioned according to one reduction ratio,
with characters at a lower reduction, and slightly greater space between lines.
This helps improve legibility and if accented characters are to be used, reduces
the probability that descenders or ascenders will interfere with diacritics. At
NYPL we currently produce 42X fiche with 38X characters. In order to do
this, we must limit the number of characters on a line and the number of lines
per page, which in turn increases the number of frames needed for a listing.
The net result is an increase of 36 percent in the number of frames. The effect
on our hypothetical 750-page list would be to increase the COM price from
$177.00 to $221 .25, as we would now need five fiche. Although the fractional
difference is large, the absolute difference is quite small. We have found the
increased legibility and user satisfaction to be worth the difference in price.
These calculations could be carried out ad nauseum. The important
point is that the number of options are limited only by your, and your service
bureau's imagination. At any rate, we should now have enough information
to establish another crossover point: the range of copies for which microfiche
represents the optimal medium. I shall not attempt to do this for you, as the
crossover point is too dependent on the size of the listing and its publication
frequency. The reason for this dependence is quite simple: in the price of each
frame of each copy we must include the amortization of the price of the
reader. I believe you now have enough data to do this calculation yourself.
I should like to conclude by discussing what I consider to be the most
interesting recent COM development. As I mentioned earlier, a
photocomposition device can be used to produce microfilm. Information
International Incorporated (III) manufactures and supports three of the most
sophisticated photocomposition devices: the Videocomp 800, the COMpSO,
and the FR60. All three machines are capable of producing 16mm and 35mm
film; the COMp 80 can also directly create microfiche. The NYPL has been
experimenting with 35mm Videocomp output, which can then be put through
another photographic process (developed by NCR) to create ultrafiche. This
technique is attractive in that no significant software modifications are
necessary. In fact, the only change of any magnitude involves the creation of
an indexing frame. More important, we can have access to all of the type fonts
we use in our printed book catalogs and can thus use all of the type-face and
type-size differences to convey information. We can also display non-Roman-
alphabet vernacular text; our Hebrew character font will be available on the
COM device.
Because of two physical limitations, the full benefits of photocomposed
ultrafiche cannot be derived yet: (1) reduction by a Videocomp is fixed, as is
second-stage reduction in the NCR process; and (2) a Videocomp restricts the
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frame size on microfilm output to the equivalent of a 7 X 9 inch full-size page.
We are actively seeking solutions to both of the problems. We are also
carefully following the progress being made by LC in its use of the COMpSO
family of hardware. In fact, it was LCs early attempts to produce the subject-
heading guide on a Videocomp in ultrafiche that provided the impetus for our
own explorations in this direction.
Even with the limitations just mentioned, we have determined that we
could reduce the cost of our supplements to 28 percent of our current printing
prices by producing them in photocomposed ultrafiche. This would mean
that we could capitalize 250 readers, with the expected savings realized in less
than two years. If we assume that one-fifth of all readers would have to be
replaced each year, then it would take nearly three years to capitalize the
readers and to begin deriving benefits from this technique. As I pointed out,
our printer has made our printing prices so attractive that now we can only
expect to save 53 percent by converting. This sounds like a substantial saving,
but at this rate it would take more than four years to capitalize the cost of250
readers.
The fractional savings would be roughly equivalent if we also converted
the cumulation to microform, but the absolute savings would be twice as
great. Therefore, even with our new lower printing prices, we could expect to
capitalize the new readers and replacements in approximately three years
but this is still not the complete picture. Consider again just a microform
replacement for the printed supplements. They consist of four volumes each
produced in 250 copies; in theory, we can thus provide 1 ,000 service points. It
does not seem that we would in fact need that many readers; nonetheless, we
would probably need more than 250. This factor would dramatically change
much of the foregoing arithmetic.
The nearly 40 percent reduction in printing costs has permitted us
adequate margin to await and evaluate further developments for at least
another year or two. This additional time can prove extremely valuable at this
juncture. We can simultaneously closely observe developments in CRT and
communication costs during this period. This will permit us to extrapolate
more reliably their trends before we make a large investment in microform
reading equipment. Nonetheless, it must not be forgotten that two-thirds of
the 40 percent reduction in our printing costs is directly attributable to
photocomposed microfilm.
In conclusion, developments in display technology are dramatically
altering both the economic and service potentials of automated library
systems. Microforms are providing some of the most fertile developments in
this revolution; many of these benefits can be enjoyed immediately, and
current trends promise even more exciting developments in the near future.
Decision-making, alas, is made extremely complex not because of
limitations, but rather because of a cornucopia of very attractive options.
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About the only absolute statements which can be made are: (1) the
effectiveness and viability of automated information systems are inextricably
linked to the economics of display media, and (2) recent developments
although varied and in a state of extreme flux, seem very promising.
Appendix
/. Multi-ply Paper vs. Xerox
P = cost of printing on page containing 55 lines,
@ 300 lines/ minute. @ $45.00/hr.
P = (55 X 45.00) = .1375
Cm = cost of n multi-ply copies
Cm = print time + paper
= 1 /4 (.1375 + .0365) n = .0435n
Cx = cost of n electrostatic copies
Cx = cost of print time + 1 part paper + xeroxing
Cx = .1375 + .0091 + .038n = .146 + .038n
Cm > Cx
.0435n >.146 + .038n
n > .140 = 25.4
.0055
2. Xerox vs. Offset Printing
Cx = cost of Xeroxing
Cx = .038n
Co = cost of offset printing
Cp = cost of plate + cost of copies
Cp = 1.82+ .003n
Cx > Co
.038n > 1.82 + .003n
n > 1.82
= 52
.035
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3. Offset Printingfrom Line Printer Output vs.
Offset Printingfrom Phototypeset Output
Characters on a line-printer page 57 lines X 132 characters/ line = 7524
Characters on a phototypeset page 8'/2 XII" with 3/4" margins provides 7 X 9'/$"
print area.
7 X 9'/T = 504 pts. X 684 pts.
Number of 8 pt. lines on page 684/8 = 85.5 ** 86
Number of characters/ line on the average, an 8 pt. character occupies 4 pts. horizon-
tally, therefore,
504/4 = 126 char/ line
Characters/ page = 10.836
R = page reduction
R = 7.524/10.836 = .694
Co = 1.82 + .003n
Cp = cost of offset printing from photocomposed output
Cp = (cost of photocomposition + cost of plate + cost of copies) X reduction ratio.
Cp = (1.00 + 1.82 + .003n)R = (2.82 + .003n) (.694)
= 1.96 + .002n
Co >Cp
1.82 + .0030n > 1.96 + .002 In
n > .14 = 153
.00091
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